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Executive Summary

by John J Furlani

1. Introduction production methods into prototype design and vali-

dation, is still viable Even though the concept "wi!Z
In perusing this report, the reader must remain not now be carried out in a thorough, formalized

aware of the fact that the bulk of the material manner in a dedicated facility, the authors are
presented herein was originally written in 1976 confident that the ordnance community is aware of
Except for minor technical, ed-tonal, and manu- the problem and will, as much as possible, consider
script preparation changes, the chapter contents and incorporate production-compatible materials,
represent the thinking and predictions of the chap- methods, and designs into the prototype develop-
ter authors at the concept planning stage of tfe ment phase.
Prototype Validation Facility [PVF)_ It is quite grati-
fying to the authors that so many of the ideas,
innovations, and applications eventually worked 2. Historical Background

themsehes into the actual architectural design
plans and functional criteria for the PVF The Harry Diamond I .iboratories IHDL) has

Considerable support v'as found and a malor been developing electronic fizes since World War
effort v as expended in bringing this project through II, when the Laboratories were the Ordnance Diw-

the many steps of the Military Construction Army sions of the National Bureau of Standards tNBS). It

(MCAI program Approval for this Iir.e item, entitled was there that the first proximity fuzes were in-

Research and Engineerng Support Annex IRESAI, vented. The fuze concepts, earlv designs, proto-

was received up to the level of the Office of the types, and tests were done in-house, and contracts

Secretary of Defense, and it was included in the were then awarded to private industry for product

FV79 and -80 MCA budgets The level of approval engineering and initial production These contracts

resulted in the Corps of Engineers awarding 35- were then managed by a small group of laboratory

percent funding for architectural concept design. people who had been involved in development of

Unfortunately, in each fiscal year, economic re- thefuze designi This methodofoperation wasquite

straints and demands of programs having higher successful and remained the laboratory operational

priontv deferred the start of construction At this policy through the following vears 1
time, the protect has been deleted from the MCAs o'B
listing, and its future is uncertain In the I9S0"s, the ordnan- functins of NBS

lahoratories were transferred to the Army and these
To a Large extent, the effort requ.red for upoat- laboratories became the Diamond Ordnance Fuze

irR the PVF design, presentatic-i, and documenta- Laboratories (the forerun.wr of Harry Diamond
tion took precedence ov-er issuance of this report Laboratories, so named :o honor the inventor of the
Additionally, the hope that authors ould update proximity fuze) An Industnal Division was estab-
their chapters and put them into a more potisned Int'ed to oversee aspects of post-development fuze
state was never fully achieved This situation was production The engineering staff in this Div'ison

somewhat expected, since funding had been ex- was not a part of any research and development

pended and hiher priorty demands almost always (R&D) activities They prepared the Technical Data
existed for all personnel invokled in the report Package (TDP), which was the documentation that

II included drawings and specifications of the fuze to
Nevertheless, this report is now being issued he produced by industry. This Division was also

to complete project commitments and to serve as a involved in product improvement and production
record of the conceptual thinking that went into the support-ser•.-ces that were obtained by contracts
desig-n of the PVF The concepL ;ncorporating to private industry

P•MWlO PAGE BW4l-C-1,P PitE-D



In the late 1950 s, certain shortcomings in the sion, which subcontracted the technical support to

division of responsibilities betvseen the R&D and the project group in the development laboratories-

technical activities vsere evident scarce engineer- It was at this time that engineering for production

mg talent was squandered by duplication of effort, activities was conducted, if necessary This proce-

the life cycle of the fuzes (from invention to dure has cont'.,ed, essentially unchanged, to the
production) was lengthened because of (necessary) present time

relearning v hen the fuze project moved from R&D
into Industrial Engineering (IE), and probably the It became appaient tMat L-.cause of time con-

most serious shortcoming was the occurrence of straints and limited fund, engineering for

the factor called NIH (not invented here) This production could not ensure that the fuze would be

factor accounted for the impossibilty of pinpointing designed for manufacture at the los.est cost on a

responsibility and explaining field performance de production line In addition, the process was ineffi-

ficiencies The R&D people vsould say (correctly) cient, since the in-house project group performing

that the fuze was working properil when they the development was not well versedin production

completed their phase The IE people claimed (cor- methods- The situation was further complicated by

rectly) that the design, as given to them, had to be the fact that industrial contractors were not sensi-

redone before the fuze could be manufactured The twe to the demands imposed by development

contractor ,%ould say (correctly) that the end item engineering.
was produced in keeping with the requirements of
theTOP in most cases the fuze under development

xsas intended to provide an advancement in the
To remedy this grievous situation, the opera- state of the art Thus, it contained components and

tion %sas reorganized. The Engrneerir.g and Product assemblies that were relatively unique and had not

Assurance Division wa- made the responsible Com- been manufactured previously, since a sponsor

modity Manager, dire.ting rodustril engineering could justify funding support only if significant per-
activities The technical people responsible for engi- formance gains could be realized As a result, new

neering were located ir various laboratories After manufacturng approaches had to be developed or

iompletion of the R&D phases, these laboratory established processes had to be modified More
people %sould 'change flats, so to speak, and often than not. unfortunately, manufacturng me-

"sould report to the Engineering and Product Assur- thods for production occurred after development

ance Division as contrac• monitors The complete sas complowd and production was already under-

procedure folloxvs way Many development programs were also ad-
versely affected by the urgent need to manufacture

Concept design, fabrication of early proto- largequantitiesof uzesfordeliverytothefield. This
types, and testing to prove teasibility were contra- was especially true durng the Korean and South-
ued rn-house. At that stage, development contracts east Asia conflicts, although it continued through

were assarded for the design to be engineered for the cold war' Concurrently, much concern was

production and for development quantities to be expressed by sponsors as well as by the laboratory

fabricated The tests of these units continued command about the h.gh cost of proximity fuzes
through what has come to be knossn as the DT-l and their cost-effectiveness compared to more con-
idevelopmental testing) and DT-2 phases and, fi- ventiooal fuzes Performance characteristics such

nally, through Type Classification (TO Concuo- as weapon effectiveness, functional reliability, and

rently with development and testing, the contractor safety were spotlignted in relation to the cost of the
prepared the drawings, specifications, and mnspec- fuze. Performance levels that were acceptable

lion equipment data that became part of the TDP. when the fuze cost $15 to $20 could not be ,
justified when the fuze cost $30 to $40 It it now

"" After TC, the "first buy" (a small-quantity clear that the situation was not as serious as it

procurement) was handled by the Industrial Divi- seemed, because (1) there was a requirement for
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mire stringent performance that included a quan- 4. Organizational Limitations

turn increase in safety and made the fuze more
complex and costly and (2) inflation was minreasing One can imagine that developmental engi-

the cost at a rate higher than in the past neers are experts it current production technology

and that this expertise can be applied to design

fuzes that can be mass produced at minimal cost. In

3. Alternative Operating Methods reality, HDL has very few product.on-type ma-
chines for expeemental production engineering As

It was obvious to many people that if we %sre a result, more reliance for production support was

to reserse the rising trend in fuze costs, some placed on skilled machinists and technicians Their

changcs in our operating methods ,,ere essential experience included fabricating metal parts and

The most obvious solutions dealt witn rising labor electroPic assemblies :o the requiiements of the

costs and the use of mechanization or automation drawings The machinists and technicians know

to reduce those costs Programs like the 40-mm first hand exactly how close tolerances can be held

proximity fuze project during the Southeast Asia on the different machine tools, and they are aware

conflict advanced the concept of developing the of the time requ.red and the difficulty involved in

automated production line in parallel wsih the fuze performing mechanical dnd assembly operations

development This meant tailoring the production Hoseser, esen this knowledge is insullicien! since

machines and tooling to the fuze des:gn, thus com- they lack the experience of sorking directly with

pressing the deselopment and industrial phases production equipment

This approach offered not only low production
costs but aiso a reduction in the time required to go
t
rom concept ;o production A nr-3so; consideration S. Philosýphical Ap-ciS

of this type of approach is that it presents a higher

risk than the past conventional approach, since a As-auming that u Aucs.t- snould be de-

large espenditure is required for tooling e% en before signed *,to our fuzes early in the ' how should

the fuze design has been thoroughly proven Actu- it be inplenmentz-d? Should H DI tire production

ally, hosseser, it may be a general corollary that to engneers to design its tuzes? Should HDL send its

make substantial savings in production costs. highlin deselopment engineers to industir for on-the-job

initial risk is necessary Anotiher factor to be undet- training? Should HDL realign its staffing of develop-

stood is that flexibility irn hr•e..e'0 the equ'pment is ment protects by assigning cost engineers to the

limited and it 1, thus (cr-r-e:,ectte only ushen large protect groups? All these actions %°oald help and

t qt.antiies aretv It :. ". - I would not cOSi , ery much to implement. But where

are production ergineers to be found who have

rtheless, t:-, app-oach did gain acccD- experience in fuze development' It takes several

tance - -k;i e piroluction costs, several ru:n eairs to train competent fuze engineers and des-gn-

progia.,. mntrimdued design of the -".,nufacturirg ers Likea fuzedevelopmentengineer.a production

equipmi,. tor the fuze during the eaits -'- nil tie engineer becomes proficient by working in his field,

Ituie ot,-e..n.ment life cscle rati.: iS.,'" a i ttu and be stays proficient by continuing to work with

i,,nivr.al !.;-.-ýe was reached An in ,-.'-. ,., the toots of his profession, which include current

[Kxil to ttts statemet murht be tl-.t :-., 'k.i,..,y production equipment Whether HDL hires

a good idea that should be un.%e. a:.- t. ,lt-c' In production engineers or develops them throutgh

fact, one might go exen further and cnarge that training, they maintain their competence and

unless this procedure ,,as foliosved All along. productivity oy testing their theoretical knoosledge

money was wasted The tact is, howvever, that against the reality 0t producing pans on produ..fction

des elopmental fuze protects hase been funded and machines, tust as is done in the manufactunng

scheduled in a way that presented manufacturing a mdustry. The state of the an m production technol-

low-cost, mass-producible end item ogy. particulady in the electronics area, is changing

"7



very rapid!y How do we maintain the competence ness? Would a cost engineer contribute to progress

and awareness of these production engineers? How ii the fuze engineer's work or further complicate

long a raining period would be required for our vie problem? These and other questions were con-

development engineers to become elfectdve in ap- sidered during the course of this study and were

plying their new knowledge to fuze designs? And used as gu.del:nes to help in determining the con-

howv do wre maintain their competence and current- clusions that resulted

ii
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Chapter I. The Electronic Fuze Prototype Validation Facility

by Frank L. Teselow

As a result of many years' experience with (el Develop technical performance s.ecifica-

several projects, a Pied was recognized for an tlions for such equepment as maybe required for the

improvement in the method of incorporating selected production method

production technology as early as possible in the

development phase of a fuze project in order to (f) Enumerate the exact quantities of each of

reduce production costs and overall time from the several types of production equipment that will

conception to field implementation One possible be required for the prototype facility.

method to achieve thewe objectives was to fabricate

prototypes during the development phase using fgt Study the geographical location of the fac-

production equipment so that verification of perfor- itity, considenrg such alternatives as Government

mance and producibitity could be achieved before operation and contractor operation

the device was type cl3ssified and released to
industry for large-scale production To determine (h Developafloorptanforthefacihty.

,shether this new approach was achievable, it was

proposed that a study beconducded (i) Es'imate all cost data that will be required
in support of a budget request for APA 4911 fund-

This report summanzes the activities of the ingin subsequent years

Pinduction Engineering Measures (PEMN project
No 5753077, mitiated in June 1974. This protect is (j) Define fast-response acceotance inspec-

a Mapufacturiig Methods and Technology lion equipment for both electrical and mechanical

tMM&T) engineenng effort to define the Prototype measurements, considering inclusion of transducers

Validation F.cility (PVF) for electronic fuzes The for automatic rejection of a defective fuze or fuze

proposed objectives of te study were to include component and for automatic data recording when

the following desirable

(a) identify the various manufacturing tech- The PVF concept and function may be de-

n-rogies aadiable within the U S industry coumplex scribed quite definitively, although the role, scope,

for 'he production of electronic fuzes and the spe- and :imitations of the PVF require discussion and

cific capabilite of each of the tech•o:ogies in terms answers to questons on staffing, funding, projected

of the established requirements for national use, and other considerations descnbed in the

mobilization scope of this study. The concept and function of the

PVF, very simply, is to introduce production-type

(b1 Forecast the advancement of each oof design and fabncation methods into the fuze design

these techn.o.gies wthin the -eýt 5 to 10 years during the deselopment phase and to validate this

design by a "sample size" run and test before

lcj Select the single mesa promising technol- release of any large-size procurenreti contract

ogy for Army electronic and proximity fuzingS~The concetA of a PVF extends back many

(d, Studl the various methods of production years at the Harry Diamond Laboratories (HDL) asaS! en~crepassecd within the selected techno!ogy, in- result of our [ong, commitated in, oivement, contri-

' cluding examinalion of the relative merits and dis- buttons, and experience in the vanous ýize pro-

advantages of each, and select one production grams that had their start at HDIL with the invention

method of the proximity fuze by Harry Diameond in 1942

9



Many advances have been made since then, with In 1968, hDL proposed a PVF that would

rarked changes occurring as a result of advancing involve the fuze designer and introduce

technologies in microminiaturization, solid-state production-line designs and fabrication methods

components, and high energy, low-volume power into the R&D fuze development phase Basically,

supplies; the use of printed circuits, and high- this would require setting up or adding to specific

density packaging methods These advances have technology areas and the acquisition and installa-

both pointed up and given rise to various deficien- tion of productior-type fabrication machines, tech-

cies in and impediments to ihe fuze development nologies, and assembly lines at HDL As described,

process existing now and, if not changed, expected this type of effort has a high initial cost and, simi-

to become morc severe in the future The two larly, large annual operational costs However, the

mator, across-the-board problem areas for almost specific costs cannot be determined until the varn-

all subsystems in muze development are (1) the high ous functions, operations, personnel requirements,

cost and, in some instances, total inability to obtain machines, test equipment, etc, are defined and

ordnance-related components and subsystems specified

from the commercial market and (2) the high cost Answers to these questons and, more specifi-

and extended delays that have occurred in bringing cally. to t hose outlined in the scope of the study.

a laboratory-dLesigned and -validated fuze into were to be achieved by canvassing of the various
production The first difficulty occurs since a re- HDL laboratories and divisions involved with elec-

searrh and development tR&ha program uses small tronic fuze development A written report was
numbers of components that eAen p uhen avaoable equested containing intormation and comments
commercially, are high yb cost A product, to f on deficiencies, operations, personnel, equipment,
profitable. must today be "miachie-itensve'" (low and recunred funding that would beneficially and
net man-hourslitemr) A commercial market must economically justify inclusion of their function
thus be assired or the item is eithe: unavailable or within the concept of the PVF. Although the major

can be obtained only through spectil tooting at divisions of an elctronic fuze are identified as four

exorb~tant cost subassemblies-the electronic head, the power

supply, the electronic timer, and the safety and

The second problem area is related to the first arming unit, posvive responses have been receried

but occurs primarily because fabrication practices and will be presented ii, the following chapters

during the RF.D phase, of fuze design differ from according to technologecal divisions or operations

those used in production A simple examp'e is the Each chapter describes the facility and its operation

machining of an item, rather than punch ng or as pan of the PVF. equipmen considerations, for-

casting as would be done in production In addition, seeable technclogy changes and possible effects on

a design or parts that can be manually assembled equipment requirerrents and operations, and the

during R&D may not be practical for automated ahernatives or repercussions if their operation were

proouction Although refined engineering practice notincludedinthePVF

can compensate for these difterences somewhat, a The several technology chapters are reviewed

truly relable. tested, and validated design can be and tied ,ogether in Chapter XII, Planning and

obtained only by introduction of product on-type Progress This chapter introduces and discusses

destisn and fabrication during the prototype design problems relating to .le role of the PVF as part of

phase In addition, a sample size' run must be the Defense establishment and :'s policies, 'he de-

made on production-type equipment, and the fuze sirability of Government operation over quasi-

design and producibilits must be validated before government or pnvate industry operations, the de-

the elea-e of any major coituract These deficien- sirability of a centralized P PF over a satellite sys-

cies are recognized and acknow-ledged universal- tern, the spin-off functions :f the PVF, and conc!u-

ly-the probiem thus becorn'-s one cI resolution sions and recommedariiorns.

"9i 10



Chapter Il. Electromechanical Devices

by David L Overman, Robert N Johnson,
and Roland A Eb'er

I1-1. Background and Introduction quences, often making i necessary to repeat the full
spectrum of developmect tests on the product-on-

Most of the eectromagnetic (EM) devices de- engineered items

veloped by H13 for electronic fuzes are small
assemblies of mechanical electricl, and explo3sive As Government designers worked with con-
components designed for high-volume production tractors to resolve these problems they became
at low cost Typical EM devices are safey and conscious of wvays in which their initial designs
armng mechani-ms, power supply initiators, fluidic could be improved to avoid subsequen. production
generators, turbine alternator,, spin switches, and difficulties The situation was also improved by
components containing electroexp;osive actuators incorporating parts made by high-volume proc-

and detonators 'Small :s generally less than 2 in esses into the early development models whenever

(•oaiut 51 mm) in ans dimension; "high volume" is possibhe and by considering the consequerces of

greater than 50,G00 per ronn, and "low cost' is in assembly and testing by automatic machine eary in

the range of Si 00 to $5.00 each Such designs thedasignphase
must use Ic, -cost fabncation techniques (stamping.
coining, csting. sintering, and molding) in combi- The current p-oblem faced by the designer is
nation with mechanized assemblv and "esting in the long lead time and expense iequired to procure

order to meet these voiume and price goals small developmental quantities of, for example, die-

cast metal parts It is either very costly or very

Typical past practice in the development of difficult to locate outside vendors who are willing to

EM a vice, has been to build the small develop- goto thetrouble to tool upfora part that may never

mental qunti.es vith teavy emphasis on conven- go beyond the development stage. It is also very

tional matining of the components from bar stock difficult to efficiently design die-cast, sintered
The mrcS'nes %ere yodel5 asailable and easy to molded, or stamped parts without having first-hand

use. alo, d&sign changes could be made mexpen- expenence [o, direc access to someone with first-

siety Once a nes design was deve-oped, it was hand cxpericnce) in building and operating the dies

turned over to .. contractor experienced in high- or molds In adaptirg to mechanized assembly and

v.sAime production techniques, to be production nspeciion, first-hand experience is dgain necessary

crngineeifi During this phase, manv new prob- to help avoid costly nmitakes and to maximize the

lems usually oeve4oped and had to be resolsed, advantages to be gained by such equipment

creating additional expense and delay. These diffi-
culties tended to be associated vwith chinges in
materinas processes, and assembly methods For 11-2. Recommended Equipment

example. die-cast rarts came out with different
tutccances and surace properties than the ma- Baed on knowledge of HDL'S current capa-
cnined parts Sime.ed parts had different ýeights bilities in EM devices, it is recommended that
and density distributions. while molded parts equipment of two types be purchased, set up, and

t tended towarpen-I shrink Some designs could not operated within the scope of the oropozcd PVF.

be asscembled or tes'ed w.l- the automatic equip- The first type is general-purpose shop equipment

i menit Slignt des•gn ,hanges ieeded to accommo- that would give HDL the ability 1o fabncate me-

date or tale dva,.tage of the proa icton processes chanical components in prototype quantities using
or techn ques wotld hae Wiaoreseen conse- the techniques that would normally be used for

";i 1 a
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these components in high-volume production The metal parts Several deburrng methods are consis-

second category is general-purpose equipment for tent with high-volume operations Th:s includes wetuse in developing and evaluating new or improved abrasive blasting, abrasive flow debuoang, chemical

technoq'r-s of mechanized assembly, testing, and deburring, thermal energy deburring, harpeizing,
inspection of EM devices Four general-purpose and chemically a celerated vibratory deburring as
items are suggested for initial expansion of the shop referenced in the Selected Bibliography at the end

fab,,cation facilities They are of this chapter. The most important plating proc-
esses would be electroless nickel and chemical

(a) small die-casting machineis) with the ca- conversion coatings. Expertise and capabil-ties in
pacity of .5 oz per shot of aluminum and 4 oz per these areas are expected to be general shop support
shot of zinc labout 33 g aluminum and 113 g zinc), functions, so that completely finished Tarts could

be delivered to the assembly areas.
(b) small plastic molding machine especially

designed for insert moldings, such as switch contact The following list suggests items of equipment
assemblies up to 0 ' ( 1 (about 1 6 cm'), for general-purpose use in the area of mechanized

assembly and testing of EM devices.
(c) small powder metal press and suitering

furnace havinga capacity for 2-oz pressings in b ass (a) Two systems, each comprising a rotary

(about 57 g brass), and synchronous indexing machine with a 36-in (914-
mm) diameter dial, 24 stations, a size of approxi-

(d) small, high-cycle-ratc (50 strokes per mately 4 x 6 x 7 ft (1 2 X 1. x 2.1 m), a sef-

minute tynicall punch press of about a 3-ton capac- contained pneumatic system, and all necessary

ity, capable of progressive stamping and forming logic and control systems

operations.
(b) A nonsvnchronous iNS) transport system

Several other high-volume production processes for input and output interfacing with the ,,o synch-
such as thread rolling, cold heading, and fine-edge roncris machines
blanking might be considered for future expansion
ofthegeneralshopportionofthePVF (c) A series of general-purpose or standard

tooling modules for tooling the synchronous ma-
Small machine size in the abo' e descriptions chines This includes, but is not limited te, an

m#ans roughly 100 ft' of space This is an ade- automatic spnng winder, orbital and radial cold-
quately sized machine for development work, forming and riveting heads, adjustalsle pick-and-
whereas larger equipment woi.d be a disadvan- place modite, punches, presses, presence, posi-
tage Since these four items will be included in the tion, and !orce-sensing probes, markers, standard
general shop facilities section of the proposed PVF, tool ho~ders, soldering and s.elding he. ultra-
they will not be onsidered further in this chapter soic head, vibratory feeders, tape blankers, meter-
Hrwever, the demnakers and machine operators fur eg heads for lubncant, sealant, and adhesives, and
this equipment would be expected to become ex- automatic screswdrivers
pens in their respective fields. As such, the's would
form the m-ho"s;e consultant group for design guid-
ance on high volume mechanical fabrication tl-3. Description of Facilily
processes

11-3.1 Layout

In additio' to the four high-production proc-
ess machines recommended above, consideration The synchronous index machines and NS
should alo bc given to including necessary auxil- transport are arranged in a minimum-sized EM
lan equipment, specifically, deburong facilities for dewce automation taboratory facility, as illus-
cast and stamped parts, .nd plating facilities for all trated by figure I1-1 By coupling the equioment in

12
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the manner shown. it sould be possible to develop 11-3.2 Synchronous versus NS Operationb
experience with both synchronous and NS automa-
tioncperationsinthesam-facility Thisisimportant Typical synchronous machines (5,6) have a
because fuze contractors do use both t~pes of rotating wrxktable from 1 to 6 ft (0 3048 to I 8 m)
equipment and they are quite different in their in diameter that is indexed in 8 to36 teps at 10 to
performance characteristics. Each has its peculiar 50 cycles per minute The work is positioned in
advantages and disadvantage-, and the plan would nests on the table, and various operations (pick-
be to try to combine and take advan.age of the best and-pla-e. onent, probe, test, etc ) are done by

features of both types accessory tooling moving synchronously with the
.ndex mechanism. Operations performed at each
station are kept relatively simple because of the

21 SUT&A 24SF..[ high cycle rate and the need to minimize malfunc-

TEt. si tions Although a given machine may hase 24
WiAe0tx stations, the number of operations performed is

I 0 most likely tooe6to 2in orderto provideroom
' .} for tooling and to minimize the capability lost if

2 single statioits malfunction Some synchfcnous ma-
I TrOJA( 50 01M zAt1 chine, are configured for ann-hiine transfer arrange-

|iN."•Ts LCAIC%.,Cs FS ment usisng pallets and a con% eyor belt rather than

SuTEtwE OPEUTM the rotary indexed worktable (7)

wm sr •,oi ."o., I o erom li Typical NS machine systems (8, 9, 10, 111)

' I, consist of a series of tooled stations connected by a
STC•• sT•r transport system that feeds work pallets into and
CM.T CMT away from each station on demand. One to four

operations are usually performed on the work at
Figure I1-1. Electromechanical devices automation each station and the cycle rate -s about 3 to 15Per
laboratory for Prototype Validation Facility. minute.

The characteristic feature of an NS system is
The transport system 141* would have a belt or the storage capacity or "float' of pallets contained

chain drive, guidance trackage, provision for slip- on the transport that allows each station to work
page as the pallets pile up and co-nme to a stop. independently (or to malfunction independently) of
escapements to release one pallet a- a time to tie a: other stations
pick-and-place unit or positioning and clamping
mechanism, deflecting or switching devices for re- It is difficult to build a case in favor of one t.'pe
jecting or sorting pallets, and possioty a pallet return of machine over anothe, both synchronous and NS
system The pallets would have a memory system types are wsidel and successfully used by industry.
so that a faulty item in an intei.ediate stage ol Often the preference for a particular type is based
completin is flagged to preclude additional opera- on past experience and vested interest Any com-
itons from being performed and to provide for pany with 10 years of produt,%e expenence with a

retecticn at the appropriate location in the cycle, given system wimH have developed the expertise to
Subpal

t
ets might also be designed to function as make it the system preferred by them and they will

emov.ble nests on the rotary worktable of the defend their choice strongly
synchronous machines

Rotary synchronous machines are most often
"Numbm o, parentheses rerfer to sources ofaouomating employed foý machining, assembling. ,nd testing

.equoýinresvrtti-dm apeendin tI-A.o/Ino-nc this chapte- smaller iterns such as safetj and arming tS&A)
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devices or switches. NS machines are most often highly productive and competitive sy•nhron.ous

emptl)ed for operations on larger items, such as systems used throughout industry. Obviously there

loading/assemblng/packing of a rtiller projectiles is a limit to the number of synchronous operations

or man-ifacturmng large automotive components that can 00 performed efficientis at the same ma-
Ho%,ever, NS machines are also being used to chine, this number is about 6 to 12. Therefore, a

assemble small mechanisms such as alarm c•-ocks complete system is generati made up of a serc-•so0

and cameras synchronous machines linked with a manuel or
automated NS trezpui.i system. (Thus, it might be

For the same job performance, a synchronouts -r-.. appropriately termed a scmisynchronoas
assembly svstem would generally be slnat•l, using ss-stem )
less floor space) and che-atc than an NS system

This differe•i•c , pnmanly due to the 5- to 8-ft (1.5
f, z.) m) quay on the transport system between High-quality feed parts, standard for ordnanicet

stations and the redundant power and control sys- devices, ate- another help in achieving -effective use

ters needed at each station on the NS system. of automated assembly machines. Although this
Intermedtate storage for the synchronous system is wouW be a cost d'sadvantage for consume-

provided by bins of pails in bulk or by iutomatically products, it is not the most important considerat-mn

loaded and unloaded racks of magazines The mote for military EM devices In order to simu'taneousir

compact nature of the synchronous system would achieve the high degree of saferf (one failure in 2.5

be an advantage for one prooosed use. i e., devel- million) apd reliability !greater than 99 percent) in a
wmpng tooled machines [to perform particularly diffi- device that has onl, one chance to operate after a

cult operations such as a final S&A device test possible 20-yr storage period and unpredictable

system) for shipment of the machine (tester) to the enwronmental stress, high-quality parts are re-

contractor who manufactures the item- Less tear quired no matter how they are to beassi mbled

down, shipping %olume. and se up would be
required. NS systems are said to be easier to set up,

deb*-g, and service than synchro..ors mchines,

Machineeffici•envor availabiiv (lu'c-fuloper- but this is debatable The NS system can be ex-

ating tme) is another importart item of companson- panded one station at a time. wh-.ch makes delxi.
This couid be defined as the average number of ging easi.r. However, total time spent setting up
products delivered per hour int-grated on a and debugging a I0-operation system (three or four

monthly basis. divided by the basic cvclic rate of stations versu, one rotary index machine) might be

the machirv Thus, the tcrm machine effi•Kienry greater for the NS syste-m. The added space re-
includes the effects of stoppages, malfunctions, and quired for the NS transport system does provide

maintenance on productioi totals Malfunctions on better access for service t manual takeover of a

a synchronous machine stop the work at all sta- malfunctioningstation.butthemuOtpliciftyofpovwer
tkins. whefeas on an NS -sstem, only a single and control systems means more parts and potent,-

slation us affected for disturbances of shot luration ally more servicing

Although the synchronous system may be irstrini-
cally !ess efficient, it is geneally accompanied b% Although both systems can use memory de-

more highly refired tooling and requires more sklul vices on the pallets or nests so that a faulty item can

in designing, setting up, and operating than neces- be tagged las discussed in 11-3.1 J, only the syncEro-

sarv ,with .he NS machine. Also, because they are nous system can remember faulty items or et,4pty

smaller, simpler, and cheaper, there is often more nests etectncally The flexibility of modifying a

than one synchron ,ous machine doing the same job given system to change or add unplanned co>ema-

1 i com~lete system Proof of equivalent operating ti-ns is about the si-e for both because the synch-

efficiencies is demonstrated by the large numb,, of ronou-s system is generally not used at full capaoity
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11-3.3 Typical Synchronous Machines -.

and Ulilities

General-purpose s~ nchronouls assembly ma
chines are available from ses eral sources An exam-
ple of a commercially available design that ineets
thev requirements for the electromecahnical section wa
of the PVSF is shossn in figure 11-2 (5) This is a k
medium-sized machine. 35 in in diameter )9i4
mint, having a 24-station indesing ssorktable .dove
a 4 x 6Ift(1 2 X i 8 mt)cabinet and tool mounting I
surface It is a standard system designed for ease of
use and flexibility in co~ns erig from one l~si to
another it uses standard tooiling modules in an I
"~erector sef or building- block fad-ion to minimize
the time and trouble of setting it up This ssoutd ~ __

apply- to the s-arious jobs especed for the PVF o
operation Att posser for actuating the tooling mod-

utes, located either on the tovser surface or .- ,x -

mounted using predrilled holes in the upper tooling ~ 5-

plate, is provided for the central column Tooting
components has. overload protection, and thenr
trasel can he adjustecl to within 0 001 in (0 0025 ____
mm) in both stroke directions The main index drive
has overload protecticii on its outpzt s~de Station Figure It-1. Viewis of typical rotary synchronous
lcation is prosided that is accurate to better than assembly machine.
0 00t ir'. (0 0025 nmm) and is independent of the
indexer These features minimize position error due switch and relay sysemns, to modern sold-state

to "ecar in the drive vsysem and make it easier to programmable controtlers. it is suggested that one

reset the dial in the es ent of an os.erload Th.- main of the machines for use in the EM section of the ?VF

drise ssstcxv is a 1-hp etec~ric motor ssith he equipped wit'i a matns switch type of ELI
clutchi brake and% sariable speed putles fts speed is control 55stem (12 and another be equipped with a
mechanicalhs sariabfe tromn t0 to 50 cycles per simple solid-state 'irogrammable controller (11910s
minute. Ihus, makrig 41 easy Loth to studs probtems that esperience -an be gained wsith both types of
wsith tooting and to adapt its use to simple or control

complxo~aiors113.34 Tooling
A selt-contaii-er Oelecrically- drisen piieurnat-

irspackage proin.King %acuimmawfdrs; or lubricated A wyide sariety of standard tooling modules is
pressurized airlortiotinrgitssontaied in the basi'sO available 5',me of these are described and their
thermachine Sisitc-vn genieral-use pneumatic sakes, possible uses are discussed below
timed by means of rotars- cam switches coupled to
the indexer, are located on the top of the central a An automatic spni'g ss-ider syith capacity
column and under the loyser tooling plate W0 0002- to 0 030-in diameter vv-ire, and withI automattK feed, cutoff, and controtled retention or

Control ss-stems. asailaible fnr synichronizing feeding of each spring This is likely to be a si,~all
the operations of automatic masninecs range from satellite machine stationed next to the main synch-
simphe druim-typie f.rogrammers, through matixs rollous assetmbly machine and feeding directls to a
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nest or pick-and-place unit. in order to compensate f. Marking equipment, for lot numbering.

for minor variations in wire diameter as feedstock is seriahzig, identifran, etc, is avaiable commer-

deptlete, spring force would he monitored, and cially (24, 25) and could be set up as a modular
dynamic control of pitch or free length would be operation
provided by feedback adjustment

g. Resistance welding heads (26), for spot
b Orbital and/or radial riveting and cold- welding c.t small parts, electric connections, and

forminngmachines(14, 15, 16) for manufacture and explosive assemblies They would be small units

assembly of soft metal parts, weighing up to 03 oz. with adjustable controls for current, voltage, pres-

Tooling heads woulo provide verv slow force wno- sure, and duration

impact staking, flanng, and forming They could be

used to form small cold-headed parts from h Ultrasonic tooling modules 127), fol weld-

feed-stock, or to provide functc-ial features on ing plastic assemblies and inserting metal parts into

end-item components and do these operations right plastic pans
on the ass,. mbly machire€, on demaidJ

o Tape blanking tooling, for use in blanking

c Prc'-and-place units for transferring parts and installing marking and sealing discs from

and assemblies to and from the transpo, system, to adhesie-backed tape
and from satellite operations (for example, a spin

test station), and from feeder tracks imn the nests or 1 Precise volumeti;c meteenng heads, to dis-

the rcary worktables These units would encorm- pense oils, grease, foams, epoxies, and anacrobic

nasstranslatioiall(1, 2. and 3 axisl, transliationaland and rubber-based adhesises and sealants. A wide

Srora:ional (swinging), and inerting motions They range of th,ý equipment is available commercially

would include specific modules designed by the (28) Equipment to dispense sealanis in controlled

manufacturer of the synhronous machine and paqterns for formed-m-place gaskets may also be

general-purpose mechanical and EM units available desirable.

from specialv f.nms ,l 7). Important features of the

pick-and-place modules would be small Aize, easily k- Automatic screwdrivers 116, 29) having

adjustable grips, strokes, and motions, and ovcr- adjuttable torrW. and self-contained screw feed

load pro!ection to prevent damage in case of a )am s-tems for threaded assemblies.

or other malfunction
1. Generu!-purpose vibratory sorting and

d Small modular press heads (18;, for use it, feeding systems (30. 31). these units are needed for

assembling press-niled components as well as mary stators in general, these systems need to be

crimping and punching operations in thin sections 'tuned' ech time a new part must be handled, but

a broad series of generai-purpose units could form a

e Vainous probe heads, for detecting the basic operft:on.

presence and/or position of parts or assemblies.
There could also be probes lor gaging heights (19). 1'.-3.5 Automntic~ ata Processing

sizes, and forces during assembly Special probes

could be deveoped to simultaneousls measure A major use.)f the PVF automation equipment

force and stroke of sprmng-biased detent systems will be in performaoct-testing EM devices and

during acceptance testing. In addition to snimile subassemblies. The large amount of data iboth

mechanical displacement monior- that trip limit sanable and attribute) generated in these tests can

switches, the probes might incorporate fluidic and he very valuable from the standpoint of process

photoelectric serors (23). strain gages 1211. linear control end general quality assurance if it is oroc-

sariable displacement transducers ILVDT s), mag- essed in a concise and timely fashion. D:recl access

""netc sensors 122, 23), and aporopriate readout to compuW.er facilities should be made available for

instrumentation this purpose Within the facility, automatic data
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processing could readeiy be accomplished by direct rotary worktable andlor the pallets for the NS
interface between the sensing probe's readout in- transport system. The designs have to be tailored to
stumnents and SPEAR, HDL's general-purpose com- the job and they must be replicated many times (see
pu;er system planned for installation throughout the fig 11-3) However, i! may be possible to devise a
laboratories (see also Chapter XII) Another major general-purpose nest or pallet that could easil, be
use of the PVF is to develop automatic EM device adapted to many jobs
test systems that can Ze shipped to contractor's
plants Many of the EM des-ce contractors do not During the initial learning phase and during
have access to tn-plant computer facilities There. the development of tooling for the facility, it would
fore, use will also be made of programmable calcu- tie practical to concentrate on automated inspec-
lators for automatic data processing These sy-stems tlion and testing of developmental S&A devices or
(32), some with plotter and tape cassette drive, can on building and testing simple sobassemblies such
% ery easily be set up to take and to process data on- as setback mechanisms or explosive loaded items
line in real time and off-line from storage on small (see sect 11-4.2). A more general-purpose use of the
magneic-tape cassettes. The programmable calcu- facility would be to study specific aspects of a
latois are small and %ersatile, a compilet system &-sign relative to its capabiliy for assembly and

could be set up for approximately $ I OK or less. testing using automatic machinery.

.x I 11-4. Operation .,s.--r

11-4.1 Methodand Capability , ' - - -- ,

The minta' use of the EM section of the PVF as D -- 2
an automat'on machinery laboratory ,ill be to j ,

provide in-house experience and competence in - ,

this field After this is established. the facility can
provide services related to validation of prototype
fuze designs For example, it might be set up for ,,vs •zcn e•,i r' Mi5e

assv,'s a'?.y : ts't. _: f crral hundred to seseral ' 's ms ansi. c'

thousand S&A devices during the R&D phase of a r-n sa vn- r-'ac Iv. '.a Is,LMfiua.>Iunew ouze program Hots-ever, this use is not recomn a saw. vi's
mended nosw' because of conflict wvith contracting WC'1tni ..ai,.c

policy Also, the limited amount of equipment is aria -is, r--,
such thai a complete job of this nature would * A l ,• av J .a,
probably require several reconfiguning phases Al- WS.fli,4,• is• iI ~ though thi's usight be done in a reasonable tie'"
tog thi •tb oei araoal t Figture 11-3. Detonator block assembly (PNl1722620)
given a highly skilled and experienced staff t ue
sect. 11-4.3) and a v-ell-stocked supply of g,'neral- forXMS8lE2/M724 fuze.

purpose tooling items, it sould not be efficient In addition to its use for prototype validation,
compared to hand assembly In order to minimize the facality would be used to develop new tech-
changeover time and expene for the small quantity mqaes for more effKicent automated test and assem-
"of items that would be assembled, it mar be more bly of fuze mechanisms For example, probes could
r-actical to use hand-loaded magazines instead of be developed to measure lorce bias levels at given
vibratory bowl feeders to teed onented p..ts The positions and to generate variable data to replace
maga•zines would be loaded off-tine. Items of GOINO-GO test probes that give only attribute
special-purpoc tooling requiring considerable data These probes, plusa assoiated instrumentatlion

S, timelexpense for changeover are the nests for the and data processing, would be exceptionally valu-
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able for process control in production environ- M.O mI

ments As another example, new methods of auto-
matically applying solid and iquid lubncants would , =.1 .1w,

be inveqtigated that could lead to more uniform and . ( Bo riS

controllable coatings, giving better performance at . ,.r
lower cost These new techniques could then - .e -i-O . Oi- ......
disseminated to contractors for improvement of i.,-x, Lsie,.•,u
their automatic production lines Studies of the ,,.• --
value of data collection, development of data hbrar-
ies, data analysis, analysis of system operations, *'tn-";i
feedbaclk control loops, etc, for particular situa- . -
tions , ould all be conducted 'iio irirwnsms i u 1*4th Mis

Another use of the facility ws.ould be to help Bis ,e.4
contractors in evaluating various methods for auto- 'is, h

mating a new operation or for correcting an opera- 0 '-ai
tion that is causing difficulty. Different ways of __arS' 'i'rinn ,Br
feeding and orienting parts could be explored An .--- J.-
opportunity to help a contractor correct a malfunc- ,=

tioning station designed to feed and place small coil
spings is a recent example where lack of an in- •'ti",XiBo ,
housefacility precludedexperimental assistance Figure 11-4. Operations for automatic atimbly and

test of PN 11722620.

11-4.2 Example

during initial operation of the facility. All p.mb.
In order to progressively des-elop in-house stations and test stations are separate from the

automation expenei ce, the PVF EM device labora- feeding and assembly stations. The operation can
tory equipment wsould first be set up to perform be made more compact later by doing most of the
simple jobs A typical first job might be to set aside a probe checks at the same stationr being used for
portion of a production buy of the detonator block feeding and placing parts. Photoeilctric or other
asetnbly for the M587E2/I.%724 fuze. These units remote-type sensing plus additional :ontrol of the
would then be built in house and furnished as feeding and placing operations would probably be

o(,sanrn-en mfurn•s•d material (GFM) to the prime requiret In both cases, a memory system would be
fuze contractor A tvpical quantity wouto be• .,0'JO useo so that feed•ng occus only when the probe
to 20,000 units, representing one device lot The output is pospiive. Safety from poss•ble initiation of
detonator block assembly (PN 11722620) is shown the electiic detonator v.old be p.'ovided by clear
in figure 11-3 It is a good test run for the proposed plastic shields at all stations after or tine introdoc-
PVF facility because of its small size tA Sin oiam x lion of the detonttor- The final assembly wou.cd he
0 25 in thick) and relatively simple, seven-part loaded into magazines that would provide intnnsic
assembly It requires handling and installation of a explosion containment durng storage and

sensitive electroexplosive component and it must shipment
be tested for contact resistance Thus, it provides
experience in explosive handling, setup, and use of The PVF laboratory EM device could be
automated test instrumentation, and computerized tooled for two other "beginner" problems of cur-
data reduction The necessary operations for this rent interest One is the assembly and test of the
tob are outlined in figure 114 bottom plate, spacer~and setback lock subassembly

• • for the M732 fuze. This item, shown in figure 11-5, is
t This job is laid out on two machines to simplify made up of five parts and would require force bias

* the tooling and to facdlate the leaining process testing of the setback pin and spring The other

18
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RET7INNG4PI speed the cycle and provide better access.

TWO-SPIN LOCK NO.' GEAR AND PINION

SETBACK SPIN ASSEMBLY 11716772
SEBC PIG TWO SPRING SPIN LOCK ECP HE N

11718477 11714755 RTRPINION zbt~SMBLY

SETBACKBL LC PALLET ASSEMBLY

/ SPRING RETAINING

ROTOR DETENT ) - SETBACK SPRING
11716423 08 1797

SPACER ASTAKLC
11716748 1735

VIEW SHOWN WITH TOP PLATE REMOVED.
PHANTOM LINES SHOW ACCESS HOLES IN TOP PLAT.,

OtTONATOR SLEEVE DETONATOR SLEEVE, /TOP PLATE
SPRING 11718766 ASSE MBLY 1100514 1 /1:7I746

(4 PLACES) A

1.75 IN. DIAM MAX-4--- SECTIONN 8-8e1ouPL

CDSECTION 
A-A 11716745

(Q BOTOM LATE Figure 11-6. S&A Module IPN 11716741 for XM732 fuze.

1171675 
TO N rOBE EMPTY NEST & RESET MEMORY

EJECT GOOD UNMTSIN ARMED CONDITION M A FEED SEA MODULE (SAFE POSITION)

MOVE SHUTTER AND LC PROBE PRESENCE. POSITIONFigure 1l-5. Bottom plate, spacer, and spring setback RESET DETONATOR (SAFE CIONDITION)

subassembly. IGEGA~TE IGH_ K ND. I D TTST SETBACK SENSOR

LOW BIAS) BUAS LEVEL

MOVE SHUTTER AND EJECT J EJECT FAULTY UNCTS (SECREGATE
setup would use the facility for automatic testing of DEtoONATOR WlAS LEVEL F HIGH WlAS RAN LOW BWAS)

the completed M732 fuze S&A module ARME MXIN TRANSFER TOPIN TEST

PN1 1171674 1) shown in figure 11-6. This line could RETURNN PmR PIRUS FRJM SPIN TEST G EJECTFAUL TV WIS TZ&VCATI

sreaanin-house tester for Government inpc =PIAYOEA RMM HIGN Tow$S AND Low TURNS)
serv asan nspc- PRURY PERTIO FRM M ECCIERT-lIC SPRINNER RESETS ROTOR

tion of engineering control samples during 0= SECONDARY OPRATION NTOSMPIIN

production. It could also serve as the prototype test 1JC amUa 0 REUR RIESET WITIS FOM Spuam
model for other units to be set up in contractors' EJCT FAULTY4S Y PROBE SA P0911101IBI am~o
plants. The necessary operations for such a tester
are given in figure 11-7. The system is again spread SAMLPOSITINDB) FTF~FWT

out to use the two machines but, in this case, the RUT ESETBACK LOCK I TUA"FR TO SPTINTES

number of operations might still be too many for EnTFNTYWl

later adaptation to a single 24-station machine. This .6 US1PIA1OW

might be compensated for by having faulty units 001141 WM INE SAFM POSITIBRINNSPT 1

marked with a code instead of being elected after
each test and having certain probeadoietto Figure 11-7. Sequence of operation for testing S&A
stations eliminated by means of clever tooling, module (ION 11716741).
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U.S. Conclusions and Recsmmen,.Liofs tise and in supporting the current electronic fuze

R&D mission Itis recommended that it be included

it is concluded that the proposed 4' device in the planned PVF and that it be staffed and funded

automation laboratory facility would be a valuable full time as a production erigneering support

asset in expanding HDL's areas of technical exper- function
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Appendix Il-A.-Sources of Automation

Equipment

The following list of sources of automation 11. Innova. Inc,* 5170 126th Avenue. North

equipment was compiled during the study covered Clearwater. FL INS automation systems).
by this report There are many other companies in

these fields that are not included in the list, but time 12 Square D Company. Milwaukee. WI (pro-

did not permit searching them out Sources 1, 2. grammable controllers)
and 3 are general-purpose publications dealing with
the fie~d of automation, and they would serve as a 13 Texas Instruments. Inc,. Attleboro, MA lm',del

good source of additional information in this field STI solid-state programn'able controlleis).

1 Assemnblv Engneeann& Hitchcock Publishing 14. Taumel Noiseless Riveters. Inc., 400 Emecu-

Company, Whmeaton, IL. tive Boulevard. Elmnsford. NY (orbital head-for ning

machines)
2 Automation. Penton Publishing Company.

1111 Chester Avenue,.Cleveland,.OH 15 VSt Automation Assembly. Inc, 165 Park
Street. Troy, Mt (noiseless orbital forming

3 ConlimI Engineering. Dun-Donnelley Publish- machines)

ing Company, 666 Fifth Ascnue, New York. NY 16 Gubelin International Corp. 45 'Kensico

pallet transport Systemos) radial riveting machines).

5 Assembly Machines. tInc, 2114 Loveland Av- 17 Fraser Automation. 3790W. Mound Road. Ster-

enue, Erie. PA Agenerat-purpose synchronous as- lig Heights. M1l(modular picL-and-place units).

sembymacineO18 Conrac Corp. Goodrich Division. 3560 Chi-

6 Honeyswell, Inc. Dept R1310AU, 2600 cago Dove. Hudsonville, ml (pressitaker special

Ridgesvav Parksvay. Mdinneapolis. MN (synchron- assembly machines)
ous assernbI machines)

19 Schaevitz Engineering. P 0 Box 505, Cam-

7 Bodine Corp. 317 Mountain Grove Street, den. NIJbooncontacteng gage heads)

Biidgeport. CT (general-purpose in-line synchro-
nous assembly machines and tooling modules) 20 Scan-A-Malic, RI 5 West. Elbedge. NY lpho-

toelectoc: sensrs).
8. Gilman Engineering and manufacturing Coin-

paniv, 305 West Delavan Drive. Janesville, WI (au- 21. Interface. Inc., 7401 East Butheru Drive.

tomnatic assembly svstemst. Scottsdale. AZ llosvrange loud cells).

9 modular Machines Co. P 0. Box 7158. Son 22 Electra, Corporation. 1845 57th Street. Sam-

Diego. CA (general-purpose NS assembly sota. FL (nmagnetic Pickups).I machines)
23 Airpax: Electronics Controls Dvision. 6801

10 Chicago Pneumatic. 32200 N Avis Drise. West Sunose Blvd. Fort kauderdale. FL (Hall effect

Madisn Heights. MI, INS 3utomation svstemts) pickups)
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Appendix It.A.-Sources of Automation

Equipment troI'di

224, K(iwi Coders Corporation. 4027 N Kedzie 29. Dixon Automatic Toot Inc,* 2312 23rd
Asenue. ChiCago. IL (automnatic marking Aveniue, Rockford, IL automatic screwdrivers)

equipment)
25 Bristol Brass Corporation, Noble and West- 30 Miagnetic Analys-s Corp. 535 South 41h Ave-

brook Division. East Hanford. CT (marking ne on enr.N atmtccekn n

stations)sorting machines)

26 Kahle Engineering, 3322 Hudson Avenue.
Unio Ciy, J (utoati wedin heds)31 Automation Devices Inc. Autonation Park.
Unin ity N (atoatc wldng eas)Fairsviewv, PA (vibratory feed xses

2-7 Branson Sonic Powver Company. Eagle Road.

Danbury, CT (ultrasonic vsork heads). 32. HesvlettPar..ard, P. 0. Box 301, Loveland,

2b Tridak, Inc,. 5 Villey Road, Danbury. CT (me- CO (proxram.-able calculators and riterface
tering and dispensiny, heads) in~trumexitation)
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Chapter III. Semiconductor Prototype Validat~on Facility

by Robert 8. Reams and Martin I Reddan

Ill-1. Introduction vanced prototype proximity fuze designs It has
been established through many years of tedious

111-1.1 Background experience that such in-house work is the only
practical way to acquire devices that are uniquely

HDL has always had intense msolvement in relevant to military use It is understandable that
those technologies that could advance the art of private industry has shown little concern in devel-
military electronic, Ore of these areas has been oping the specialized circuits required for military
the field of semiconductors, used by industry :o application Their raison d'etre is profit, thus, their
fabricate acti, e solid-state devices (transistors, inte- primary interests are centered on devices, circuits,
grated circuits, etc I for the commercial market and techniques that are related to the mass con-
Similar devices are being used extensisely in HDL- sumer markets, such as those that apply to fabrica-
developed electronic fuzes, radar, and optical tion of televisions, calculators, electronic watches,
systems etc Out of necessity, the area of specialized, proto-

type, low-cost, semiconductor military applications
The present HDL staff operates a facility has been relegated to HDL's semiconductor group.

which is unique in the Army's Materl.d Deselop-
ment and Readiness Command (DARCOMI HDL At the present time, the HDL .emiconductor
has .onducted semiconductor research, develop- research laboratory uses these new technologies as
ment, and investigation of processing techniques p3rt of a program to reduce the cost of mass-
continuously for more than 20 years, commencing produced electronic proximity fuzes This is one
,with the introduction of germanium transistors, up area of investigation in vshch the HDL semicon-
to the present common use of a multitude of solid- ductor section has a marked interest, since recent
state devices years have brought a sharp increase in demands for

tosser costs, greater reliability, freedom from main-
HDL nas made significant contributions to this tenance. and use of proven radiation-hardened

technology For example, it pioneered in the use of components
photoengravng in fabricating semiconductor de-
vices This was done before industr, conserted In regard to cost, industry experience shows
from the use of germanium to the predominant use that the specific economics of diverse ntegrated
of silicon HDL also deseloped two important tech- circuits makes it dItficult to arrie at a meaningful
niques that are no%% commonls used by all semi- average cost for an integrated circuit, but $here is
conductor fabricators a tso-step reduction proc- complete agreement that where the production
ess in mask making and the generation of an array level is sufficiently large, silicon monolithic devices
of devices by the use of a step-and-repeat camera are the least expensive components More impor-

tantly, HDL has pioneered and is continuing an
The existing HDL semiconducto" research effort to provide electronic ordnance functions in

, laboratory was set up in part to deselop electronic an integrated form so that they will be available at
devices unobtainable elsewhere ane to proivide lower cost than is now possible with dcrete com-
"hands-on" experience with the problems of pro- ponent electronics

ducing integrated circu~ts for military applications.
Our present facility is therefore equipped to As a direct result of past accumulated expen-
produce limited quantities of both bipolar and ence, there resides within the HDL Microelectron-
metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) devices for ad- ics, Materials, and Reliability Branch a detailed
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knowledge of the technologies used in fabncating level electromagnetic pulses similar to those

semicondumtor devices and circuits for military ap- produced b) exoatmospheric nuclear explosions,

pl~cations Hov,ever, the present semiconductor and (4) the High Inte.sity Flash X-Ray Facility

research laboratory has a limited capability The (HIFX), which simulates the effects of nuclear-

des.vsdhat arecdesigned and fabricated there dem- weapon radiation on weapon electronic system- by

onstrate operational reliability and feasibility, but provding an intense nanosecond bsrst of photon or

not at high productiorn rates The PVF would pro- electron radiation The proximity, availability,

side the abilit, to demonstrate producibility in a scheduling ease, and minimum paper work re-

more advanced semiconductor facility It will be quirect for use of these facilities are all advantages

maintained and operated by research and develop- accruing to the HDL PVF More relevant are the

ment personnel, but will include industrial-type many types of radiation and the range of intensities

equipment so that resulting end items will demon- and pulse durations available But most important is

str.oteproducibilityasswellas feasibility the situation that ensures that these tests will be
unde. the direction of the R.&D personnel and will

be conducted during the earliest stages of circuit

111-1.2 Problems development Thus, the PVF w.ill prove to be most
effective by making use of available facilities and

Various, obvious problems have increased talent to select technology, components, and cir-

emphasis on the RAM concept Ireliability, availabil- cuits a? the eadlest phases of prototype fuze

ity, maintainability). which brings to the forefrorn: development

one of the outstanding, advantageous features of V

monolithic structures homogeneity This charac- Another factor to be considered is the range of

teristic ensures that tests establishing the reliability technological capabilities of the PVF, both immedi-

of a representative group of devices are meaningful ately and in the future It is presently considered

to the entire group when it is known thý* common that the initial worl will be centered on bipolar and

and consistent fabrication technology was em- complementary MOS materials However, semi-

plc .ed Semiconductor fabrication technology is conductor technology is expanding so rapidly that

admirably suited to batch processing, in which the horizons are virtually unlimited, and with the

large nunbers of devices are made in an identical PVF as contemplated, future developments into

manner other technologyareas wail also be possible.

The RAM concept is especially pertinent in the The PVF vould greatly allesiate one problem

radiation hardening of sem-conductor devices be- that now exists making the practical transiton

cause the seseritv of radiation effects on MOS bethseen demonstrating feasibility and ensonng

desvices depends on the hardening process used producibility it is possible to fabricate an integrated

Four -DL facilities are asailable for es aluating radi- circuit of special function in a limited quantity, but

ation effects These are (I) the cobalt 60 source- this does not mean that it will then be possible,

anair andcwate- iradiation source, which isused to using similar procedures, to produce these same

expose electronic devices and systems to simulated circuits economically. Thus, the PVF will provide a

nuclear-onizing threat environments. (2) the limited staging area to demonstrate that the circuits

Gamma-Ray Simulation Facility (AURORA). which are producible with equipment and facilities com-

produces a 1 00-ns bremmstrahlung radiation pulse monly used by industiry.
ivith a total gamma dose of 50,000 radslSi at the

midpoint of a I -m-dtam by In-m-long cylinder and
' •can evaluate gamma-ray-induced transient radia- In particular, four mator concerns of semicon-

tion effects in electronics (TREE) on large weapon ductor processing technology have been resolved

systems, 03) the Transportable Electiomagnetic by industry, but not in the present research labora-

Pulse Simulator (TEMPS), which produces threat- tory Theseare
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(I) precise control and elimination of air- supply In addition, there will be further refinements
borne contaminants encountered dur- in the immediate vicinty of operations in which the
ing fabrication, process being implemented as especially sensitive to

(2) use of ion implantation to precisely contaminants

control the distribjtion of impurnties
within the semiconductor device, 111-2.2 Ionlmplantation

(3) use of injection-molded plastic encap-

sulants to ensure ruggedness and sur- Almost all semiconductor devices depend

vival urder military conditions, and upon precise geometrical placement of selected
(4) impurities These impurities are now distributed

aic IntroductiOn of advanced semlauto- thermally by alloying and diffusion processes using

coeuipmetor proceses a len precise photomasks to delineate areas Control to
semiconductor processes 0 55 pm is typical with these processes, but overall

yield is less than it could be since the impurity

111-2. UseofSemiconductorPVF atoms display wide-ranging dispersion from an

ideal distribution. With impunty placemneni by ener-

'11-2.1 Contamina nt Control getic ion beams, the desired impunty can b)e placed
with greater precision (better than 01 pl) and with

Industrial semiconductor facilities control air- more precise control of spatial distribution This

borne contaminants by careful design of the total technique is now beong used by industry in process-

laboratery air-handling system The present HDL aug an increasing number of semiconductor devices

research facility has been compelled to limit its air to produce better devices with a greatly reduced

filtration (clean air) control to several specific oper- retect rate The present HDL facility has no ion-

ations only For example, in the photomask fabnca- implantation eqipment, ion implantation is pro-

lion area, the image-repeater camera must be posed for the nesv PVF facility
housed in a special chamber that has a filtered air

supply. Unfortunately, the exposed masks must 111-23 Injection-MoldedEhcspsuljtlon
then be carried in covered containers into the
processi- area, which is not controlled and where In building fuzes, only hermetically sealed

the masks can be contaminated. Particles can col- devices can be fabricated in the present facility.

let in the container and on the masks, as a result. Although these devices are satisfactory-they are

photomasks occasionally have to be remade be- rugged enough to survive most gun-fired environ-

cause of defects caused by particle contamination ments,they are more expensive to fabricate than

In all instances, the operation is inefficient- in;ection-molded encapsulations (iME's) Most in-

creating handling problems, causing additional dustrial semiconductor package output is now plas-

work, and impairing overall mask quality, tic encapsulated, thus, it can be expected that use
of hermetic seals in fuze manufacture will soon be

Ancther problem exrsts with the diffusion completely outmoded, resulting in higher costs in

processing of wafers At present, these operations the future There is a more coirpelhirg reason than

must be camried out in an envronment where air cost for choosing the njection-molded encapsula-

contaminants can be deposited on wafer surfaces tions It has been demonstrated that solid encapsu-

before the wafer is placed in the diffusion furnace. lations are required for survival and reliable opera-

This, too, causes surface defects and results in lion in the more extreme military environments
impaired furortiong of the devices. Therefore, HDL will require equipment for

miection-molded encapsulation to duplicate

The contemplated PVF calls for clean rooms industrial-type encapsulation in mnlitary electronic

%here the entire room has a controlled filtered air system%,
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111-2.4 Semiautohlatic Semiconductor Pro- facit.es up to the level of current technology. Thus,
cessing Equipment some iems of listed equipment will be quite similar

to those now used in the research laboratory, but

Those who fabricate semi(onductor devices thev will be improved versions, vastly superior to

in industry are mncreasing their use of semiautomatic those presently available The goal is to have a

processing equipment, with !he following benefits versatile, comprehensive semiconductor facility
that wil

t) precise process control,

(1) replace the outmoded reseach
(2) minimized variations caused by the hu- laboratory,

man factor,

(2) permit trained personnel to carry out
(31 increased production rates, and minestigatiie processong studies, and

(4) reduced costs (3) use the system -o demonstrate feasibility
am,• prove producibilutv

Also, money is saved, by the use of less-skilled

personnel, who require shorter traninm r, i-ods. In A PVF at HOL will assure.apid interchange of
particular, the photoengraving of devices has bene- production-derived nfoomation to the research

fitted from the use of semiautomatic equipment for stafftan d in ti ahe efenc.

applving photoresist, for processing plate, and for staff, and in this way increase schedulng efficiency,
the stringnt cleaning required for device fabnca- shorten development time, and cut the costs be-

Ito,, Modern diffusion furnaces row inc')rporale tween developmept to production.

elaborate gas distribution systems that provide pre-
cise control 111-2.4.2 Detailed Description of PVF

Semiconductor Facility

Since similar iaciltes have not been avsalable

at HDL, current efforts in the research laboratory The following describes the work flow and

have necessarily been himted to hand operations equipment proposed for the PVF Semiconductor

As a result, the end product varies from person to Facility
person, and overall yields are generally towser than
wsould occur in an automated system Until now., Figure 111-1 shows a general layout of the PVF
this process has been adequate to demonstrate semiconductor facility The work w.11 be initiated in
feasibility but not produc.bhilit Demonstration of tne electronic design area, 5-24, ,,hereswork begins
the latter swill reqtire the use of equipment and on providing solutions to a protect problem using
methods %imltarto thoseued in industrv semiconductor technology. Development and

production people with complex circuit
requirements swill bring their needs to a staff of

.t1-2.4. 1 Reasons for Equipment Se- electronic engineers familiar with this technology
Slection The engineers will design the requ'red circuits using

t The equipment to be used in the PVF semicon- integrated circuit concepts (for instance, transistors
euctor facility ha, been selected as representative are more efficiently integrated than resistors, as a
of the types used b. industrs in the production ol result, circuits use many active devices and few
semiconductor desices (See equipment list in sect passise components) This preliminary design will

* 111-2.5 I The equipfr.-nt listed here has been se- then be breadboarded using components that have
lected to pros ide a capabilitv that is not now been fabricated and shosn to 

t
-e compatible with

available at HDL and to bring existng outdated the plinned production process This procedure
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permits initial evaluation of the design and allows The initial form of the silcon wafer will be

for some modificatiGn and improvement of the approximately 2 :n in diameter as percbasrd from
circuit before the photomasks are made commercial vendors and wilt conform to HDL's

specifications. These specifications will include

The staff of the Semiconductor Facility will crystal orientation, resistivity, thickness, fault den-

then use the interactive phics equip~nt that is sity, lifetime, flatness, and surface quality.

pan of the photographic aculity, S-27, to generate

the required photonaks Three steps are needed to After incoming inspection, the silicoi wafers

makea photomask begin their processing in room S-29 Isee fig I11-1),
where the wafers are chemically (leaned anti then

(1) A proven circuit design is converted to a rined in high punt5 water- Following this, the wa-

mask layout, representing the- specific photomask- fers are either heavily oxidized in a diifusion fur-

ing steps required to Lomnirt a silicon isafer to an nace to reduce or eliminate surface damage or they

operating dev cc Thi• layout is designed to mini- are chei-cally etched in an cpitasial reactor The
m;ze both conductor cros.soers and parasitic inter- oxide s then removed, the wafers are chemicall,

action etsvseen subcircuits cleaned again and reoxidized

(2) The lavout is dig:tized onto a magne'ic- Processing noss ssiltchestothephotolithogra-

tape format that pros ides the data required by a phy room. S-3 1. The first step is the application of

pattern generator The parte.n generator creates an photoresist by spinner techniques Then the first

oversized t1l 0 \ t replica of the desired circuit con- !- -n mask is mounted (usually a buried layer or

figuration on a glass photographic emulsion This floating collecor) The maskw is exposed to ultras-io-

patten is then examined ior defects before it is in let li.ght, using automatic mask alignment equip-

-an used to generate the final size mask ment. and then minpettcd Next. photoresiýt is re-

moved and the units are carefuliy cleaned The

l3) The final step takes the mask created by material is now eady to go to the diffusion fur-

the pattern generator, reduces it by a factor of 10, naces The photoresist pattern ha, permitted a se-

and repeats this image into a predetermined array lectie removal of the oxide layer, sshich therebt,

that may be eather circular or rectangular, to form defines open regions of the silicon svafer into whirh

the master photomast for that tarticular lesel This welected dopants can be introduced by diffusion to

master mav then be used to transfer the image a desired depth At the conclusion of the diffusion

directly to ihe jurface of the silicon wafer or itself step a mq-or pan of the fabrication cycle is corn-

be contact printed to fabitcate mane wsorking plete and a new sequence starts The ssafer is
masks thr.roughls cleaned again, and the ssafer is then

olaced in the production epitaXy facility where a
This 'soiking mask is then pait ot a series of ness laeerofsi:conisgrossntospecified resistivities

masks, vsh.h %hen replicated on the surface of a and concentrations. The 'safer is then immediately
silicon water, contributes to the completion of a ieosidized and brought back to the photolithogra-

%o)rking devke through the. use o0 photographic phv room for photoresist recoating The sequence

technology, the original cii.uit design has been of steps isthen repeated asoutlined previously. The
miiplied marny times to simultaneously produce number of times this sequence is repeated depends

hundreds of lunctional circuits on a single silicon upon the desice requirements When the last diffu-

|I wafer sion step has been completed, the oxide removed.

The and cleaning performed, the vsafer is brought to the

The tollowing brilef desclribes the process a Planetary Metzi Station for metallizatlon with alu-
tiss silicon vsater ssouid undergo on its ,'say to minum by evapotation. Ty-pically. for an MOS um-

becominganoperationalactisedevice polar technol'gy. S to 7 masks are needed, a
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bipolar technolog, requires from 7 to 11 masks to (2) deionized water rinse of ultra-high pu+tay
fabricate a circuit (3) therfnal oxidation of silicon

(4) chemical etching of S.01 to delineate dif-
In parallel with all the steps described abose, fusion areas

test wafers wll be set aside for measurement of 0) epitaxial growth m a reactor
diffusion depth using the profilometer, the ellipsom- (6) optical inspection
eter. or the bevel-and-stain technique in combina- (7) photoresist application by hign
tlion with the interferometw The scanning electron acceleration
microscope could be asailable for checking surface (81 photomask alignment and exposure
defects (9) photoresist des elopment

(10) phctoressst remrosal
After aluminum metallization, the units are (i 1) dopant predepositions(about seven)

brought back to the photoithography room for (12) dopantdriv-e-ins
delineation ol the interconnect pattern Photoresist (13) diffusion depth measurement
is again used and the usual steps are followed, after (14) resistivity measurement
which the wafer s cleaned. (1St surface defect count (optical microscope

or, possibly, scanning electron
Nest, the wafer is sintered in a small furnace, microscope)

(16) interconnect metallization

The wsafers are now probed fkr c:-r::t func- (17) silicon-alumian smintering
tion, and defecise units are marked The, are then. (18) electrical test by probes
scribed and broken, and the electrically acceptable (19) wafer scribing and breaking
chips are visually inspected. (20) visual inspection

(21) die bonding to headers or package;
In summary, the folloving semiconductor op- 122) lead bonding

erations are common to the processing of most (23) encapsulation and lid attachment
den es to be fabricated in this facirly. (24) final elecrical lest

(25) hermeticity te-sts
(I) chemicalcleanine (26) environmentaltests
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111-2.5 Minjimal Recommended Equip- (I) Div Plasma Etcher

ment-Basic Plan
(m) Scanning Electron Microscope-

The equipment that vould be needed for Supplementary but highly desirable fin-

efficient performance of a P`VF semiconductor faa)l- cluding auger and backscatter x-ray)

it) rs listed in the fofloss ingW lisoee

(a) Clean-Roiom, Espanswof-Add 25 silicon
ssork stations ssrth eihausts (o) Profilonteter ~

(bW Automatic Photoresis Handling-A4d" (P) Infrared 0ptic- Hot-spot sensing, fault

spinners. to Photoresist Facility. ssater location, tarlure analysis
spinner device dopants. miask spinner

(q) On- Plasma Stripper

Ic) Auto'nati 11'aier Prober-Add one
statn The equipm'ent desc bd ssould be installed

in the n~ew facility on the second floor "ýf *tlse

0d Automatic Tester.n-Adld Test Stations for research and engineering building This would be a

the completed Package- linear tester, complete operating facility containing all the equip-

dlig-taltesler. mnent necessary to fabricate complete smriconduc-
tor des-ices, starling wi-th the silicon wafer

(e) Automatic AlsAlignment-Add Align

men! and esposuire machines Detailed drawings of the equipment layout

pro~ecrion alignment hase been pro% ided (see fig 111-M3

loop focus, add :aPabilit% for hard- vide HOL -ssrth the ab~lity to use the fol~owing 4

surface pattern generator ion chrome), technonlogies bipolar. mOS. silicon on sapphire 1

laser mask inspection ,4ed repair tool, (SOS), and integrated injection logic WUlit) er

autom~atic emulsion deselcping 55-stemn technoloigieswisll also be possible, although thee are
not included in this plan

4)Ion Implanterq,
111-2.6 Operational consderations

(h) Automatic Die Bonders-Add tso auto-

matic die bonders; add two autormatic The raw mateirals consumed by this facility
leadondes(Opicafi~lare he slicn wafers from shich everything i

fabricated and the nmatriAl used durin-g Product;'--

Ii) Automati1c Scnbing-Adld automnatc cases probably have the highest use rate. Liquid
ssafee-cultrng 5sItem nitrogen and oxygen are constantly in use; specialty

doping gases are also needed for diffusion andN

(11 %fea1 Esaporaiion Srtem-Add high- oxide gross-rh The facility wsould also require lim-

b capacity. metai es-aporator (planetary rind amourts, of semiconductor grade acids and
type)solvents, since reilt.vely smrall quantities are re-

ituired in each processing step

Wt 1PCVD-tow5-pressure chemical s-a- rqie akn
por depositions added to diffusion The mask-making area rqie akn

tubes Wlanks ss hih comemi a variety of sizes and surfaces
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(emulsion, iron oxide, chrome oxide) and the The only items which would be stocked in the
chemicals for processing facility would be parts for repairing the processing

equipment These would include furnace-heating
The chotolhieographic area requires various elements, diffusion tubes, quartz tubes for epitaxial

photores.sts, their de% eloping chemicals, and strip- reactors, and electronic component boards for the
ping solh entr. control devices

13I
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Chapter IV.-Prototype Validation Facility for Fuze Power Sources

by Frederick G Turrill

IV-1. Background The PVF vil; make it feas5ble for poser sup-
plies to be fabricated that use techniques and proc-

Electronic fuzes require a source ot posser esses that are "ery close to- -or can readily be

and. in almost all cases. it is provided eithev by. an adapted to-those used by commercial manu'ac-

electrochemical or a wind-arisen. '-lectromagnetiL turers. Although a complete produc-tion capabilit,

posser suppis Shelf life limitations and safetv re- wvitl not be available within the PVF. the tocling and

quirements generally, rule out the use of actise processes to be used wit
1 

demonstrate and prose

batteries, hence, rockets, mortars, bombs, artille., the techniques required for large-quantitv cortimer-

and mines generally employ reserse-tvpe thquid or cial manufacturing In addition, materials will be

thermali batteries, turuoalternators, or fltudic genes- esatuated as to their suitabilty for salisfying perfor-

ators The assoc.ated technology base is highl, mance criteria and their adaptability in fabricating

specialtzeed and radicalts different from that of the the requirLd posser supplt A posser supply design

commercial batters or generator Most of the re- %%ill often conta.i parts that are unique :n design.

search and deselopment that estenris the state oi inherently ?spenl.se. and occasionatly no longer

the art in this techrmology area is carried out in available in the commercial market The HDL PVF

goseirment inltallations To maintain .oiminssis. would provsidc a capability for ready evaluation of

minimize munition cost%, and assure reliabilimt of substitute materials and items with respect to func-

ordnance Oe(tiranis, it s necessary to maintain tional design, performance, and cost
this expi,,ti, in the Army's DOtselopment and

Readi•ress Command The PVF s.ould include final acceptance test-

ing to evaluate the quality ot the completed power

Although these PVF activities sitl[ support ge- supplies Normal[, the aqueous and thermal power

neric posser supplh ss-stems, specific posses sup- suppts tests are oestructise. sshereas the air-dr.sen

plies associated clith tour fuzc svstems hase been power supply lests are nondestructive Test equip-

setletd or dis.ussion These four tuzes s ill proba- ment %sould be automated as much as possible, but
bl% be produced soon. thes arc the FMU98. most final posser supplv data acquisition vsould be

M587iM724. XM734, and M732 tin productioni limited to acceptiretect criteria, as would be re-

The correst-ondimg posses supplies are the PSI 15. quired in commercial production

PSI 13, PSI27. and PS6O2 These untlt are thus

taken as Ite m.odels tor the design and format oa The PVF for the HDL Power Supply Branch

operlation% deemred applicable to posser suplphesn in iouldbein tso areas Ihc existing Branch area and

the foreseeable 5- to tO-sear time trame The the proposed PVF annex The Branch facilities

PSII5 and the PSI2," tatl into the categor% of would include the laborators. a test area, and a drv

* aqueous resese batteries, the PSI 13 fits the cate- room The laboratory area would be used vshen

gorn of thermil bitteries, and the PSb02 is a ssind- personnel sere .orklng -1th aids (electrolltesi, as
cdrisen turboahternator The taitit isill also accom- sslhen filling ind closing opper ampules for the

nrodate swind drisei fluid•i generators such as posser supplies The test area would house test

those espectc:d to find %ensice in the second- equipment, the high-speed ýpinner, bench-

generation (lass of 2 75-in rockel fuzes This de- mounted air guns and spinner, as ýsell as svind-

signapprru h permits the posers uppls technology tunnel, data-acqucisition, and data-processing

area to fulfill immediate program goals, Wet be equipment To accommodate power supply envi-

,utlafentls fts•ible to adapt readils to adsancing ronmentaltests,coa, al cables wouldbeconnected

technologv to the test area to rtrord data The space for the
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laboratory and the týst area is 864 ft' The dry room * Press, either a "C" frame or straight side

would include an additional area of 1690 ft, with with a capacity of 30 tons and a stroke rate of

the relative humidity maintai.,ed at less than 3 150 per minute, of bed size 24 by 16 in and

percent The drý room is riseessary for thermal able to accommodate a 600-lb progressive

poaer supply ssork since the electrochemical com- die Automatic feeds and stock reels would be

pone•its are moisture sensitive. ihis area alsa re- required

q',ies a machine capabilitv that will include a lathe
a mill, and various hydraulic and mechanical kick * Injection molding, semi-automatic, capac-

presses The aqueous posser suppls systems can ity of a four-cavity mold, each cavity requiring

tolerate relatise humidiyv up to 40 percent 'here- 2 oz

fore, such equipment could be located in t•e PVF

area where this relative humiditya could easil be * Smterngfurnace

maintained The rotational and fluidic generator

act us ity would also be located in the annex * Die castin 3-oz capacity for either alumi-
num or zinc

To demonstrate that the PVF can produce
power supplies with high reliability and high qual- * Platingand toolldiefacdilit

ity, a substantial number ot units must be fabricated
A guideline for this number would be fabrication of * Stamping. staking. and toil-forming

500 to 5000 units at a maximum rate of 1000 per machines.

month A quartity of less than 500 is not enough to
demonstrate potentiai assembly processes The * Lathes, mills, etc of a vanity to demon-

number 1000 represents completed poaser sup- strateproduction quantities

plies, sshereas indi•idual piece parts could be as-
sembled at a higher rate, conristent ssith commer- Proposed anditional equipment required for

coal practices each pows-er supply system is included separately in
its section, except for the test and evaluation equip-

The pos-e suppis, "eme presentat.on for theC nent This test equpmtent is a haIc recuirement for

PVF wlll first cover the aqueous ss-stem and %v1lt any posser supply systern built in the PVF Equip-

then be foltos% ed by. ,discussion of the thermal and ment cited for each poas er supply system vould be

air-driven ss-stems The PSI 15 s.stem iaqueousi is supplemented additionally b% existing Posser Sup-

in production It has progressc-ed through conceptual plv Branch equipment, detailed as folioss-

design and initial in-hous deselopment, about

1.000.000 units hase be-en manufactured bv com- Equipment on Hand

mercial sources In the folloksing pre.e-itation, par-

ticular panoo-ts hase been extracted from the Dry room. 1690ft'

conceptual study to illwtrate the PVF approach Pvrotechnic room, 338 ftl

The illustrated concept% are also applicable to the Acoustic room

".t 27 pOsser supply and other aqueous ýystemrs Pellet pres

The main difference betsseen the PSI 15 and PSI 27 Spotl .eder

is the method in sshich the copper electrolyte TIGss-elder

ampule is hermeticallv ealed Ultrasonic vselder
Solder, induction

To sapport thisI PVF effort, general machme- Kick press 42), 5-ton

shop and special-process equipment is needed it is Hydraulic press. 5-ton

assumed that such equipment ssould also support Hydraulic press, hand (71

other facility a.t isities Examples of equipment ano Shearlpunch, hand

"services requi:ed to meet the posser supply effort Ovens (+ 160 F)(7)

folioss Hydrogen annealing furnace
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ý;A

Annealing furnace (2)
Vacurum osen(311 AW. CAN
Abrasise cleaner OUTER CUR

Ball Mill 13) TPROTR'ELEI FSER ARIOCE

Test and evaluaton equipment 10ER CUP ASSEVIRJY

-AElectronics (WTYENI VER
IT( KA .53 W ELECTROLYTE

Spinner ERPAT OT SAT5

U Ensirenmental 4Pi&RAGi

)irpplirt macl'ine in (irs room
Lathe

MillSEA. RRA

PLATE illi
IV-2. Aqueous Power Supplies CKEL WIPE LEAD 194)

STACK

1142.1 PS715 ASSEEROY

The PSI IS posser suppis (fig IV-tI is a
lt-ad lead d-oxide reserveR eneTgizer using a coppe'r BOtTOR PLATE
ampuile a%5 an electEEThte reservoir The power sup.- %ICTEL AIRE LEAD (B-)
phs 5initiation and function% are described belovs INSLATA11

The porser supplv as assembled is an men.
sealed unt, encased in a plastic housing with pEEo- ',-- irSM AOXARtE

lording ss'ire leads for connection to the fuze The A` TIC SIEIS
chcmincal reactants are kept separate by enclosing ESSTATSEMLS

the el'ctrolierima sealWdcopper ampule ,,

Upon enceountering the setback and spin FigureWIV.1.Aqueous po~w"sus,. issemnbly.
lorces generated on a projectile during firing, a
vseight eaclosed in the ampule collapses (he cutter
blades. piercing the diaphragm This alloss's the These concepts are a valid starting point tror specific
electroivie to floms into the cell stack ".) the fill hole equipment, tooling design, and tabrication me-

Z The methvlene bromide, a heavy. nlonconductise thods The drassings also depict the ultim,"e
liquid, seqt..entiaIv floss's Itri the cartridge beLhind production-lein handling methods sshich in some
the electrolsie and flasks the cut edges of the till areas wi~ll be simplified for the PVF These differ-
hole, presenting intercell sh.,rT circuits In this ac- ences ss ill be explained Station by station in the test
tie state, an0 electrochemical reaction occurs and inappendix lV-A
ssithin the cells beisseenf the alternating lead and

learl diosirde surfaces. sshich are insulated from During thesetup of an, production line, prob-
each other b% fishpaper separators The 19-cell lenis usually arise ss'th tooling and methodls and
series stack develops an open circuit it minal volt- persis urtl the bugs' are wvorked out Although
age of approsirratelv 3OVdc the manufacturing methods are unique, HDI. has

had some Similar experience and can anticipate

A production manufacturing process is illus- TfT)i(.fic problems regarding the PSI 15 lore These
trated in figure IV-2 The feasibility of the areas are ampule sealing cutter and blade asset-I
production and process concepts outlined on the bly. electrode and ampule assembly bonding. and
drawing are the result of an engrineering Study injection molding of the final assembly
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II

The main problem associated with thc sealing into any large-scale production This will ensure the
of the ampule can is containing the electrolyte in smooth tran.tion from in-house de.elopment to
the ampule during sttlding, which is very difficult production at a contractor s plant with the Govern-
since the ampule must be filled with the acid almost ment personnel has ing more than adequate knot-.J-
to 's lip Maximum acid is used because the phisi- edgetointeligently guide the contractor
cal solume of the ampule has to be kept to a
minimum and also because excess air is undesirable The following described process will include
where fluoboriz ac.d and copper are present inspection stations at appropriate points These sta-
Theretore, any mosement of the ampule may spill tions will ensure that the raw materials, individual
acid onto the ,eld area and spoil the seal Also, if piece parts, or assemblies comply with the drai,.mg
the sse~ding process (generating heat) is not quick specifications.
and efficient, the liquid may expand onto the w.eld
area or sapors ma? be generated that will cause AlthoughthelPVFisnot amanufacturingplant,
blow-holes its purpose is to prose or establish techniques for

component manufacture It is thus apparent that
The assembl? of the blades to the cutter plate many procedures of the PVF will be entirelv suit-

is a problem because the small size and intricate able foramanufacturer's facil-ty
shape of the blades cause therm to tangle and bunch
up when handled in bulk Also, the alignment ot Ampule Asse•sbly.-Figure IV-3 shows the
blade to cutter is exceptionallb critical Another relative positron of the 10 parts of the ampule
factor that has not been -solved is whether to set assembly The flow process is outlined on figure IV-
the 90-deg bend in the cutter plate before or after 2 A straight-line intermittent system, shown in
assembly with the blade, or to assemble .t 45 deg figure IV-4, was selected for ampule assembly- This

scheme has the advantage of imparting flexibilitv to
Problems encountered in electrode and am- workstationplacement andreadyaddrtionof future

pule avsemblj bonding will grcatl, depend on the stations. Additionally, work stations may be posi-
ocevelooment and selection of the tabrcatron me- tioned to afford greater maintenance accessibility
thods The complete electrode asembly sequence Ako esaluateu was an ampule assembly on an
and ampule assembly must be subjected to a hest automatic assembly machine using an eight-station
cycle in order to a-Ihese adhesion of the polsetthev- intermittent dial as its nucleus The disadvantages of
ene coated (bonding agenti firhpaper separators an intermittent dial were that it would be too
and spacers Induction heaters are planned to be crowded for efficient maintenance and would not
the heat source-a method that I-as not been at-
tempted pres iousl, on this tspe of power suppls aiER PLATE

IDSAPiAGU tttCt(EItYTE CU1T7R BLADE (3j
The final molding of the plastic housing EITO

around the electode and ampule assembly will also AULE CAs "C

prewat many problems Mold design- ilbecritical Wsrit
since the electrode and ampule assembly must be
held in place firmly but without ans- deformation
Molding control parameters such as heat, pressure,
cscle time, cure time, etc. wl11 hase to be controlled
precisely to present overheating the ýmpule and
causing plate misalignment Oit iCA

V,'1T1 VEThYLEi"Etlt OtiVE
In all the abose areas, a prime ads antage ot uzifER CAN

the PVF is the avail•abilitv of equipment for one to
n mv-estigate and resoKe problirns before entering FigurelV-3.Ampuleassembly.
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PLACE OJIIER AI.TCI iiETHYLEKE ACCUMULAIONtO
ASUSEMBLYR~rE i

~ @000 0 VIBRATORY 8OWt.

ELECTROLYTE -

ZPecOAX'TPACE LTGEL ARD1
DUF1rRACia VIBRATORY BOWL. YWSATOBY BOWL.

FEBE OUER CARTBO- REEDS J,%EB CAR,BcWSE

rCABOCGE ASSEULSY DOL-J 4L.SS PiOLPROPYLENX FIBER

(SEE DECA, SKEIC-Ef

FigureIV4. MechanizedaampuleJ asembly.)

be easily adaptable to the addition of future ssori, The nucleus of the cutter assembly machine is
stations Because of these disadvantages, the a punch press equipped -sth a pneumatic intermit-
circular dia!-ptate methodssas dropped tent motion Ifour-tation. dial-tvpe). shossn in fig-

ures tV-5 through IV-7 This type of equipment is
The sselding station wsill be the pacing opera- -,,-blvlt a% a standard Item. atthough modifications

tion on the proposed production ampule assembl) ruas be required Tim. rodiftcations anticipated
system A 6-s cycte is estimated Detatls for ampule mas% necessitate additional press ctearance re-d
and cartridge asembly are described in appendix tocation of tooling mounting surface,
A

The cutter blades are to be formed and
Cutter 4ouemibli -The' fabrication of the cut- blanked on a t -on d-e. using the 30-ton Msinster

ter assembls components. It% cutter plate, and three press at a rate ori 300 blades per minute Blades ssfii
cutter blades. %,ould present no problem The Lon- then be cteaned and heat treated The cutte. plate
figuratioin of both parts is easily achiesed from -si1 be consentionallý die cut, although not
standlaidcfiedesign practice blanked, on the assembls- dial press A departure

trom consention wsill be that the hinges (wuhich -

The asserulsh methods pertinent to the abose esentualls support the (utter bladei will be formed

parts arc, hosseser. estremeh, limited A die-set in the die to 90 deg and then ironed to their original
assembls sc heme i% not c onsidered to be feasible flat position This operation -1i1 altoss flat place-
because of the proximits of the parts. their right- ment of the blades, ),et impart a bend memnorý to
ingtc asembls. and the hinges and tabs inherent in the cutter pklae hinges for reforming atter installa-i

sh tutter plate design tion ot the cutter blades
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P,.. cuI KAT "o

- ___ FORMEIG RXdIC (3)

OiUF cI'.: !7

Figure IV-5. Cutter assembly. A 41K= CJ
OF MUCEJOE(ES NOATM)

Figure IV-6. Cutter assembly-woi'&hoklde.

METHOD OF PROVIDING THREE -STOP
INTERMITTENT MOTION TO
WORKHOLDERS DURING DWELL OF-
FOUR-STOP DIAL.

STEPPING MOTOR
I STATtI0 GENEVA

WORKKfOIDER NES1

TE PU[rPOSE OF THE bIX-STATION
GNEVA SHOWN IS TO PROVIDE AN

A(UAETHREE-STATION MOTION SLN HI

FO(RATHE ORWRHL S ANDASRETN RV

WORKHOLDER ORIENTATION DURING DIAL

INDEXING. THIS GENEVA DOES NOT
PROVIDE .11IAL INDEX"4b.
DIAL INDEXING IS PROVIDED BY A
FOUR STATION PNEUMATIC MOTION.DRVTAEU

DIAL OUT IEh

Fligure IV-7. Cutlter assembly workhoklet mechanics.
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Another suggested procedue will die form the
cutter plate hinges to 45 deg before assembly and
bend them to the vertical after cutter blade istalla-
tion Details tor this proposed method are in ,ipen-
dix tV-A at the end of Ihis chapter

SacL Aswnmblv -The PSI 15 stack assembly
consists of an ampule assembly, a seal ring, a
sequencer, 20 separators, 19 plates, an imnulator,
and 2 wire leads, shown in figure IV-i

The process flow is outlined on figure IV-2

The seal ring, separators, plates, and insulator (2
are blanked from coil stock on progressi. c dies, 150o
parts per press stroke, through the die set and into a
holding magazine, showsn in figure W-8, at a
production rate of 200 parts per minute ttpress
speed 100 strokes per minute), using a 

4
-tcn h%-

drauhc press 0

The process of building the electrode and
ampule assembly will occur within a closed-line
system, figure IV-9, at a rate of 18 units per minute

for the PVF The PVF vail deviate from the planned
production-line coneyor system and instead use a

tote tray to transport the workholden ifig IV-o0)
from station to station The s`-orkholder contains a
die spring in the cenler which, xhen compressed
0 25 in to the stops, creates a 250-lb force on the
stacked unit The guides used ir stacking are made
out of a nonconductive material, tuch as glass-filled
nylon, shich will wilthstand 300 F heat The clamo-
ing dogs are steel and ride on a sliding track The
four holes on •he outer corners are used for align- FigurelV-8. Magazine forseparatorsandplates.
melt on the compression and heating indexing unit
Points of contact with fishpaper will be Teflon Ilire lI'eldrng -At stations 12 and 13, figure

coated to prevent st.d-,ng of tne polyethylene. The IV- I1. semiautomatic systems •%ill be used for per-
details for the assembly are described in appendix cussion butt vsetding The w`-elder's two wire leads
IV-A svill be designed with a wsetd monitoring system

Units will be manuallt loaded at station I I The
ConipresxronandHeat&%r, -The production wire ywill be automatically fed, straightened, cut,

tat iity w.ill have three seot o inductio; hbeaters, the and welded at stations 12 and 13 The wire will be

PVF wsilt use one set (fig V-t I - Appendis IV-A pretinned nickel or, if the prelinned wire causes
describes the series ot operations which occurs at problems in the sselding area, nickel wire wviii be

4 t hii. lation used, requiringa wave tinnirg operation
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NOTE ~figure ZY-1O. Stacking workholder.

vt'

(1I STACKING GUIDES ARE UP DURING ENTIRE OP-RA-ION

(2 )WATEP COOL RAM OPTIONAL IF NECESSARY TO HAVE
PPOPER COOLING OF AMPULE DIURING HEATING

(3) INDUCTION COILS WILL INDEX DOWN. ENCLOSLQG THE
LOWEST PART OF THE UNIT AS INDICATED IN NO 3

(I) COMPLETED (2 ) RAM 10AO5 (3) COILS INDEX (4) COILS (5 LOCKING (6 ) AM RELEASE
STACK( AND HEAT REIIIACT DOGS AND COOL
RECEIVED CL.AMPIfigure IV-.1Compression and heat et
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Final ,tssernbl' (Intect ion Molading) - From
wire sselding. the electrode and a~mpe asmbly
w:il proceed to final assembly Insert mroldinusthe
proposed method for final assembly of the e'ec-
trade and ampule assembly into i,.e unitized power BTUS" tT

supply configuration The ampule asseir~bi, will be cri sfxini

centered in a mold cavity and protecedil by a
premtolded locator and ampule protector, which
will also provide lateral support for the cell stack A
premolded bottom support plate will locale the .. I
stack and pros, ide a means of apptving pre,%ure to WDL~i SICTCA

ihe cell stack during insert molding to ensure that 1
the seal beisseen the plates and insulators remains I
intact Ifig tV-I 21 These two parts wsill be assem-

loaded as a unit into the bottom half ol a mold,

positoned on an index table A complete mold for
this operation consists of two boltter cavities and
one tripcasite With the bottom casite mounted on r0ciec urn r1-r

an indes table' it is possible for an operator to A~vl

remose the molided ciower supplies and load the
inserts wshile the second cavi,IN of the mold is in the
molding cs et

Intection, molding or the paoser supple swill
prosvide a coinpletelh seale assemble The wires

wsall be positioned mere preciselv than could be

espected ;the housing weere firs:molded and then

One vertical clamping molding wnzhine swith iwCA10. Mn -,Ur

a iour-ra.rit mold tone top half and too bottom .iQtltci

hatsesi -r'hre required FigurelV-112. Final assembly by insert molding.

foroal lImIxitioin -Finished units wsilt be in-
* sýiertd sisualls for iibsios de eels. e g. %%;re tin- Operational Spin Tests - Sample units swill be

ning. siiids. flas'r. leakage. or ir ter physical darn- selectled from each lot, the quantily will depend on

*age Dimensions swill bc chec-ked for conformance: ol;size Testsswill be conductedait spin speedsof 45
to drawsing reqnirenmcnis to 360 rp on units conrditioned at -40 to -140 F

f ,,destrurctt, electrical tets for cold voltage The electrical characteristics, sottage. and

1i50 m~v maximum, nsrilation resistance 1200 noise of the tested posser supp':es, will be nioni-

Mohir. mir. mum when measured at 200 Vdc). and toreri on a let console: for compliance with the

possible c:al citanct n-ill be performed on a single optironal requirements. The console will record all

slrde--oaded nondet~ructiseteslte with a aull indic.- data and % isual) indicate the failure mode if an out-

ator tor each test of-specification condition occurs.
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Engineering evaluation tests will also be con- IV-2.2 PS127Ampule Sealing
ducted to establish the ability of the power supplies
to meet operational requirements after being sub- Ampule sealing for the PSI 27 power supply
jected to any combination of the following environ- uses the technique of tungsten inert gas (TIG)
mental conditions: (1) transportation vibration, welding. While thousands of copper ampules have

(2) thermal shock, (3) storage, (4) drop tests, and been successfully TIG welded singly, the process

(5) jolt/jumble. has not been automated. Automation, which would
not be difficult, is described as follows.

Following spin testing, rapid case removal is

an important prerequisite to valid postmortem in- The copper lid and ampule case would be

spection of reserve power supplies. However, the positioned by syntron vibratory bowl feeders onto a

PS 115 power supply design does not lend itself to rotary table and held in position by vacuum. The

the simple rapid decasement practices incorpo- cutter assembly would be inserted into the ampule

rated on conventional reserve power supplies, case, electrolyte would automatically be dispensed
into the ampule, the lid would be placed on top of

The method suggested to facilitate rapid and the ampule case, and a die with a mating projection

economical case removal requires special appa- to the die on the welding electrode would be

ratus depicted by figure IV-1 3. The operation of this positioned to the ampule. The ampule assembly will

concept follows, rotate in approximately 7 s to complete the weld.
The completed ampule would then be ejected from

the table. The completed ampule assembly would
BELLOWS 3 114BORE.• then be heated in a 160-F chamber and observed
3I /2 STROKE CYLINDER visually for leakage to determine weld integrity.
IINDUSTRIAL TYPE)

IV-2.3 Electrode Material

-. To supply the variety and quantity of elec-

trodes required for the aqueous power supplies, a
"SNUETY PRTEOE continuous strip plater would be located within the

PVF. The PS I 15 power supply is constructed with a
1/4 0. $'DOWEL Pik J

VIEW --A duplex electrode: positive material (lead dioxide)

on one side of a thin steel plate and negative
material (lead) on the other side. The PS127 power
supply is of parallel construction: the electrodes are

OT3of two varieties. The positive electrode has lead
CUTTER DEPTH ADJUSTMENT 13) dioxide on both sides of its steel plate; the negative

electrode has lead on both sides of its steel plate.

Figure IV-13. Postmortem broach detail. The plater required to produce such material would
require electrical, water, and environmental serv-

ices. The physical size of the plater would be 45 ft

The tube guard is raised, telescope fashion, long by 18 ft wide, an area of 570 ft'. Ceiling height

and a power supply is placed in position. With the would be 16 ft unless such a height was not avail-
tube guard lowered, the air cylinder is activated by able; a lower height of 8 ft would result in increasing
a momentary contact switch. The ram pushes the the length to 75 ft for a total area of 1350 ft". The
power supply past the broach cutters and the unit is plater would consist of tanks arranged in series,
ejected, its case broached to the stack in three with rollers and guides arranged on top of the tanks.

places by the keyway cutters. It is now ready for Possible tank overflow would require that the floor

further manual decasing with pliers, be chemically resistant. Arranged along the tank%
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would be water pipes and electrical conduits The In connection •,ith thermal power supply
eetIr(al suppl s.ould consist of seven rectifiers, manufacture, a number of things must be
the maximum requiring 300 A at 20 V Oeton zed con;idered
water equipment and holding and mixing tanks
%sou;d be lo-ated alongside the plater Spent solu- First, some of m te active materials used in the
fromi 'sould require treatment before disposal to power supply are highly moisture absorbent, and
meet emnronmental requirements The electrode ,ome of these are irreersibly degraded by moisture
material requ~red for manufactureot theantizipated pickup If moisture were to be absorbed by these
po;ser suppl, quantitie, ssould range betsseen 100 materials before final completion ot the powver
to 1000 Itr for t ich variety The time required to supply, the power supply vwould be useless. This,
produce ni,. quai titv ssould be a maximum of then, defines the need for dryness of ll materials
,even days tor 1000 f& quantitv After plating the i,-sxl ,--thi.in. Iltwmal pow~er suppi -rill the need

." r1- r.-l.teisa wu h'.it -Itc ttow.-.dths suitabe for a drt-wcorn sork:ung area for thrn-al posser
tor the dies uýed to punch the electrode supply assembly In thermal po.,ler sul, JI manu-
Loniguration facture, therefore, a strict proced'ure m.-,t b- fc-

lowed to achiese maximum dryness of all materials
IV-3. Thermal Power Supplies used within a powver supp!v before it is hermetically

,ealed im a metal can
fKV.3.1 S ackgroundat HOL

Second, a number of special materials are

Thermal posser suppiles ha.ti been used in used in a thermal power supply w.hich present
mit-tar, harosare or about 25 sears A signif icnt potential health hazards and whose preparationrs
technological adsan(e occurred when the electro- require complex equipment and skilled personnel.
Il.e and heat elements sere formed as pellets These material- are part Gf the active chemical
resulting in an osrall simphfication ot the manufac- systems that make the power supply work. The
turing proces, In the more rt-.ent th-rmal pover anode material is - thin fiUm of vapor-deposited
supplies, electrolvte pellets and heat pellets ,Ire calcium ona thin metal substrate. Theelectrolyteor
used in the cell %tack in place of the (oaled metal DEB material in this case is a four.component mix
strip and heat pads used in the PSI 13 povser sup- fo-med by a series of mechanical and fusion opera-
pls The cell Mtat k i thus an ordered arrangement of lions of the two types of heat materials used. The
disk-tspe parts tIN Limetal an.mrte, the electrolyte chief heat material is a bended pelletized two-
depolarizer pellet. and the heat Pellet component powder. The other ma'.enal is a pyro-

technic powder intermixed sith inorganic fibers to
At tIbis tme, H-L intends, to comentrate on form a paper-like material. This "naper" is cut into

the use ot the hormnoeneous depolarizer-electrolvit narrow stops for use as fuze trains
binder (DEBt pellet and the :,vo-ompreie; reat
pellet To date, only one all-pellet thermal power The remaining materials-such as the thermal

supp!s has bceen de.eloped at HDlt this is tl-e aiKd electrical insulations, the contair-er. consisting

PS41t3 PN 1t764881, vBhich o•eritt• to, 60, in the of a drasyn steel can and .d or header, with msu-

ranize 1rm 24 to 30 V under a 24-ohm resistive lated terminals, an ignition device, a priner or

load Since it r, an etisting init syith a Technical match; and leads to connect the stack to the termi-
Data Package tTDIi. it vill te discussed here as a nal,-arst usually purchased in bulk or :ot

sVorli•.g s•let lor a prc.totype manufacturing line quantities

,i
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The flow chart of figure IV- 14 shows the flow RA MTERIL RAW MATERUIA WO ft TAT)

of materials and piece parts for the fabrication of (1) MCUOOLASS FIERS (I) POTASSSIM "PFIOLORATE STur
(2) •*ERFRAX (2) ION POWDERthe PS4 13. (3) ASBESTOS

(4) HEAT POWER SLURRY SPOnWL

IV-3.2 Preparation of Chemically Active
Materials B ELECTRODEHEAT POWDER WITH

STOCK LEAD

The preparation of various chemically active HEAT PAPER

materials will now be described. STOCK

PARTS

Anode Stock. -T he anode stock is the FUSE STRIP

calcium-coated steel or nickel bimetal strip stack VACUUM

from which the anode piece parts are punched. The
calcium is vapor deposited upon the steel or nickel
strip material, which is wound on a drum. During B

coating, the drum is in a vacuum chamber with an A

induction-heated crucible, containing calcium
metal, running along the bottom of the chamber
paralleling the drum. As the drum is rotated, the RAW MATERIAL RAW MATERIAL ASBESTOS STRIP

(c) ALUMINUM (1) LITHWJM C1LORtOE STOCK

calcium evaporates from the crucibles and con- (0)CALCIUM (2) POTASSIUMCHLORIDE

denses on the steel strip. The thickness of the (3) ON STRIP (3)SLICA

calcium coating on the steel is determined by the - (4) CALCIUM CIROMATE PUC PARTS

total exposure time and the rate at which the PROCESS I

calcium evaporates. The.. length of the winding I (2) DEREASE (PROCUSS

depends on the width of the strip stock being used. (3) VACUUM (2, DRY
DEPOSIT ()CLKVCU RThis is a batch process, requiring specialized equip- (4) A•EAL (3) CLEA D

(4) ANEAL(4) BLEND
ment, skilled personnel, and dry-room work space.
The comp!cte process is outlined by the block T ER F

dipg;am in figure IV-15. As visualized at this time, STOCK POWDER

the bimetal facility would be installed in the dry J
room of the Power Supply Branch. PRESS DEB

ELECTP'IDE PELLETS

Depolarizer-Electrolyte Binder (DEB
Powder).-This binder is the most complex of the VACUU DRY

chemically active materials in the thermal battery.
Preparing the DEB powder includes weighing out E
the materials; fusing the materials; granulation, siev-
ing, or classification of the fused materials; and
pressing the final powder into pellets. Since the A. D E F

material is very dusty, controlling this dust requires BATTERY STACK

good housekeeping techniques. The block diagram,

figure IV-16, shows the manufacture of the DEB
pellet. CAN ASSEMBLY LE LID ASSEMBLY

(t1) INSULATION (1) IINSULMATIDN

Iron Powder-Poas.sium Perch/orate Heat (2) ELECTUU MATCH

Powdrer-This material is a blend of special iron
powder, such as Pfizer NX1000 and Exide "Edi-
son" iron with finely ground potassium perchlorate. Figure IV-14. Thermal battery assembly.
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-~ ~i~i ~The sseighed amounts of atomized perchlo-

cleangh ot :).he mre isblsonmded and aeif tsmeartes

ens ured tha %tuall teshet folr uifr' of mh x clsTace
blenitedTh materia cosistsre unfi rad mirture Sef in

Fi~ureI.15.APelletse aireonium m tal mand t barium w chrointe p andev
brintimatly mixed 'thlas miV-1Crofiers.1 giberiax

- ~~ -- ~ - and asb eso fibers Icanlbe made b snf ietuiredand

*'- '"- *'~ensurte tamut allsed isheatil small, ifth marl beic

-- --- -~-j- - - made on alaborator% sheet mold Burning rateanid

- -.~-* ~ignition sensitnist tests are sufticient to vents its
ocr *. _n4s usefulness

- - Inigeor~fiecirr-rA:.ich -The PS413 ussan

______ } n* s.*~ mztch is a ss-elde bridge match msth a bridge

resistance of f.3 0I I ohms This item is used in
- ,s.s, .. irn ~ seseral poss-er supplies and can he bought in rela-

1 !Won tiseli large quamt~ies There is, bosses-er. another
cheaper version. it has be-n used as a soldered

V ~' ~ii. -bridge and can he used for experimental as sell as
~~ routine test passer supplies The bare match can be

.io 5'purchased, and short ribbon learis at steel or nickel 3
- ii T si -, can he spotm-selded to the match tabs for subse.

v4_quent connectionto the poser supplx tenmuxsls X

rhe Caand~idhdlhe PS413 can is adrasn"FigureIV-16-Depolannytecirnlvloyebirndet. steel can and is Purchased commercuall' itt mea-
sures 2 t60 I D and 1 625 in high. with a Wall

Its manufacture msolses blending or mixing in the thickness of 0 035 in and a bottom thickness o.,
PS4133, this heat possdierconsistsof fb-percent ir,,r 0 075 in Cans are ordered in quantuts and for
possder and 14 percent potasiumi pets hlorate small preduction inns the entire order is placed
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immediately when %sork is started on the power the stack structure integ•r, by a tight wrapping o0
supply The P5413 lid has been purchased in two the risulations against the stack The assembled
steps A metal foncator supplies the lid blanks--a slack. with thectells in the center and each end built
d.skof 2.]bin diameter .thfouro 161-in dia ie- upsithextrd heat pellets and end insulators, is held
ter holes and ,n indent near the edge for subse- under pressure in a press while the %sraparound and
quent helhar( tselding The lid or cover blank is sent lead insulators are applied Narros, glass tape is
to another spe4ialist firm for installation of the glass %srapped tightl5 oser the insulators and adliesne is
terminal seals and the insulated wire leads Some us-d top'event unrasehing
terminal seal fabricators will also fabricate the metal
piece Thepurchaserofboththecan andthehld -•ll End Collector PKates and Leads -The eno

s;)ichase collectorrpl-.-s a ? d sks c i0JO'-.r. tO 1270 n.m
steel with a ribbon iron lead sselded to them The

Thernal and Electrical "nsulation -tUsually, bimetal plates are punched from 0 005-in strip
the thermal insulation in the thermal poser wuppls stack using the ram dies There are tyso such plates
car alsoact as the electrical insulation The mater,- to each banerv, one at each end of the stack These
al, used are clothý or papers made of inorganic platesbrin..the electricalenergvoutofthestack
fiher% anl phlogopite mica The asbestos papers
come in %ariou, thicknesses quantites and arc The internal posser supply leads are made
easils made bs punching them into cutter disks om from the same material It is purchased as narrow
other shape, A problem for people ,sho make stripstockandcuttothedesuredlengths
asbetos parts i, the danger of their breathing asbes-
tos dust The light fibers and dust mast become Part, Fabrication, Suba,,enblies. and F~nat
airborne and become air pollutants Some thermal Aiwerbhi -I hermal posser supplies hase alvsavs
povser suppl% manufacturer% are now ordering been hai.icailv hand-as•embled items, and they
these punched pails fronm speciafts suppliers %sho have been hand assembled because of their toss
pri.umablN habe adequatets protected their per- procurement lesel Large procurements would
t onnel irom the (iust make it economically feaible to mechanize the

hatter assembly For instance, both the DEB and

The alt'e.' paper% contain organic binders heat pellets can be made on an automatic press t14
s) they rm•a be hanrlded %%rthojt tearing Orgamr per minute) Ru; each tspe of pellet iscollected and

iraterils %,ill break dosyn in an actisated thermal indisduals ss eighed on an automatic laboratory
po,,iier suppls generating gas, dleeloping high balance .,nd ,sorted according to the %%eight range
5pressure, and (auing un•desred (hemical reec- Each cell stack is built up of hand-transferred parts
tions. Thereftre the piece partns o asb•es•t iand on an assembl jig. The correct number of piece
ilielraxt are iien baked at 1000 F for 30 minutes parts is controlled by laving oit each typfe of part on

ti (to n c ott such tindler Fihertrax paper, more designated spots on a control card. The stock is
nults .' in asbelto,, is used as sta(k-ssrapping ma- then asembled bs taking the pieces from the card

tteal %li(a is used to protect leads fromm er% hot or inconsecutieorde
burning surtac•, and since it is an imperiou%
material, it %% ill also protect leadfs from the possible Figure IV-14 shows the movement of material
tiusi oi hilueltied electrolsle tlakoproviJesa oapor end theoperations nsolved Afterthesarnous piece
barrier around terminal seals to present vapor parts have been purchased, made. and assembled,
fiormed in the poaser suppl, from reaching cr.oler the power supply manufacture involves the fabrica-

lid .urlaces. condensing, bridging the glass seal tion of a number of subassemblies-cleally simulta-
insulation awl shorting the leads to the can Mica, neousli'-sshich are then combined into the poaser

msnch isespen;se. isgeneralhs bought from suppli- supply The subassemblies are the cell slack. sw-ith

ers Mshi) fabricate the piece parts Adhesive and associated wraparound insulators and fuze train,
i)nadhesve wt.oen glass tape is used to maintain the lid assembly; the insulated can assembly, and
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the nmtch with leads from tigure IV-14. one caa the t1,o po•ders, but it would be better to have at

see that the saLuum dry-ing and firing (baking) least two people knowledgable in the operation,.

operatrons are frequent Pellet and punch-press operations can be handled
by one operator. Chemical and other tests on the

The following piece parts would be made in eiectrolyte and heat powdefs can be performed b5

house with tooling on hand Dies would hate to be chemical laboratory personnel.
fabricated for the pellet press and punch press.

The accompanying equipment lists show that
much of the equipment presently on hand is apph-

Item Stark matewt Nolpo-ero Tool table to the proposed actnity punch press, hv-
SUPPl, drauhic press, pellet press, spot welder, etc Most of

Anodes Birratl iP.r- I Ies and the required new equipment relates to the post der
S h,,-,D:d; punrhrws preparations an os-en, blenders, granulators, etc.DEB peet DEB pot-r 11 DW rpaatos n i

r e .w, Howeser, at least one large vacuum oven will be
fleat ri-Is F[ texa porrdev B P.a s ad needed to accommodate the greatly increased vol-

pr r.es- urne of material to be vacuum dried at one time
FU- tir. 7, Zr heat pm Ier o ld

One area of concern that has been mentioned

The building ot between 500 to 5000 poster preiously invol*es dust control Dusts are gener-
supplk rcquires skheduhng the purchase of those aed in boh the powder preparation and at the

materials and items obtainable from outside suppli pellet press The calcium chromate contained in the

ers, rn-house preparations of materials and subas- electrolyte dust is considered carcinogenic and
semblos,. sufticient ork pace and storage space must be contained tithin a closed system at all

or those materials and items awaitr.ag further oper- times The thermal poster suppls industry is now
anions and sie use o0 d• aalable personnel tt orking on this problem, but at the present time has

not developed an entirely satisfactory solution

111-3.3 Support

Items o0 support tor the Poster Suppls PVF
includeI materials, people, and equipment

Dn-, room -The equipment and materials

afrerul' -Tvpicals, items. such as the lids needed for a dr' room are I sted belowv

and mica require irom 6 to 7 sýees• lead time Lead

times tor mans of these spcial materials tar, Equipment

grea'hls ith the generol economs and sith specific S l
conrititons ot supply and demand Hosvever. the Stokesgranulator. Model43
entire quantitv of DEB po Tivde and heat powder for Twtin shell blender

a lot run mns be prepared at the begimnnin checked Microatomizer. tipe SMA

out. pelletized, and strred in sealed (rontainers until Burning rate tesn equipment

nc-rledtd Ignition sensrnit, te, n equipment
Fusion over blue MCFD 20

The number of people required at any one Fused-quartz trays
time can be kept loss if -Ateial asailabililt permit' Small muller. Simpson

optimum scheduling of the work The same opera- Vacuum os-en, Stokes, Model 138D
tort stho assemble stacks Iw hich takes t0 minutes) Br-metal deposition
can also line cans, assemble lids. etc The heharc Degreaser

st.lding operations to seal the po..er suppls s.ill Tooling dies for pellet
require a skilled operator One person can prepare pressstacking
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IV-4. Air-Driven Power Supplies at the rear of the cavity The vibrating diaphragm
changes the flux permeance of a magnetic circuit.

IV.4.1 Rackgroundandlntroduction thus generating an ac signal in the coil isindings of
thecircuit

The current atr-driNen poster supplies being
deseloped for electronic fuzes are small asembhes
of mechanical and electromechanical components,
designed for esentual high-s olume. lo.v-cost
production The units are generally less than "
1 75 in t--4 mmi in any dimenrson, may be -

produced in a solume of more than 50,000 per

month, and cost from 51 00 to $3 00 each High-
volume production of these units must4 ue fabrica-
tion techniques such as stampin, castinL sinting.
and molding in combination vith mechanized
assembly and testing in order to meet the high-
volume, los -cost goals

Currently. to basic types of air-drien psser
supplies lend themselses to high-product-on proto-
type validation One desice is a turbine/alternator 151-75
IT/At for the XM734 multi-option mortar fuze,

_urrentlv in adianced engineering development Figure IV-17. Turbine alternator forXM734 multi-
seefig IV-17) Theotherdesicera fluidic genera- optionmortarfuze.

tor being de-eloped tor use isith a 2 75-in rocket
fuzei.ee fig IV-18) This device •in theintermedi-
ate stages of development Each ts-pe of des-ie .r
contains an electromagnetic circuit and a means for M
modulating the circuit, ishih depends on in-flight -'__l_ I C.
ram-air floss through the unit

In the case ol the T/A ram air enters the
de, it through an intake at the projec tile nose and
is directed tossard a turbine The kinetic energ' of '--

the air is co•se•ed bh the tuibine to mechanical- -" f'-l A LuU
rotational energs, the eshaust air is then espelled -- -- "
through slot% .... lomrhl. ýpa•ced around the circum- . -. •.•

ference of the tuze ogise The rotational motion of
the turbine is transterred to a cihndrical permanent 469-71

magnet rotor by, a concentric shaft The rotor turns Figure IV-18. Fluidic generator for environmental
betIs-ren the poles ot a magnetic tatoxr and induces sensor.
an electromos•-e force (emlui in the armature
isindnings Since the tso t•pes of devices are similar,

ass0e1nsly and testing of both types vsould use simi-
for the fluidi generator (fig t\-18). ram air lar procedures, thus. much of the same type of

flOss through the generator nozzle and passes into assembl5 and test equipment iould be used for

j ca-its, causing oscillations in the casli ishih validating high production assemblý procedures for
- induce a mechanical vibration in a metal diaphragm both des-ices
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IV-4.2 Eq uipment Description K-. AILOAT

Required equipment to assemble the air-

dr.sen posser supplies ysould be composed of one IWp.
synchronous assembly machine and three non-
synchronous assembly stations This equipment
%sould allow for salidating individual assemblies
and wsould assist in determining the most cost- VOD IMA&M 7 TLWP

effectise assembly larlout required for Implement- V~OLDrl
ing an automatvd assembly of an air-dirien posser SKATE

supply The optimum layout ssouldl consist of
strictly- snchronous, nonsynchronous. or a combs- E

nation of it e tioo t% pes of equipment BA. RS

Production assembly processes that might he Zi
follossc-d for final assembly of TIA's and fluidic
generators are gisen in tvo process flows charts,
figures IV-19 and -20 The feasibility of the Figure I-19.Turbine alternator prncess flow chart.

production and process concepts gnen on the
4arts has nIEt been serified to date Thes reflect
assemrbh, procedures that ysould be required for the
posser supplies in their current sixtes of
deselopment

The current T/A has been designed to he
amenable to high-solumne production The floss .

chart for this design rs therefore quite representatise ii'

ofads~anced engineering planning Assembl4 of this
type of poyser suppts %vill be disccussed in detail ,1.-(

station by station asdescribedmaiv pendis t-A Wso,

The assembly equipment discussed here is W"-4
nonssnchronous A ss'stem employing this type of '-

equipment consists of a series of assemnbis stlations, Its,-
Pan transfer betyseen machines would be per- '

formed by an operator This type of system allows L
each station to ssork independently, at its optimum i"io ,IiM.-s

Ccs dcrate

A typical floss chart of assembly stations to irevz.sdcgeatroeslwcr.

implement the mechanized assembly of the current
lowv-cost T/A for the XM734 frtze is described in

appendixIV-A and in figuresIV-2l and -22 The use of toollable assembis stations, sshich
permits individual development of assembly coa-

Components of the facilits used for assemr- tions. creates a need for onl4 on- or two assecrbly

bling TIA-I~pe posser suppties could be retooled machines to validate all the a-sscmbl -jperalions
and employed in assembling fluidic generator-type Each individual operation could be deseloped. de-

posser supplies bugged, and optimized station by station..
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POSITION
BOBBIN Iss~3
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A,'MIOAI 
IJAG%ET

WIRL WIND ASSEMBLY

BOBBIN rOSIres I pesi'lsi tu
IBEARIN.G EVD PL.ATE AlLC%MEN

CHECK p555

ALIGNMENT

TRANSFETOR

hilure IV-21. Bobbin assemnbly. figure IV-22. Turbine alternator assemibly.

Appendix IV-A.-Productiort-Line Handling Methods

IV.A.1 Aqueous Parser Supplies fiber, and an outer cup, The cartride cuos wvill be
fabricated in house with forming and blanking of

IV-A.1.1 Sequenceof~peralion these parts, from coil stock, taking place in
progressise dies at a rate of 100 parts per minute

A description of the station sequence ef as- Two die sets %"Il be required, one each for the inner

semhlng aqueous powver supplies follows and &,uter cups The die sets will be individually

I The %serht is transported, by vibratory following blanking, both inner and outer cartridge
bawlfeedngto a esapemnt wichdrop an cups will be vapor degreased to remove die lubri-

individual sseogt into an await.ng workholder. con- cnst suemxmiceniesPlpoy
tained in a six-station, intermittent-motion dial lene fiber will be purchased in mnat form Because of

the recuperative properties of polypropylene fiber
following blankirug it is imperative that this material

2The dial then conseys the is-eight to the be contained until it is encapsulated between the

cartridge placement station. The cartridge assembly two cups Cartridge assembly is performed in a

consists of an inner cup. a wad of polypropylene vertical, four-station. ir'terrnittenl motion dial.
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3 The dial then indexes, conveying the ume A lead is by hand onto the ampule and

sseight and its cartridge assembly to the ampule can clamped until the a..,pule isss.' ded
ptacement stationI

10 The diaphragm will be fabricated in house

4 An ampule Lan from a vibratory bowl is from raw materials Coi stock wil be fed through .

transported iflange downi to an escapement which strip degreaser to assure component cle-nhness,

drops it user the asw aiting weight The ampule can then blanked into storage tubes A 4-ton hydriulic

wi ill be tabricated in house in progressive forming press will be used in conjunction with a 2-on die

and blanking at a rate of 100 part, per minute The set, operating lubricant free Total output antici-

ampule can die set will be operated, interchange- pated. is 200 parts per minute (press speed 100 11
ably, in the slame press used for production of strokes per minute)

cartridge cups. To assure optimum cleanliness. am-

pule cans swill be vapor degreased, to remove die 11 Upon arrival at the welding station, a

lubricants, immediatet, tollosing blanking stepping rotor engages the workholder rotation
gear The ssorlholder rotates, TIG welding is aci-

5 The dial indexestheampulecan assembly sated, the diaphragm is "selded to !he ampule can

to the election station During indexing, a pin in the flange around the entirr circumference ivith over-

bottom or the dial s ssiurkholder rai,.es the assembly lap as required When TIG wselding deactivates, the

for election stepping motor disengages and the rotating work-
holder deactivates .

6 The ampule can assembly, elected to an
im.erting track. is elected to an accumulation dial 12 The ampw-e assemblies well now be

During its. trasel through this track, wie ampule can placed in an os-en on acid-detecting paper and

assmbls is in.erted (flange nows up ), and its heated to 200 F for 24 hours, at the end of which

contained cartridge assrembits moses smoothly to time defectine units weil be noted- Weights and

the ampule can bottom At this juncture, the PVF cutter assemblies wilt be salvaged before the am-

sill use tote trass instead of a cornesor system to pulesarediscarded

transport the items to the individual stations for

completion ot assembls and sealing of the ampule IV-A. 1.2 Cartridge Assembly
(fiS. IV-A-I and -2)

7 At the methblene bromide inmection sta-

tion, a actuum is pulled on the ampule can interior, An inner cup from a vibratory bowl is lightly

and the methslene bromide is injected into the pressed into an assaiing hold in the vertical dial by

asailting amipule assembn , sith a metering pump a placement punch The inner cup placement

controlitng the solume punch retracts, the vertical dial indexes, conveying
the inner cup to the polypropylene fiber p.lacement

8 At the cutter assembts station, a cutter station Then the polypropylene fiber, either auto-

assembhs is tranusported to .n escapement b% a rnvucally or manually fed, is blanked through a die

sii-ratoris b.ss
1 

and iý dropped into an aailting aend placed in the hole in the vertical Wifle on top of

ampuleecanasembls The cutte;r design renders it the inner cup. the polypropylene fiber blanking

prone to intor-lo king jams during% ibrators conses- punch retracts, and the vertical dial indexes, con-
ance This problem will hase to be resolsed in the -eying the inner cup and polypropylene f.ber to the

PVF outer cup placement station. An outer cup from a
sibratorv bossI s lightly pressed and inverted into

9 At the fluoboric acid injection station. a the counterbored dial hole containing the presvi-

cdispens•ing nozzle advanu es and towiers the ampule ousl) placed polypropylene fiber and inefr cup and

can The etectrolse is injected into the ampule can outer cup The outer cup placement punch retracts

assembts with a metering piump that controls cl- The dial-mounted assembly punch retracts to its

so'1



M.AGAZOhE OF OUTER CUPS r OFISR

FROMVIBRTORYBOWLMAGL K OF tNURW

CLP F OM RA'FOR
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Ei~ue IVA-1.Medrni~d calndg~ss (2)y
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holsizn dIe n noteýfhn thehrzna oto he cutter plate stock we aeace

2~~~~~~~~~ Th utrpae lne e h p d A t s torthode ndee 12 0 acteblde fo vb
pr-As re Ctra t eng InuAnsse rhm hebl an(r ng. dV5troug s t. r oli lcdo h wiigcte lt
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4 STATION GENEVA

. 25 (OR CYC.C %OEX) MOTN

ACTIVTHIGN FOLLOWIER (4)
MOINTED IN DIAL FLINCHES

OU_ LUP INSERTION _ - " L%%ER CiUP LSERTION

GENEA LOCK CA%,.

CAM FOLIO0AER 
DA I

PiNCH) ESCPR T`TANG SLE' 1 75 STROKE '
P C '(ESTIMATED)

PUNCH RECIPROCATING FOLLOWER _ .--

•INPT SRA; Abý N W k•E• wTln

NOTE S,.sN IS PE'OPOSED METHOD OF LMPARTD.O
ORAA•'.%G LEPICTS P.JKiES AT (16.L ADVAiCS AN5 REHRACt MOTION TO IWT (2)

. VDACE WiTH DIAL S GENEVA MOWION PUCHES. HAvINLG DEHENTE* SIRHKOES
TOO' INTO "'ELL PHASE OF 2'T MiAlES IN AN MO.tH.iIET 01105 DIAL
VA SLIOE STARTS ADVANCE 90TAFTER PUNt'•II MOTO•M R TAIISPIL DIORING DIALS
DIAL S DWELL PHASE START TSIS 50 OVAELL CYO.E
IS 0kItEU.O T0PLACE OUIER CLP PRIOR

TO PUCh ASSANCE AT OUTER CLIP INSERT*,

Figure IV-A-2. Polypropylene Fliber insertion.

9 Repeat step 6 I5 The compression mandrel retracts

10 Repeatstep7 .6 The cutler plate hinge-forming punch

retracts

.!'i1 I R epeat step 5
17 The intermittent dial indexes to slation 4

12 The imtermtTent dial indexes, conveying
S-:he culter assemblv to station 3

IV-A. 1.4 Electrode andAmpule Assembly Line
13 At station 3, a compression mandrel low-

er,, retaining the cutter assembJy under compre,- (fi.IV-1,-9-0,mainChapter)
,io on the dial ssoikholder

"14 The cut;er plate hinge-forming punch Al station I, the insulator (fig IV-l)tsplacedin

* raises from the dial ssorkholder. forming the_:hfee the worlholder bv an automatic placing mecha-

cutter blade retaining hinges of the cutter pl.e (fig rism In the following assembly procedures all

• t IV-8, Main report) fabricated parts exseoD the seciuencer and the
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ampule assembly, wildl be supplied to the placing 3 Two locking dogs are advanced onto the

mechamsms from magazines unit compression guard

At station 2, the bottom plate is automatically
placed in the sorkholder for production 4 After the locking dogs are in place, the ram

retracts This completes the cscle, and the work-

At s'ation 3, seven stacking mechanisms %sill holder is removed
be used Each mechanism %Nil] ahtKnately place 20

separators and plates For the PVF, one mechanism At station 10, the s.orkholders are passed
wilt be used through a cooling tunnel

At station 4, the sequence, is placed onto the At station 11, electrode and ampule assem-
stacks This will be done bs a vibratjr, bowl feeder blies are remomed and the workholders are reset for
and 'utomatc placing mechanism recycling through the system The unload;ed assem-

blies wvti: be visually inspected and manually trans.

At station 5, the seal ring is automatically ferred to station 12
plated on top of the sequencer

IV-A.2 Air-Driven Power Supplies

At station 6, the ampule assembly will be
placed automaticalk Ampule assemblies will be IV-A.2.1 Mechanized Assembly (Turbine!
supplied on trays and fed into the placing mecha- Alternator

nism bv a "ibrator
The shaft and magnet assembly would be

At station 7, a compression guard, tild b, a performed in an injection-molding machine Ashaft
vibratory boMsl, will be placed onto the .. sembly w'ould be positioned within the center hole of a
This reusablt" guard will protect the edge of the magnet, and the plastic molding compound s.ould
ampule a% %%ell as privide e.en force distr bulion beinlet-cd between the shatt and themagnet
darirg compression

The coil assembly vsould consist of seqLen-
Station 8 will not tie used for the PVF In the !iallv assembling the folio•,ing parts bobbin, con-

produ' r'on line, this is an inspection station shere facts, and wire After a check to ensure that the

autori ti( equipment checks the proper placement assemblv is complete, the omlt %,ould be removed
ot sequencer, seal ring. ampulc, and compression from the coil as,embls machine and carried to the

guard final assembly machine The siairon-by-statlion final
assembly operations are detailed as follows

IV-A. 1.5 Compression and HealSe.l (1ig. 11'-9,
11, main Chapter) Station I-Feed bobbir, orient, pick up, and

place in nest on jalel
The comlpression and heat seal operations

follow Station 2-Feed contact, orient, pick up, andSplace over ports on bobbin, haeat stake ports. -

I A ram Io..ers and cocks the spring in the

ssiorkholder, applying 250 lb of pressure on the Station3-Same as station 2. except contact is
electrode and ampule assembly placed at second contact localion

"2 The induction coils tosser, heat the assem- Station 4-Wrap one end of wire to one

blv to 300 F. and retract contact, wind required number of turns around
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bobbin, and attaih other ei-d of wire to cthvir Station 3-Feed coil asservrblý, orient, pick up,

contact and place in housing

Station, 5-sense pre--nce of parts bv conti- Station 4-Feed shaft and magnet assembly.

unity chec k, lift asseinlI fru-n pallet. and discharge pick up, and n
t
ace in bearing in housing

intocontainer
Station 5-Feed bearing, pick up, and place

The follow~ing parts are sequentially as~em- on front er dof shaft

bled t(, make the basic turlbine/altrnator asse ribly

housin). bearing. coili assembts. shaft avid niagnet Stawin6-Feeder-d plate, orient pick up.and

, sembl., bearing. and end plate After a check to place over bearing and into housing

ensure that the assembls' is complete, the hcusing is

crimped to complete the assembly The itibine is Station 7-Se-vse for presence of housing.

then liress-fit on the altemnator shaft. and the lIA is bobbin. sl'.aft and end plate

functionally tested The unit is then dega !sed. if

reqtuired, toi a~ssre proper operatien Itht staition- Sta-tioi 8-Crimpend plateto hoýI.ng

bv-station assembly operati,,n% a" detaited as

iollriss Station 9-Feed turbine, orient, pick up, a-d
prvess onto shaft

Statioin t-,elhousing. orient pick up' and Station 10-Test and degauss T/A assembly.

liace in next posirnoirtn pallet
Statn. -Fed abeaing pik u, ad pace letS.ation tI -Remiove TIA assemvvbly from Pal-

Stan. 2Fee a earL pik u, ad pace !eiand relocate in compartment trays on an X-Y

in bavss-n hou~iisg indexing container
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Chapter V.-lPrinted-Wiring Board Fabrication

by Ira Marcus

V-1. Introduc'|•n inductors in addition to the simple conductor
pattern

A suriey of the fuze designers at HDL and a

stud) of published articles concerning circuit fabri- Where space is seseely restricted, thick and

*on techniques of the future indicate that the thin film fabrication techniques offer some advan-

ited-wi.ing bG.rd tPWBI "sill continue to be- a tages Those processesalloss fine line definition and

major component in the construction of commer- printing or deoosition of resisors Both tli -i ,nd

cial and mihtarý electonics The reasons for this thin film techniques also offer some limited capaci-

follow (Pertinent literature :s listed in •he Selected tor fabrication Hossever, many applications do

Blbl-ographý at the end of this Chaptr I exist in which a large available %olurre allows the
use of the more rugged PWB Some sork is now

I towcost PWVBsarereLateln imexpenisne also being done to explore the printing of 'ow

To a Jarge degree, board cost is related to area In temperature-curmg resistor material onto PWBx

fuzing applications the areas of the patterns are that will be competitie with the ceramic-based

sma
t
f in mortar and artllcrv applications, thev circuits

range from less than I in' to 5 in' tsevertheless,
the fuze board% are produced in large quantities bi The major problems that v.ouW' b-. ,kd, ,kes'i•

the processing ot arrass of individual boards on by the Printed Wiring Board Fabricat~on Facuiti. ane

largesheets-the boards are cut apart and are easily

shaped to the irregular geometry of fuzing applica-

tions An additional adsantage is that thev do not tal Process selection for fabrication of PFWBs

use precious metals sshach optimize desired electrical characteris-
tics (such as antennas, rf boards, filters, and

2 Ruggedness. PWBs hase successfulls been microwa%e circuits)

used in mortars and in arillerv and ground equip-

ment ender the mos setsere circumstances of 1b) Producibilit, of all board deigns by

shocL. vibration, and temperalue extremes They production equipment

can accommodatc all anticipated luzing

applications (c) Compar-son and esalation of existing
processes

3 Greater use As applicatons become in-

creasingly complex and the technology of multi- td0 Esaluatronofnevs processes

laver P1B's matures, s.e can expect greater use of

small multilaver boards in low-cost, high-volume Ie) Development of nese processes and ma-

ordnance ei-clronics teriais through Manuafacturing Methods and
a Technology iMM&I) swodresa

4 Versatilv- PWVB construct-on techniques

are -deal for the 'mall size of proximitv fuze anten-

nas ann rf stripline circuitry Use of the PVB proc- V-2. Types and Processes for Fabricating

ess fiA these applications, hovseser. requires PWBs

greater precision and more refined processing con-
ir(; that..-irtnmally needed to faburate P.VB%. for

interconioection At high frequencir-. PIVS lech- There are seseral types of PWVBs and soeeral

tnques also permit tabrication of capacitors and saystofabricatethem
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Types of PW8S fabrication Processes

Single sided A PVB whose insulating substrate has Paruern plating Onh. the desired condurtor pattern

a conductor pattern on onl5 ore ofirtssurfaces and holes 1plated-throughi recerse metal buildup

before etching oif:he pattern See figures V- I ar-d V-
Dou~le sided A PVB whose insulating substrate 2
has conductor patterrs on both of its surfaces

Desired connections betsseen patterns on both P~anelplaefng, The entire surface and ho'es iplated-

sides mav be maide bý component leads, wires, !hrough) recerve metal buildup before etching of

rivets, and by plating through the pattern See figures V I andy.V-2

AftiuIIatr PIS'B In complex electr~onic arravs Eirched process rsubtrarftie) The process begins

ishere exen a double-sided PWB i% not enough to wsith a sub-Araote swhich is coxered wsith coppore on

sulse th( interconnection topologica3l problern. it 1s one or both surtaces, mnetalrs selectrsels added and

necessarý to uste additional lasers ot PVBS The then rersosed b% etching. to form the desired pat-

multiple boards are made onto a laminar stock of tern See figures V- I and V-2

insulated thin t'WBs interconnected b% plated.

throupn hole, The multipte lasers and plating- Adiditiver Process The process shrch begin~s wirth a

through iechnsiu.s Amlos topatogical solutions he- sbsrate having no copper on either surface and

tsseen an% oV the bo~ards and eliminate the need for has the metal pattern selerr.s etc added to it See

jumper -sres A muttitaser I'WB cons~ist of sexeral figures V-3 and V.4
lasers ot seflarate circuits bonded together to
produce a thin homogeneou upit ssrthmiternal and

externail connection, to each lesel of the crrcurtrv as

dictated bs the eleztrical rertuirenser4 of the 55x- V-3. Process Capability of PWB Facility

tern Th.s abitis to proside stacked' or three-

diiiensional circiutr" oflers a number of unique The tspe of PVF needed for PWB fabriation

ads~antages to Ihk- elertlr'-,uc patkrcligg engineer in ssould be able to iabricatcr single-sided. double-

airtas shero. o~lur- redmutron.i.as,.mportant asth( smded, and muttrlas-er PW~s using both the addditie

'v-rUs.'ss,,t tri .. erx a] (-et urtrat kharact ensta , and subtractiv- processes The suntractrse process

Three- hosrr methirdsarr used tor inters ornect ri-is allosw- boith pattern and panel plating The addrtrse

tLkise, sirsurts flth 1ilats'd-thx iugh NAt,- the clear- proess use onts pattern plating Thesarrous coin-

am e hirlr and th". built-uplt, tehnquir The platler- binatrons used in the fabricatron of Pi.VBs hase

through trse prosrdes intercotnnectlion ~I and be- ditlerert ads~antages Since the equipment to

mseers lasers bs ar boe sshuh is plated vsrth a produce ans one ts-pe of board can be used to

curinductIs matral(J The clearance-houle tInv pro- fabricate an, other type of board b) change of

sre, access to terminal pads on each lerel ot c~heminals and processes, fess arddtonal costs are

circutsm hs clearance holes tin each laser above it incurred for thrs serstrlrtiv Or course, the mullr-

The built-up pirores achieses lbs interlaseir (on- laser PiLVB does requrre use of a laminating press.

nectirins hsequential metal deplositrrrnof ,onlurc- llowvrer, the antincrpated need for muritrlayer PsY~s

trse patterns -sih ti wxithout the need for holes in future fuzing apploictrons rs high, and this specoal

through the entire thickness of the mruttrlaser board press is ssrranted



ARJTiflfa MASTERS 1,14): e . ~ 5 S

USSIRAIF PEPARATIO%___

I't-iUMAPLAPW. PA1SEL PLATPIG ~~
PHOTOREStST IMtAGE PAEL COPPER PLATE6p ~r

PLATE PATTERN PI(JTOREStST IMAGEF NP I ftcts hAq

COPPERft AVI SODEPi

PP PLATEr SODE

figure V.I. Gerveral flwchart for subtractie Pg~V2 ltdtr*hhls
Process.FiueV2PltdtruhWs

V'-4. Detailed Description of PWB Facility gra Step and. epeat autormatic camera (see fig.
V-61

V-4.1 Arlop ork Master Generation and Nomer-
ica ly Controlled Dril Tape Preparation

fd Printed %ssrnng board artwork generator
The firt steps in the PWB design process will IEwe fig I-71 16 x 20-in photoplotler

be completed in the exlsting laboratory area Ade- Tivo interactne cathode ray lube

quate computer-based facilities tor master artwork (CRT) design stations
eerloand numnencally controlled (NOt drill Twov large interactri-c plotting surfaces

tape preparation already are asailable One-to-one \a~tcadpprtp nu n
step and repeal negalse and compatible NC doll output
tapes will be proy'ded by existing personnel in the Sfsftsare topTrosrdednill tapes
laboratory In those cuses %%here artwok masters
are provide hot are not accompaw.2d by NC tapes, Edi Complete photographic processing :
the PVI NC drill wspl be abte to cut its ower Control system
tape The existing artwork master generation equip-
men[ consists of

A one-to-one step and repeat pholotooil and

iao Reduction camera 4see fig V-Si 4?s42-n NC drill tape roill be output bi, the above equipment

cops board and detivered to the PVF

2'
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°SSUBSURAF

ARWR MATR (a) UNCLAD BOARD
NC DRILL TAPEi

ISUBSTRATE PREPARATION
AN OEDILLING DRILL HOLE PATTERN .

II
PHOTORESIST IMAGF ]SENSITIZED SURFACE

JACTIVATE IMAGE PATTERN] ESS

COPPER PA IERN

COPPER
SOLDER MASK

PROFILE
(d) ELECTROLESS COPPER

Figurel" -3. General flow -hart for additive process.

V-4.2 Substr-te Preparation and Hole Drilling

Rai% substrate stock %itll be purchased in the
commercially available 3- k 4-f1 size The stock. %vil
oe cut to the basi handling panel size by a 36-in (e) STRIP
shear The panels are then punched for registration
with two locating hotes Pattern hole forming is FigureV-4. Addtiveprocess.
accomplished b% either NC drilling %vith a multi-
spindle drill or by punching with a 35-ton press The
panel is then de-reased and scrubbed t-as patterns mll be (creen pinped on the panel

Ano\en isrequred toctt i "ertainptyesofies,_
V-4.3 Photoresis: Imaging

V-4.4 BoardPattern Procesing
Depenfding upon tl'e application. - specific

seq.nceof pho.oressting, exposigTanddese~op- Equipmen. m required for proce~smg-bcard
ing is required ihen dry film is used, the film %wIl pattems usng both the subtractive and dd me
he applied ssith a amitnator. exposed with ultra- proce.se. The subtractne process requires a

"" li tght znd %p'as deeloped Les.a(u-ate con ve'r etcher anda enres ofprocesg tanksto
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Figure V-7. Printed-wiring board artwork generator.

Figuire V-S. Reduaction camera.

etectroless olate copper. t-ectroplate copper, and

to electroplate tin-lead A solder refloxs furnace is

required to seal the sall, of the pattern, to remove

slis-ers. and to imp~rose solderabilite after storage
The addltise process requ-res, onis a series of proc-

essing tanks A laminating press is needed to corn-

press and bond the las eis ofa multi-laser stack

Board profiting is to be done for Complex

shapes by a 35-ton punch press %whi!e simpler

shapes w"il be template sheared in a hydraulic

V-4-5 ;oaardlnspection

The inspection area wvill house the plating area

cakculator. sshich determines the Plating power
jupply settings A plating thickness gauge and lead-

~ ~-tin percentage analyzcr will conf'-rm the plated

th.ckness and composition of the deposited solderr

A large-field optical comparator %%itt esamine hole

p ~quality and allow precision measuremnents Of trace
ssidthh hole size, and spac-ngs

Table V-1 lists the eqtuipmenit and utilitie
needed for printed-ssiring board fabriation. Fieg-

Figue V..Str..ad-reeataitoatiCcamea. resV-8 through V.?21 show the type Of equipment
Figue V&St~ndrepat atomticcamra. needed
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Figure V-1i0. Degreaser.

figureV-8 A36-fl.sht~r-

figure V-9. NC drill figure V-il1. Printed-wmring board/
cnbbet.-
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figure V-12. Dry film laminalo~..

F~gure V.14. Ullhjiolet exposer.

t Figure V-13. Screecr print"r. Figure V-11S. Oxen

%I
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Figure V-1 6. Cornveyor etcher.

LA

Figure V-17. Subtractive process line.

FigureV-19. Punch press

FigureV-18 Solderreflo 
Fe.2.knnvhc.e



T.ble V-1 (coirid) Equiipmer.i tnd Utilifirn Needed
for Primed Wiring Board Fabricatlon

Protcess/cquipirert Utih~tim

&oard Proeeswir £•modi

Adke r-o,' Co0d V- , dr-, 11i-V
* hOu fume ihu-,

subrat,•1 proce- Cokld -at• Wo .at

d-%e6 208 V 3 3 ý cpn-

goopend 0.8 1100 prO

PO~~of thhcro,

J Wlu-a P" 201 V 3 ph-r cold
•A'" dram comp-ýd~

'oA cIO- 208 V 30 ph- ne

Pun.ch put e,- 35 T 208 V 3 p-saoe

Srow-d - 1100 -

thd-kul irp-. 6 T 208 V 3 ph-s

PlaIm9 t h•I.n-s
-1-1u~me 115 V q*ph

fokrlun" 115 BoVar F

Fllure V-21. Multilayer press. O-aenals and

sm" boo( - zl-

Tble V-1 Fq e r- .a.d U a.niO-D Needed Chapter V. Selected Bibliography C
fme Prnted Wiring• 5-ad FArkstcilo

CWilioam S. eCForestu. PhouoresIt 1at5eriVl. and

Rroia-rstol Psoient Non~tes

0 V pocesNeo . McGraw-Hilll Newh Yorp 1975.

•laloire esaarisi

mad ho8V pa Drilld g Equpmeno Survin y and 8uprS Guen Cir-Cit
3&-m he,'ea (71-14- a 0I0 p-

Sih Ct,-r 100 P. Cuds Manufacturing, Au9u3V 1975, Vol. 15,

io8 v o• r. No 8, Benwiml PubPishing Corp, Crooklrl e.
gRastuon Pu-h %on MA

DrI tne.'- r 208 V l ph a.-
I-m e-h,•,,

Protd,-e 20 V hýai cold Gerge Kong. Piofabetcatdon Equipmentl Caicuid
Scren" pner dc- Manufactuing. May 1973, Vol 13, No. 5,

phomor,.• -A Ben%,ill Publishing Corp., Brookhine•MA

Dry ,,n ps.m 2"8 V -, ph-
UtV esnsuo PC ProheisKn Using UV Cuhni Afatenals and

iD-,oi 6 V si pihase fm

vVendor Selection Issue E!ctronic Packaging and
isr-d Icsrir rd - wI-E u p e t[ o

Coai srd t 308 V 3 Ph Production. July 1975. Vol 15. No 7. Milton

,ioer drani. hume Vhan S Kixer Publication, Chicago IL.

m*3
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Nicholas M Raskhodoff, Electronic Drafting and J A Scarlet, Prin;ed Circuit Boards for Microelec-

Design, 2nd ed, Prenlice-Hall, New Jersey, tronics, Van Nostrand Reinhold, London,
1972 1970.

B F Rothschild, Copper Electroplating Systems. An
Evaluation, Elecironic Packaging and T D Scalabach arl D. K Rider, Pnnted and
Production, August 1975, Vol 15, No 8, Integrated Circuits, Materials and Processes,
Milton S Kiver Publication, Brookline, MA McGraw-Hill, New York, 1963

I
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Chapter VI.-Electronic Board Assembly Facility

by !ra Marcus

VI-1. Introduction (e) demonstrate automatic lead cutting and
isolate problem components sshose leads are

Electronic components will be assembled notsuitableformas strmming
onto printed-wiring boards by hand or by machine.
or b% both Certain fuze designs are so densely if) optimizeencapsulatingdesignstrategy
packed that it is not possible to insert parts by
machine For those cases, the Electronic Board (g) provide equipment and capability to
Asemblv Facilhts (EBAFI %.Il pri,--de for modern evaliate the relative cost-effectiveness

assemblv-line fabrication by hand. using assembly metnods %ersus standard hand or
programmed cons evor-connected stations and in standard auiomaaic fabrication

line nspection Those circuits %shich ,ill allow

inachmne insertion of part sll be fabricated that (hi prose out automa,ed or mechanized
lmay inspemion equipment

Oneof the primar% oblectiesof the EBAF wsll (ii provide potential for improving data
be to explore all possible means of machine collection and utilization
insertuon assemblh In thost ritances sshere It
cannot be done. the objective wil be to etficiently 11) prove out the in-lhe electronic and
use hand assembly in conjunction -sth other mechanical equipment required to make final
semiautomatic methods In both cases, the adlustmentsontheprnnted-vrrngboards
subsequen soldering operation will be done by use
of mass soldering equipment Lead trimming will be VI-2. Process Capability of Electronic Board

done by an automatic lead cutter During various Assembly Facility
states of fabrication, from subassembly to the
almost completed fuze package, it is sometimes The combined abilities of hand assembly and
necessarm to encapsulate sections of electronics automatic inserion will allos, the producibihlty
The EBAF ws-ill be able to pot electronics rsing both satidatron of any envisioned high-volume,
the sohd epoxy-type and foam encapsulatls Some ordnance electronics Special machinery can be
ofthebenefitsof this section of the PVF vouldbeto added as these processes become accepted

throughout the electronics industry and the military
(a) demonstrate that a particular assembly community. It is expected that integrated circuit

can be fabricated with automatic equipment packaging will change from individual packages to

some form of continuous-roll film mounting for
(h) allow precise production cost estimates of more economical insertion Provision is made for
specific circe,:designs acquiring one such machine As the facility

matures, it is expected to be a vehicle for the

ic) prove out the capability of circuit evaluation of new production machines and

components to be mass soldered processes sy hich could benefit the manufacturing of

fuzes. Both in-line and finished assembly testing sIll
(d) pro%,eout the masssolderability of etched- becdone in the test area FigureVI-t isa syorkflow
sswire board laouts supporting electronic diagram planned forthisfacdit TableV-I liststhe
components, major eouipment required
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Som• ; prhi rent literature is listed in the MrcUM PARTS!

Selected Bibliograplhv at the end of th ,chapter iSPECTION

Figures VI-.! through VI-I I show typical

pie-e' of equirpmefnt needed for the electronic PARI$ar"S ISEQENCE

bMird asemblh tacilht,

Table VI-i Printed Wiring Board Assembly MANUAL M•NSRTIO.N kTOATIC 1,20

Equipment

Equipment WtSttDER

toa.r.ti b~r-ncR i s\•o , r-•A--

%1.- robtr, 208 % -k- pha CU-
tOG p. a,,r

terrlrtrr 208 V thrie, pCaLEA

[c.ad curAw 208 V rhr-- phaw --- TS-RWR

(urr 0c-r 4-0 V rtre pta- STORAGEA

Nrm por g 208 V -r&te prlr.-
ItO p- a f Figure VI-i. Electronic bourd assembly facility.

1u'oictlripcoo nA •-'lm I V toopr air x

• ,,i•rshi( iiiorrnrT IT 5 TO pc
.rrTO%,iir0it,

Panroraph rroriit % tO0 p..

Hand rqooi ,,,awb.

ririnriwi Figure VI-2. Programmed assembly bench.
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ILIFigure VI-3. Mess solderng
5 machine. I

figure VIA4. Defluxer.
• . -P-C -1-4

FigureVI-6. Curing oven.
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Figure VI-7. Epoxy dispenser.

Figure VI-10. Sequencer.

FgSure VI-8. Automatic component insertin.f

Fignre VI-il Pantograpt

Figure VI-9. Automatic dip inseri n.
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Chapter VI. Selected Bibliography Edward Manfre, Wlhen Does Automation Pay for
Circuit Assemrbl, Firms, Circuits
Manufacturing, July 1975, V•! 15, No 7,Vendor Selection Issue, Electronic Packaging dnd Benwriv Publshing Corp, Brookline MA

Production, July 1975, Vol iS, No 7, Milton
S. Kiver Publicatloq, Chicago, IL Sol C Osborne et at, Afanufactunng Afethods ant/

Technologs Studi' Coteinng Afethods for
Charlps A Harper, manidbooLw GOf Fcircuic AtiflnurJctuning Electronic Atodules, Martin-

Packaging, McGraw-Hill, Nev Yo.L, 196'ý Marietta, 1971 AD-737-187
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Chapter VII.-Thick film Hybrid Microelectronic
Fabrication and Assembly

bsý loseph L Ansell1

VII.1. Introduction

Daring the pas: decade, the production of

comme-rcial electronc: devices has gradually.,
evoled atss fro1m the use 01 oiiscrete asml
methods tosard greater use of hsbfid fabrication
techniques inthewsme time period ordinance fu~e
technotog% has seen the replaccmer't ot man-, me-I

chanical and! elc-ctrorrechanical fuzes by improved
eetni eeostr rniorelcdte _ac

uumture, thbrinertd circuits ,s
t 

beam rteplchnolg theN"E

bseigdetstbicated hrhound megitoss-cosrtd smaluitsiz
Th ordnanc f hee electrionics moul% com-IIII 111

thmed tih aplctherisml %ice t~aiaThe us con this
thcemiig has inrc iezsd getince ecthati detime s
its~ardsantaespreadni u nrssr and ahik f eptebd mfone Teds- lkbr ivlSfrpouto

esapetonicits use fbisation thedu for
7

3 muti-opin itoue dteecsi e htsps p

mortacui e All hnicmn h atires thui. Linl the boridmde poc admthdvro hsepe iul sd

futues hbri bot te .mitre %%llg be ta- mand riscniltci reerhan eeopetapicton

ornacuei tig Vtt-2i A se0 n spriei

ictru has berna mirrciruts n~hasc-ckse mopcl ter Tetin ~mgop tHLpeet~sp

apthIficmatrosothrseci'oog tioici96zTedeiuseo hase prtsr both1 Mesa4 andldti-optinmorta ande

presehntainslebcmet srth prirad astici-aed dne- peThre de torfh lattruill cincludes iniia pouthion

examnl Prinent u litatr is rsne n the Sc34mut-otn niriduhvbd ifference as vesI a prototsope sa ple-i

teatefued ltbrcahit th uizend [ht thfism Chaptermod qur'tie up admthod abou tho0sedt pre ove, ustem

ul~tr oh hempiie iigXIf 11 n c i~io rserc nddeelpen aplct7ns'caul i v-iA u ueo n xet n4



teasibilits in addition, a~cempanv'rng technical ýsould not be economicalI5 feasible on an auto-
data pac kages ba% e been prepared mated. highs olurne production line

D~ue to limitations ot the piicessing eqtuip. With a PVF hcsseser, the *citities ssould be
nwnt currentts being u'ed tior thick tilm tabritation. asailabte tor determination ot proper tabrication

the production data package obtained from proto- techniques of thick film hsbr.d circuits at high-U
tvpe samplcs . not suficticrnlk accurate Other solume production rates The experienice and
p~roblems are also caused bN the eqtipment and knosledge accumulated on this equipment in de-
technique,, since the% are not compatible for the seloping thick film processing techniques and pa
tabnc~aticon ot small so~umes at high production rameltes -11l ultimatelv pros ide accurate thick tilm
rate-, Problem area% are substrate shape, size and hybrid microcircuit modets that will introduce ir-
orientation ot resitors. high-ratelie bonding on durstrN product~on procse or hcompatible with
'matl geomcetries. aed final protectie circuit encap- them
subation During prototspe construction, these
piroblems ma% be soked b% caretul assernb.4 and The most important problems that the t"--k

5 detailed inspection b% skilled technicians This iitmPVFssiliattempttosolveimmediatelsafe

fa) determinatioa oi-high-solume production
~J ~ Eprinting parameters tor line-tine conductor patterns,

Ll ibt esaluation ot pnint and tire parameters to
achiese minimnal resistor trimming.-

tci adaptatiiin of functional iact set resistoir
trimming. comrpat-ble ssih high production rates

Ithis is important in setting burst heights ot prosimt

td. introduction ot automatic ss-re bonding ot

all tran-itors and diocres in hsbnd circuits ssth asa 
t
gmet t.

etdeselopiment of highs-oviume. losscos
packaging techniques to, the ordnance '
ens~ironmentt

VII-2. Thick Film Process i

Thick film hvbr~dproduction techniquesalloss i
t he manut..ciure of ceerductors. resisors. capici-

INCH ES ltinductors, anid crossoers trom thick film ama-

leal Al ar aI abrct and each istie of -

I i I II I I II ~and drsadsantages relative to its -nore stz.!nda*J:1 counterpart Thick film resistors prostcde an escel-
lent compromise bet~-even coesentional carbon

Figure V11.2. M734 muti-opinPi(N M~rtar fuze t omposition resisors and metal film --spes so far as
oscilultor, costA 'abiltit, temperature coetfficrents. and other
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pertinent taitors are concerned 'hick film capar,- Since an mnroductlon has no%% been gisen to
tors mas be tabr:mated for lo%% %alues_ of capat , items that can be fabricated Ish thick film technol-
tance These salue• are generall limited b% the og). a srmpk-iimo chart (fig VIl-3) -11 diustrate the
a% a-table substrate area Dissipation fa-1.4,;s, hon ordered steps in making these items Blocks and
ese. areusoaudlt not agood., and tolerances cannot paths that are shossn as dotted arc optional de-
be held irec isel This ma% bec trospnsated for b% pending upon the retquirernents of each particular
trimming caal~cit-rs to %aloe This proc-ess s stiull circuit

beirgde•-toped for good vieldsat high production
rates and currentl, has mans probl(ms Indcf.tors VII-3. Description of Thick film Faci!it,
,tay be made %sith thick film materials by spiralhlng

conductors ot narross line ssidth and varied spa. The thick film hybrid facility will be divided
(,ng. but are generalts limited to los-inductan(e, into several funct~onal areas, d.i-nbed below
tom,-Qapplicatrons Necessary equipment is listed in table VII-i and

shown' in figures \ 11-4 through VII-21 (following
chapter text)

The inherftnt sersa•ihit ot thick film ne•tfnOris

can be estendled sni~ti the use ot d1.elrctrks to ii Q-ihrt 4%,uraftlne. fr oing Innpecrron
pronidemultra.eredoircuitrs Parts and materials rcceised in the tacility %%il

CIORCUI LAYOUT

ARTWORK PREPARATION I I OVERGLAZE RESISTORS I
I AND/OR CRITICAL AREASj

PHOTOGRAPHIC REODClON IS|L - TRIM RES'STORS I

SCREEN PREPARATION E ~ P i

PRINT CONDUCTCR

~NTOIELWIRESO I JN DCONNECTIOýý]÷" I PRINT DELECTRE77I

S• Ij rt o nuct0. T ht
ENCAPSULATE

FINAL itST

__, ,3 P.; .RODUCT

figure VII-3. Thick film fabricatio flow chFrl.
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Table VII-1. Equipment Requiremnents

Process Capacity Utilitie.

Qualits Assurance'
Incoming IawpcriOfl

fviscometer -115 V. single p hawe
Microscope. 115 V. single phase
stereozoom,

Microscope. 115 V, single phase
metallurgical

EpoxM bonder -115S V. suinge phase,
Curse tracer 11t5i V, single phase
Probe station-
Printer 1 115 V, single phase
Furnace -460 V, 3 phase. air, 30 psi.

cold %sater. drain. exhaust
Digital multuinezer 115t V, single phase

StorageI
jar roller (4) -115 V, single phase

Dessicator cabinet (2)-

cabinet,
Screen storage -

cab-nets
Drafting tableldes 115 V, single phase
combination

PoWa toordinato- -115 V, single phase

Pfz.! and I-.
fPrinter (2' 3000 pjil'. 115 V, single phase. ir.

hr each 90 psi. actuum. 25 1.s
Diser (21 - -

Furrace (2) 5000 1 x. " in 460 V, 3 phase, air.
substrates/hr each 30 psr. ssaler. drain

Resqor :nmmin,,

Laser trnnwwr 22.000 resis- 220 V, single phase.

tors/hr 115 V. single phase, air.
80 psi %saer. drain

Edge .in attach I 15 V. singl phase
Robot Darts placer 1800 clsips 115 V. single phase i
Solder retflos. 600 1 x I in 115 V, sigle Phase

substrateslmin
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Table V11-1 (cont'd). Equipment Requiretnents

P'rocess Capacity Utilities

E Convevor Olra- 11it V, single phase
sonic cleaner

Afliie .ssernbli,
TC die bonder 1000 to 4000 115 V, single phase,

dice/hr vacuum

Ultrasonic die I - 15 V, single phase.

bonder nitrogen, vacuum
Ultrasonic alum,. 115t V, single phase
num -~re bonder

Ultrasonic gold 2000 to 3000 115 V, single phac,
ssire bonder wires/hr

Thefmosonic 1500 to 2000 115 V, single phase.

v5ire bonder wvire-s.hr vacuum
Puilse heated TC - 115 V, single phase. hsdro-
wvire bonder gen. vacuum

Automatic thermoson- 7200 115 V, single phase.

ic ssire bonder %siies/hr
Work beniches, %er- -115 V, single phase.

tical laminar ..ir 230 V. 3 phase

Epoxy bonder I 110 V, single phase.
N acuum

Epoxy bonder 115 V, single phase

Encipsiublion
Hermetic sealing 115I V, single phase

Injetionmoldng -115 V, single phase

Conformnal coating W0 x. in l15 V, single phaseA

Test aind IadIire ana/rsis
* ~~Probe stations Q)1-

initiallsk be irected mint Ibisare totr i-slualion 421 SIor.iite Tb,. .. rea will be entirets under
It -libi initaia check siil ensure that.ll inst~i-imngtom. thecontrololt hequa~its assurancesaia trr'marea I

ponients and materials conjomint 11peutsations) abo% e The (omiponents and maztezals that wvill be
The area %isll include eqjuipment n e..slir ltii required for sarious projects %%ill be stored here

I kse detailed visul irsip-clion. proibing,. and] el" - under linsited access conzroll Thrvsill ensure usee:i11n !ral testing of bottha.wIneand passiv chip ciimpo- qualified materials on all programs and csill pre. ent
nients in .,ddaitin ,omethic ibil m processing unautlxsonzed u.e ofthe qualifred materials
equ.pment such asa printer furnace. and s-er nin-
let s.ill be u,,,!. in malt arniple test iii the proper- 13) ~mu~ri rsr Tbi section will con-
ties ifll hI air heso it hick film matrials% trot the preparation of and a file vsxyem for artisori.
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involved in llreen %(rcelLianIfacture. In addilion, this (6) Pa.s.sive Assembly: The passive assembly
group will hxe re,,ponsible for developing and over- area will allow automated placing of components,
seeing the engineering process and flow control. solder reflow, ancd subsequent cleaning operations.
The processes, steps, materials, and procedures will The automated parts placer is controlled by a mi-
also be documented at this point. croprocessor which can use the same program

generated for the location of wire bonds for the
The layouts made in this section may utilize automated wire-bonding operation in the active

either a drafting table or a polar coordinatograph, assembly area described next.
both of which are available. Special or complex
artwork will be prepared on the interactive
computer-aided design (CAD) artwork generator (7) Active Assembly: The operations per-
used primarily by the Printed Wiring Facility. With formed in this section are extremely important to
this equipment, rubylith masters will be prepared the hybrid process. Two major steps are per-
for photographic reduction. The reduction itself will formed-placing active chip devices onto the sub-
be handled in the printed-wiring board fabrication strate and "wiring" them into the circuit. This area
facility, and from there the screens will be pre- will require an automatic, thermosonic wire bonder
pared at qualified contractor facilities. The reason with a large enough capacity to simulate

for having this last operation performed outside the production-type processes and techniques. In addi-
facility is that experience has shown that competent tion, several manual bonders of various types will
contractors are able to make good screens, cheaply provide an accurate simulation of many, if not all,
and just as quickly as can be made in house. This is the types of bonding available to the industry gener-
not true for other process steps. ally, now and in the foreseeable future.

This section provides die bonding of several
(4) Print and Fire: It is in this area that the bulk types: i.e., epoxy bonding, thermocompression die

of thick film fabrication takes place. The printed- bonding, and ultrasonic die bonding. In addition,
and-fired substrates made here rIrovide the basis for the types of wire bonding available are ultrasonic
hybrid assembly. This section also fabricates corn- wire bonding of both gold and aluminum wires;
ponents such as printed conductors, resistors, ca- thermosonic wire bonding; pulse-heated, thermo-
pacitors, crossovers, etc. The equipment consists of compression wire bonding; and fully automated,
automated screen. printers, conveyor dryers, and computer-controlled, thermosonic wire bonding.
conveyor furnaces. This equipment has been sized These capabilities will allow the facility to closely
for a production capacity that experience shows is simulate any type of process used in a production
necessary in order to closely simulate full situation
production capabilities and capacities, and to dis-
close potential problems that may arise in perform- (8) Encapsulation: Because of the variety of
ing these functions, packaging techniques possible in fuzing applica-

tions, this facility provides production capabilities

(5) Resistor Trimming: Resistors are automati- for three major types of encapsulation: hermetic
cally trimmed to value at this point. The laser sealing, conformal coating, and injection molding.
system that will be available for this function (and its
associated computer control) will be able to trim (9) Test and Failure Analysis: This area -will
resistors to close tolerances at production rates provide us with a facility to test finished products
either in a passive situation (trim made to a specified and perform failure analysis. The "heart" of. this
resistance) or in an active mode in an operating section will be the Hewlett-Packard 9500D Auto-
circuit with trim made to a specified circuit parame- matic Test System, which is already an HDL operat-
ter such as frequency ot voltage. ing facility.
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Figure VII-4. Epoxy die bonder.

figure Vl-6. Screen printer.

figureVI-S. Probe saon. Figure VII-7. jar roll"r.

Sfigure VII-8. Autormatic scee print".
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Figure VII-9. Conveyor'Furnace.

Figure '.11-12. Automatic reflow soldering systeml.N

Figure Vlt-1O Auto-atictasertnimmer.

Fihgure VII-I 1. Robot parts placer. Figure VII-I 3. TC die bonder.
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FigureVII-14 UI rasonic die bonder. Figure VI-16. Beam lead bonder.

I Figure VII-i5. Pulse heated TC swre bonder. Figure Vll-17. TC wire bonder.
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re ~,VII1-18. Autornatic TC wire border.

rn~odingrnachine.
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Chapter VIII. Prototype Validation Facilities for

Inspection and Testing Slstems

by Horace E Brosno, Ir

VIII-i. Background and procedures to be available at the time
production is started, the hardssare and docur'en-

Fuzes and their component parts deseloped tation must be prepa-.d and %ertedSduongtheiuze

b, HDL fall into tv5o general categone%, depending de.elopment phawe

on the sseapons tor shich th. are desrgned M1rs-

site fuze, are usually %erv complex, expensie de- VIII-2. Recommendations

sices, requiring almost ItO percent reliabdilt, and

are produced in relatnielv loss solumes Consen- A facililv is required that vsI alloss the dese'-

tuona. hand assembl% for this tipe ot production opment of comprehenise test and meaurement

fac dilts s•ould probabl y be rn 1ndator • On the other m ethods and le st equipment concurrentls srth the

hand, rocket mortar, and artiller touzes are usuallh fuze design This would assure that, at the time a

les, s.dphrstcated electronicall, are used in tar contract i, let for production ot fuzes rn large

great•er number, OperationaU1%. and must be quantties, an accuratetetsting 5`.stem sould exist to

produced in large quantities to meet militars logistic test and evaluate untt raprdls and mexpensisels

needs Thewb Litter fuzes are candidates for modern The required ý%stem should incorporate at least the

automat.c manutaclunrig !tchniques ot fabrication, follos, ma general capabilities

asemblhand testing

When high production rate% exist, a reduction tat Pros. de toe necessars meclyamnzed assem-

in unit coýt ot onl% a tess cents per unit can return bhes that vill alloss the test system to operate

sasings of hundreds of thou-and, or dollars This d%,namicalls in a completelv automated mode Me-

collar asng if 1i rs to be ot true salue to the clanical handling equipment shall be provided to

gosernment. must he achiesed •sithout dosongrad- pick up the fuze assembly from handling tra s load

ingautiit selectrical integnit or the militar, charac- the fuz!. itoa proper ii load box ishen needed, and

teristic, or the tuze Reltabiltv musl remain high, automaticalls svimuLate and messure tuze parame-

storage life must not be compromi•sd and opera- ters upon reque-t

tional features must not be degraded %,surance

that these conditions are met can be enhanced bs (hi Determie sshether measred paramerers

(omprehenswe measuremenl inspection, and test- are svithin predetermined limlts

meg procedures during the manutacture ot the fuzes
(ct Mart, all fuzes %shich do not meet the

"-umerous :aeasurement and inmpectiCn tech- aboae criteria isith a unique smbol. sshich sill

nieques alreads exit and are being uMed in ,.-to- show the specific tuze parameter thait ssas tailed

matic fabrication and asembls lines ftr •ommer- The panel of the tet station sI-ould also be marked.

cial mechanical and electncal items_ Mians of these to alert the operator of the failure

methods are directls applicable to fuze i-aiufac-

lure, aid the user can incorporate them into an Id) Provide equipment to remose the fuze

automatic line v,,sth a high degree of confidence and autenaticallv place it in appropriate bim fac-

,Other aspects ot fuze testing, hosseser. partlicularlv cept, retect, and re-ssork), after test, are complete

special co'dtiaon applying to radiating-type pro\-

muitv fuzes, have no direct counterpart in high tel Provide a real-time dcata-acquiition and

production item, on the commercial market For processing system for fuze testing durng

adequale and relt.ble acceptance tetimg methods acceptance
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"I"t Keeni a running trequenct distribution for (a) Oscillator/amplifier assembly staton fire
each tuze parameter measured sothat means, stan- delay, current detector, frequencf
dard des.ations, and tailure rates can be (oscillator), rf sesitiv.ty, fire pulse en-
determined ergy, rf power, integration time, noise

igi Provitde a printed record of analyzed data rejection, low height of burst (HOB),
mid HOB, high HOB

(hI Proide data storage for further rigorous . Hhi,

,tatistical ana.lsis Nb) Amplifier assembly station current, arm-
ing time delay tfiring delay), select R9

VIII-3. Equipment Required and 3 HOB tests performed, battery
noise (noise rejection), integration time,

The production equipment-whether rotary firepulsecnergy

table nonsvnchronous transport ssstem, or other
tspe•-ssil be seleote- b, the fuze design require- (c) Oscillator test station rf frequency, detec-
ments Test stations must then be implemented a% tor voltage, rf power, current, rf
required, and the selected svstem of transducers sensitivity

and tisturing must be designed and installed on the
production equipment Two of these stations are normally required

for measurements before and after the assembly

It - espected that a minicomputer wsouid hasbeenencapsulatedinapottingmatenal
(or. it the complete operation of the test smstem
and wsi.ould also be able to acquire data on com- For performance of the oscillator/amplifier
mand fronm the satellite stations that compose a assembly testing, the following example of options

complete test tacilit, Once acquired, the data thatcould be proved in at tnePVF is presented
"wsould be statisticalh. processed to pinpoint trends
o' fuze parameters The minicomputer, on com- VII-4. Examples of Tester Design Approaches
maod, vsould either assume total control of the
microp-ocessor-controlled satellites or woutd ac- VIII-4.1 In-lineProduction

quire data from the satellite stations Each satellite
station wsouid hase enough ircuitri incorporated The present government design of the
mntti it% hardy~ajr to -ýecuenie its own tests, issue osoillatorian'plifier tester is not conducveo in-line
Go, No-Go deiLsiiins. and temporarils store data testing. bumt isas developed for DECASD buy-off
from oneof tto measurement c.cles tests It is judged that 100-percent testing of the

oscillator/amplifier (potted) is required .I
In thc automati( mode it is emisioned that the production Therefore, the following approaches

central pries.ig unit (CPU, wsould totatlh control are offered for adapting this test to in-tine

the operation, retries e the tenr-porarilv held data on production
demand ci'iduct various statistical exercises (also
on dtemand) and issue a printout In the local Autonzatdic Feed ot AsiemI4 -OI -in this
mode, each satellite station sould operate inde- mode, two chambers are used on a modular con-

pendenth Because this mode ot operation ex- sole (as the tester is presently being designed)
cludes computer operation, no data w.ould be Oscillator/amplifier assemblies are automatically
re, rded Opemation in thsi mode is balicallv in- fed and placed into the sockets of the chambers
wrnilnd to allo,, the line to perform if a computer The chamber doors are automaticafly opened and
breakdowsn .:eretooccur closed, and the tester is auton'aticallT operated

Electronics remain muitimatrixed Operation wsould
The followsing are typical satellite stations for be as follows. Osciltatoriamphifier assemblies

artidle proximit' tuze testing ,,nd the tests per- wsould be deiivered to the testing station on car-
formed b, each station trdges or magazines Each station vwould be
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A

equipped wvith an automatic feed and transfer de- jcj One operator (nminmumi required per two
vice which would take assemblies from the car- systems
Iridge and insert them into the Sockets of the chain-
ber doors The doo-s would automnatically open and jdj Operator decision eiminated in placing
close While chamber A is penrturmng tests, chain- .ejects into proper rack
her B would be unloaded and reloaded automnati-
calls Rejected assemblies %%ould be maintained jei Protection of production fjoss due to tester
Accepted assemblies would be returned to a stor- down time since several testers are employed
age cantridge o; magazine This mud'e is shown in
figure Vtll-t (f) Fxtensis'e debuggngij and troubleshooting

to perfect the automatic feed can be expected
rev~ initially due to the nature of the product.

TiST
r o-E.*i Rotart, Turntable -in this mode, two cham-

bers are used, wiih electronics again muttiplexed

~ ~ Olcillator/amnpfifer assemblies are manually
* iws~osvmoiloaded and automnatically unloaded from the table

A memnory system is provided for automatic rejec-
ol M-.1 ton of reject assemblies Reject assemblies are

stacked, in order until a given number, 15S for
Figure VII I-1. Test chamber, aiutnnatic feed, and example, base accumulated The turntable wvould
plug-in, then cease to operate until the rejected assemblies

wecre manually unloaded The tags wsould be typed
The tester %soild require the foltoswing in proper sequense, and would be manually at-

fredesigns tached to the rejected assemblies when they were
removed This mode is shovwn in figure VIII-2

(a) Autoinatic operation o1 doors. prefesabls. Operation vsould be 3s ioljovss
doors should open do-.n

(b) Automatic start of testerirn. ium

(cd Use ot reject sigoal to operate control of as. c'A"Aisi - "~wo ur,i
teed nmechanism tor rejection of (mInprnent -o

Idi Redesign ot sockets to permit automatic Si~~ A 5-1C.

insertion A special, temporary type of socket mas v''
has- to be used. sshere icc' oscillator/amphfier t ir 4 9  I- /

assemblv is first inserted into the special socket
before it is tedtio the ct-amber T.1een .

This svs-sem has the foltossing characteristics ~
(a) Low rates lapprosmmatelv 120 units per 2 AAui urLX TwCrSTAro

hour at tGO-percent efficiency, inerefrire. at least 4A A2t3 i4T7 A 'rs

six, and Preferably seven or e-ght svs-semrs are re- AIýTSSKOMA T

qmiires. for a production line, but not for the PVFI

hbi Operation that is retatisets expensive and Figure ViII-2. Rotaiy tumliabte. oscittatoir/amptif'ier
cumberso'ne tester.
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Two E-heads are tested simultaneously, re- -ETs ruýalrn 1;

quiring approximately 40 s During this period, the -,- "V

operator places the t%, 0 assemblics to he tested into
sockets on the turntable At the- complevon of the iiWI&E

test cycle, the turntable indexes (two stations)- $7A 2 Toro rE,4or

provided, of course, that tsso additional assemblies ~ ~ -~ .

hase been inserted by ihe operator The tester

assemblies are nowy at the reject statictin. %%here any M.ru ses ~STO-asE
units failing to pass the tests will he automsaically ST . CaAI -T-t~

stacked a the reject rack At the nest index, the (ECaT'No)

assemblies are etected into a cartrdge or magazine
Figure Vttt-3. cotary turntable, horizontat mode.

This ssstem otfers the folossngteatures oscatlatotlamplifier telter.

(at Relatrseiv inexpensise and simple

operation ECT

hi L,)%s rates tappirrximatelr 160 twimt per ,-TEST WriMe:a

hour, therefore at leaot four ssst-em% 4rr" rtirutdco in 0

production) i'T- rA %EST

ilFrom lht ahovt. a: lnist tour operators. Lto o '-]A, MCI-~

plus one support per, an,.% sso-jd:,e required OPAAO

(d) Elimination of operat.' decisionmi placing 2
rejects lr.:o Piroper rack I

let Prorctrtirrot poducti intfloss due to tester Irn, %SrS PRsttu-~,
doss n tine. since seseral testers aroe emplo% ed

Figure VIIj.4 linear indexe". osci~atorlamptlifer
Piaiirt Tui-nlble-Hoozonl if %hAfa- -Ttis, tester.

appro'ch is a %ariation or toe rmtar turtable aij-
proach, but here the sockets trasel iorizonialis
This mxde shtch has all the adsamsages istoed This .,,teee otte.s the lo!!c.vrng benefits and

abose. but permrits the preser.t modular stacked t..ittions

design 3t the ester to reriarin, is shosrn in igure
Vtt!-3 at Simp)le opeation. some%% hat more espen-

trnrr Idnsrj -I ths moe seeralc~tis- ispe. unitil than the automatic teedapproach

be-rs .re used %rith electronircs muhioplexed Here. thi High rates, depending on numbA- of

one or motre operators load oscllator, a Tiplifter chambers and amnount of multeptex., As'aming

a-smblies into seike:.%ot the linear iiacbuiie %%'de rout Shambers wsith a 
4

0-s test cycle, anr apprfoxi-

qthtr units are being tested At the end of the- tc%,t mate production rate of 320 assernblieslhir is ex-

7 rtie, the tested units index to a reject station per ted, wsith one, operator Twso such lines ss-oold

Ml re units thaz hase kitled the Itests are autoMifla- be required with eight chambers, production rate

.all% unloaded tin proper eirtueneto- into 4tmiatl ss-ould be doubled, but tso operators wsould he

rteject racks At the nest nodes cscle the asembltes required

are presented to; th i tomatic unlaading station

,shere thes are stacked into cartridZe' or maga- 10 From tbt aboet- requirement of at least

4 *:ines This modle is ohm% n in figure Vttt-4 Isso operators, plus one support personi
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(d) Elimination of operator Jecis on ri- plac 'ng recommended as best meeting prodi. ct-on ri-qarre-

rcelicts, ica proper rack 'nrets %ith a n':iinum of c"ptta! equipment cost.
and a rmirrs'um number ,r

t 
opieratingvrrsonnd I

(e) Protection of productio flos ssith Isso

systems. ineser of dovsn time in addition, it is cor.cervAblte that opersivan
could he complariels autOm,3tii-i e, autry'iatic

gf Mouadscpossibie 'or tester%, peraait- feed ;)f assemblie s to the dris e belt, but this as ould

tang quick plug-in of tester or chamber in the event require an attendlant, tht., reduiin'ý the total palaoiff

of a problem In addtlion an% g.sen chamber mas of such~ a !ies ice In adrtitwrn due to the nature of-

Le bspas"e bv byiocking ott it% related leading thrisc.ti seo elmecouldbfeex'pected

station to be cumbersomre and t.roublesome, although,
ssith wine tn.:arc prodiat rar-grn of the luze a

igi 'reersati,av pc-mileted 1ct>.iniz 8, chang- r~rbeefcnteecs~lthitt~e
ing index cscie. assembhles wa be tested in mso w;r

Smore, .aqjcjteal chamiaers it starrons. permitting Fro~m a ti-oa. -stern apxoadic m1 Falial 'aV0-

celars iests to je rum. v'.e urreotl at different giad.-feathssle-riaeareaei

*stations This mayia increase rate andl reclice ro'rm- minor rour"s_. arpeeatiro prýea ils this test This

flex-ty of multipeiesit operation is the breaking off of the fill lube t'rom I
Be/ ttrrsr) Thi aproch s smilr a~' peitting). and coould easily be comb nedssith feeding
Belt(twarl-Thr aproah i simlaro te ,-he testerilhus combOiisithe operation,

linear indexer approac-I abose. differins Gnil; in

configus-tion Tie- sy-stemn of.ers all :he %aricous

advantlages anid dlisadantages listed abase. wthri V/f1-4.2 Cad/la ftor Tes!ear

the excedtion that it is less expensise arid more
compoct The linear belt systemn ishoss nm figure The oscillator tester oerfoimsý the func:tanal

Viri-5 tests on the antennalocsk-lalatr alssembls The tester

*' . prcw.ides t he ass.emnbl under test sith the speciuied 5

- oeraingooser and ensironment Thme funactirr'ral

rev.~.. s... ~ "14 test consist of measurement of

Itt dc rczrrent.

t Qa u ti etector output soltage1

'31 rtmossel'riand

Figure ViII-S. Linar bell. oscillatorlainplifiia tinter.
141 ritrequvency ano enst-rti

t e/l atimmearHotmzon.-al %fode) - -1his systemn
is also similar to the linear indexer zpproGach %%,,h Cire FiR't-rrcr Te,1 (Presewt .retlmodl-

Oeramehods esamineduincludled the urse ot The nt eiergs from th,- fuze antenna is tI-en

temporary connectors. mulaiple connector boardis, coupled to the m,.er vi. the probe. The mob' I
etc., but ssere esaiuat.z'd as hasmnaa no pi roars duverswe55pt o5(1f3t0' I0O is stoapped -Abena an I5

adviantage output is detected at the 60-Mi-t
amplmfierldetec~o The uoulm of the LO as precal-

Of the weseral methods investigated, the last lbrated arid mcsaitrtcd on a irerquencs counter bt'-

two-. beit (liear) and belt !linear-hor~zontall an' Pg Vill-6iv
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ROTATING V,,n and V,,., (fig. VIII-8) the AND gate is output,

IPOLE and a lamp driver is turned on, indicating that the

j LToscillator is within specification.

DIPOLE RF TO
DETECTOR ASSEMBLY COUNTER

(MAX) V2 -

UNIT MOUNTING SWEPT
UNDER FIXTURE MIXER
TEST S

S(MIN) V1 -

AMPLIFIER 60-db GAIN fl (MIN) f2 (MAX)
]DETONATORJ

Figure VIII-8. Discriminator output.

Figure VIII-6. Carrier frequency test diagram (present Measurement of Anterior/Oscillator Operat-
method). ing Current.-The measurement of anterior/oscil-

lator current can be done using the present tech-
Carrier Frequency Test (proposed method). - nique, with the possible exception of the addition of

No change to the existing test chamber is required a Go/No-Go lamp on the test console, indicating
(see fig. VIII-7). that current is within specification limits.

list MMeasurement of Radiated Power.-The radi-

PRE RF - ated rf power is received by the dipole and rf
2 - detector assembly on the rear wall of the chamber.
z4 CARRIE LOWER tek EL, This measurement is presently made by reading the

I 1. r ILcalibrated detector output on a digital voltmeter. A
INVERTER Go/No-Go test can be implemented which lights a

lamp on the console when the detector output
N reaches a level equivalent to the required minimum

of 150-mW rf output power.
E••LAMP DRIVEl

Sensitivity Adjustment.-The sensitivity ad-
,A:P JON CONSOLE)I justment is made by simulating a doppler signal and

adjusting the rf coupling to the antenna and the
Figure VIII-7. Carrier frequency test diagram oscillator for optimum fuze detector output. The
(proposed method). doppler signal is simulated by spinning a dipole

antenna at the top of the chamber at 3600 rpm.
The rf carrier is coupled to an rf amplifier by This is then equivalent to a constant doppler re-

the existing coupling probe on the right-hand wall flected signal of 120 Hz seen at the antenna
of the chamber. The amplified signal is directed to a terminal.
frequency discriminator with an output voltage pro-
portional to frequency. The output voltage of the The oscillator sensitivity is a function of the
discriminator drives an adjustable threshold com- transistor parameters: mainly, transistor fT, other
parator circuit. The comparator circuit determines circuit component parameters, dielectric constant
whether the voltage from the discriminator lies and thickness tolerances of the copper-clad board
between Vin, and V,-.,. If the voltage is between material, and the effects of the potting material.
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Oscillator sensitivity adjustment is very diffi- fr and other circuit parameters were empirically
cult to automate because it involves the manual determined, this would allow presetting the sunsi-
operation of connecting the capacitor parts. One tivity adjustment before assembly with maximized
muc.thod of making this adjustment is to bridge the production yield.
gaps between the pads with conductive paint; how-
ever, the resistivity of conductive paint normally
changes with drying time. Another method is to CflHLA10NO0 OSCLLA10SL'b.VIY

connect the pads before testing and remove the MION PIOTINRG AND TRANSISTOR IT

connections during test. The third alternative is to 25NLNI, LAST-SOUARDSconnectionsT G STRAIG~t LAiN-QUR

empirically determine which pad connection will ID O THE STRAIGHT LINE

allow a majority of the assemblies to meet the ICORRELAIIOCiS 06"5,

specification and make this adjustment on all fuzes a
prior to test. The tester can then be automated for a 5.
Go/No-Go sensitivity measurement. The assem-
blies that pass can be diverted to manual test 9.15
positiens for adjustment. One automatic and one .'.
manual test position would be required. Supporting
argument for this last approach is as follows. 600 -- 700 IT 000 100 ,200 1300 1400 ,500 ,0

10 00 0 10 10 30 10 50 10

Figures VIII-3 and -9 show the correlation Figure VIII-9. Correlation between sensitivity change
between oscillator sensitivity change after potting after potting and transistor. fT data obtained from
and transistor fT. It shows that if the mean sensitivity HDL.
is adjusted 13 percent high before potting (mean
value of 11 3 mV), and the transistor fT varies from
700 to 1 300 MHz in any lot, then the sensitivity will Vlll-5. Conclusions
vary approximately ±-10 percent (±-10 mV). The
specification limits for sensitivity are approximately A facility should be assembled to prove that a
±-40 percent. high-volume 100-percent testing system will elec-

trically be able to stimulate the fuze or module
This allows approximately ±30-percent under test and retrieve the results of the reaction so

change in sensitivity with transistor fT and other that meaningful decisions on the unit's performance
circuit parameters. If the change in sensitivity with can be readily made.
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Chapter IX. Centralized Environmental Validation Test Facility for HDL
by Abraham Frydman

IX-1. Introduction greater support to the fuze designer in the selection
and timing of proper environmental tests and to do

IX-I. 1 Summary and U~pdate so throughout the development cycle. In addition,
the environmental engineer will, through familiarity
with the product design, be able to select and

Fuze design at HDL has included "environ- validate reduced MIL-STD test requirements and, in
mental" testing during the development stages, some instances, even introduce validated nonstan-
even though it may not have been thought of in dard tests that will provide considerable cost sav-
those particular terms. Such tests were usually se- ings through markedly reduced test times.
lected by the designer and ranged from simple,
rigged bench tests to setback tests made with gas In the following sections of this chapter it will
guns and centrifuges, and spin tests made with be seen that considerable use is expected of com-
appropriate spinners (more recently with the HDL puterized systems. The use of computers is a feature
artillery simulators). Advancements in the gas gun that even in a limited sense would be a powerful
and artillery simulator test facilities/procedures fuze design aid. Its support role for environmental
demonstrated their credibility for validating struc- testing will be readily apparent from the following
tural and operational design reliability. Good corre- descriptive material. It should be equally apprecia-
lation between laboratory tests and subsequent ted that coupling environmental testing throughout
field tests created a situation in which the fuze the entire fuze development cycle and into the
designer eventually placed greater emphasis on preproduction runs will result in hardware that
preliminary "environmental" testing. Of course, provides maximum structural integrity, optimum
the preproduction-developed fuze was still run environmental durability, and operational reliability
through the prescribed MIL-STD tests, and test validated to user-prescribed battlefield conditions.
plans were formulated for various types of "buys"
and for production lot acceptance criteria. To a IX-1.2 General Description, Purpose, and
large extent, the tests, plans, and specifications Concept
were selected by the program manager after con-
sultations with the environmental engineer. The foregoing concept is concerned with the

establishment of a Centralized Environmental Vali-
In the last several years, the HDL environmen- dation Test Laboratory (CEVTL) to provide test

tal test laboratory equipment and capabilities have support for the simulated fuze mass-production
been modernized. In addition to the conventional operations performed at the fuze PVF. The pro-
altitude-temperature-humidity and other MIL-STD posed CEVTL will use dedicated computer equip-
environments, HDL has updated its facilities by ment and conventionally controlled environmental
inclusion of impact-type testers and various types of test equipment for the dual purposes of performing
analog and digital computer-operated shaker sys- accelerated and conventional design validation
tems. There has also been increased emphasis on testing. Emphasis will be placed on the accelerated
innovative and time-saving test methods such as test method in order to reduce turnaround time
transieqt waveform control (TWC), shock spectrum by an estimated factor of as much as one-half.
syntl,, s (SSS), random vibration testing, and mo- Also, it is planned to upgrade the level of confi-
dal test and analysis. dence in the test results because of the ability to test

larger lot sizes per unit time. A central processing
The proposed PVF provides the opportunity to unit (CPU) will rapidly develop test data bases to be

restructure and reorient the present operations to used to validate or reject prototype fuzes/subas-
optimize existing goals. To start with, the environ- semblies or fuzes under development, based on
mental engineer will be able to provide much proof of design, overdesign limits, design to cost, or
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similar types of acceptance criteria. To reduce The concept of equivalent testing, although
production costs for a particular fuze design, limited demonstrated in practice,"' often requires extensive
numbers of prototype fuzes will be manufactured empirical and analytical efforts for demonstration of
using production-line techniques as opposed to the, the correlation between laboratory and field tests.
conventional method, which resorts to custom- In some cases, test techniques developed for one
made tool-room techniques. These simulated product must be modified in order to apply to
production runs early in the development stage will others. In the past, such an effort was prohibited
identify and fix potential production-line problems, because of the high cost of prototype fuzes. How-
demonstrate the mass-producibility of a particular ever, the availability of a fuzing PVF (furnishing
design, and provide quantitative unit-cost estimates prototype fuzes and components at economical
before the Technical Data Package (TDP) is re- unit cost and in sufficient quantities relatively early
leased to industry. To ensure, however, that in the production stage) is expected to make such a
product reliability has not been compromised by correlation effort possible. The PVF should also
the selected production-line techniques, prototype provide for reasonable lead time for any necessary
fuzes/subassemblies would have to be tested to redesign modifications before the TDP is released
simulated or accelerated service life. Thus, test data to industry. Such modifications may also include
conveniently collected and stored within the CPU, product redesign to reduce unit cost if the margin of
when analyzed by a preprogrammed mathematical safety is determined to be unreasonably high.
model, can be used to rapidly ascertain the
adequacy/integrity of the mass-produced fuze. If The accelerated testing proposed here could
necessary, the mathematical model can be further be performed reliably on prototype fuzes at various
extended to determine the probability that a partic- stages of production without interfering with
ular fuze can survive the rigorous field-acceptance production-line operations. However, it is recog-
tests which are used to determine whether the fuze nized that terminal phase testing of the end-item
is ultimately approved for full-scale production. The fuze(s) is the most cost effective. Therefore, the
mathematical model can also establish confidence CEVTL will be designed toward performing envi-
limits for the fuze. ronniental validation testing as specified for the

assembled component/system, such as for first-
Practical developments in state-of-the-art dy- article acceptance samples of thermally condi-

namic testing, manifested by computer-based tech- tioned electronic subassemblies (E-heads), impact
niques, make it possible to rapidly expose proto- switches, and fully assembled fuzes.
type fuzes/subassemblies to simulated/equivalent
field damage. For example, field damage resulting The proposed CEVTL will resort to the innova-
from transportation vibrations can be measured in a tive use of a CPU and dedicated digital minicompu-
matter of minutes or hours rather than days (the ters to meet three primary objectives:
usual time for acceptance testing). This time saving
is achieved by substituting intense random vibra- (a) automatic test control/monitoring of ad-
!ions for the standard harmonic excitations. This vanced simulation test equipment,
and similar test techniques (such as the Shock-
Transient Waveform Control Testing and Airgun (b) data acquisition and documentation of the
Testing) skillfully applied can minimize pre- raw test results, and
production costs by scaling down the magnitude of 'W C Facker, Equivalent Techniques for Vibration Test-
field testing on prototype fuzes. Furthermore, readi- ing, NavalResearch Laboratories, SIM-9 (1972).
ness is improved because of a substantial reduction 'Cyril M. Harris and Charles E. CrecW Shock and Vibra-
in assessment time as well as ever-increasing lion Handbook, 2nd edition, McGraw-Hill, New York

computer-based simulation testing. (196 1.
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(0' overall evaluation of the raw test results in The p)roPp(osed conc.,pi for i'nvironnivntal vali-
accordance with the predetermined criteria to dation testilig is nol a substitute for the formal
aid in de'cision-making for mass producibility p)roduct acceptance tests. Rather, it is primarily
and cost effectiveness of tile fuze designs intended to provide a means for quick assessment

under consideration, of a p)articular design, indicating whether it has
been compromised by mass-production tech-

To mf•et objective (a), the CPU will be used partially niques, without the need for costly and extensivw

as a library source for storage of test-simulation field tests for every production run. Final accep-

c(des( developed especially for the accelerated test tance of the product still depends on compliance

method. As an example, consider the use of the with the formal field tests.
accelerated test method to simulate rough handling
environments in the field that are characterized by
complex shock signatures (damped shock tran- IX-2. Environmental Validation Tests
sients with variable amplitude and frequency
components). Such signatures-hereto impractical The folkIwing types of tests are proposed in

to generate conventionally-can now be synthes- support of the environmental validation process.

ized on electrodynamic vibration generators within
minutes using computer-based shock TWC test (a) Mechanical vibrations--harmonic, ran-

techniques. To simulate the same environments dom, and mixed mode-simulating various

conventionally, one would have to resort to lengthy transportation environments for munitions
and costly field and laboratory testing, as no practi-

cal laboratory test methods exist now. (b) Standard mechanical shock-simple,
composite, one-sided-simulating rough han-

Use of the CPU or dedicated mini-digital corn- dling of munitions
puters in test applications to meet objectives (b) and

(c) is clear. The CPU referred to here is a PDP (c) TWC testing-nonstandard mechanical

I 1/45 computer and peripherals or other remotely shock--digital control techniques used to syn-

connected ADP equipment having equivalent corn- thesize user's specified complex shock
putational capabilities, signatures

i. summary, proximity environmental valida- (d) Shock spectrum-primary, residual, and
lion sting capabilities can be reliably incorporated maxi-max-simulating rough handling and

in the fuzing PVF operations. Using conventional other high-shock environments. This form of

and special test equipment operating under a local testing is not specified in military standards,

controller, prototype fuzes and subassemblies but is computed from field data for a specific
would be tested at the final level of assembly (unless fuze environment
otherwise specified) to assess the mass producibility
and cost effectiveness of a particular design. Raw (M) Least favorable test method response-

test data for a limited lot size will be entered into a composite worst-case shock envelope for a
centralized data bank and analyzed to determine multitude of field conditions used primarily to
proof of design, design margin, and possible rnodifi- accelerate test time
cations to reduce unit cost.

(f) Air gun launch shock-simulated gun bal-

Tables IX.1 and -2 present a summary of the listics, including spin and environmental con-
floor plan, test equipment, and utilities required to ditioning effects
support the proposed CEVTL (communication lines
to CPU not shown). The same test equipment is (g) Temperature/humidity/thermal shock-
used whether or not accelerated or conventional conditioned thermal cycling to simulate field
testing is performed. or depot storage environments and/or dor-
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mant status before execution of dynamic product. TVi design of such tests will require that
testing original work be done in areas such as damage/

wear mechanisms, equivalent deposition of
(h) Pressure/altitude (vacuum)-simulating mechanical /thermal energy, exaggeration factor
airborne transport of munitions, effectiveness theory, and statistical correlation techniques. Efforts
of moisture-resistant seals, etc of this lype will have to be supported concurrently

with actual prototype development to achieve ulti-
(i) Standard rough-handling shock-5-ft and mate potential of the PVF operations. The particular
simulated 40-ft drop tests, quantified jolt, jum- applicability and weighted contributions of each of
ble, etc the operation/survivability prototype parameters

will have to be evaluated with respect to the spe-
(j) Other-such as salt spray-performed to cific product and to the particular type of field
validate corrosive resistance of materials to environment considered most demanding. Valida-
corrosive storage environments tion tests on production hardware will have to be

performed initially (in those cases where existing o(
IX-2. I Testing Procedure, Documentation, relevant data can be obtained) to demonstrate dam-

and Data Analysis age equivalency of any proposed/developed accel-
erated test procedures. Eventually, some acceler-

A limited quantity of prototype fuzes/ subas- ated tests will achieve general recognition and
semblies will be subjected to the type of tests reach the acceptance level of the current MIL-STD
specified in section 2. For optimization of test tests.
operations, the smallest (but statistically meaning-
ful) lot size will be tested at selected test stations. As IX-2.3 Standardand Nonstandard Tests
many test operations as technically or sequentially
possible will be run concurrently, such as multi- The CEVTL validation process will include
chamber or multi-shaker control. Such automatic both standard and nonstandard tests. Standard tests
operations will require computational/ processing* are usually specified in considerable detail in Mili-
of test data, retrieval, storage, and CRT display tary Standards (e.g., MIL-STD-81 OC, MIL-STD-33 1)
capabilities accessible from the testing area. Be- or other official. documents such as procurement
cause of the automated test operations proposed, specification control drawings (SCD's) and
between two and three mid-level technicians will ASTM/ANSI codes. As a result, each test is well-
be required to perform environmental validation defined in its requirements, applications, and pur-
testing. poses. Nonstandard tests, on the other hand, may

also be quite detailed and equally valid for their
IX-2.2 EnvironmentalAccelerated Test Design intended purpose; nevertheless, they are character-

ized by user-defined specifications. Although these

In general, no accepted specifications exist for tests may eventually be described on SCD's delin-
accelerated environmental testing of electronic eating sEpecific environments for a given fuze, they
fuzes. Guidelines and procedures are available for are, in most instances, specific to a particular pro-
accelerated aging environments such as depot stor- gram and do not have general applicability.
age and 20-year fatigue life for shipboard equip-
ment. In most cases, however, accelerated testing Quite often, such environments (tests) are re-
for specific fuzes will have to be developed almost quested by the user who is intimately familiar with
on a custom basis and, to be effective, this will have the field environment, or they are introduced by the
to be done within the development cycle of the engineer/designer following successful usage dur-

ing development. Developed nonstandard test
"* To the e~tlent that no dedicated computer is available, it plans must permit flexibility in test operations. It
is prix_-sed th,•t this last Ix, supported by an HDL POP may be expedient (though in some cases absolutely
11I/451proce•..r or eluiv A}P eTquipment. necessary) to allow contract test engineers to adapt
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or mtodify test facility equipment and procedures. research and developmnent in this technology and
However, experience and a thorough knowledge of the, need to reduce project devtelopiient/tesl costs.
the product, its environment, and the test itself are Th advantages and disadvantages entailed in
required before such changes can be adequately the two tadvatnthods and divsvn as follows.

evaliited. In any event, test plan modifications

shoukl be discussed with the environment engineer Method Advantage Disadvantage

and receive user approval before the start of con- Accelerated Potential reduction Extensive development

tract testing. lest of test time by 50 effort to establish
percent and more equivalency.

Several nonstandard test techniques are now Conventional Procedures avail- Lengthy (as long as

more widely used for (lynamic, accelerated testing. test able and valid 1-1/4 months)

They include the following. Regardless of the test method selected, the follow-

ing parameters could be assessed based on the(a) TWC using digitally controlled vibration proposed concept for environmental validation

generators (used to simulate user-prescribed com- t estina.

plex acceleration time histories). This test method testing.

can be used successfully to simulate a variety of e Design/overdesign limits (system level)
complex shock events that are readily synthesized
electronically. However, due to current existing e Potential mass-reproducibility problems af-
equipment limitations, this method cannot be ap- fecting design integrity (component level)
plied for shock levels exceeding 1000 g.

* Cost effectiveness (versus overdesign
(b) Shock spectrum testing (simulating the margins)

damage-dependent frequency content of a com-
plex shock event). This method can be used reliably IX-2.4 Fixture Design and Fabrication
to generate frequency components in excess of50,000g.The concept of environmental testing pro-
50,000 g. posed here will require design and fabrication of

(c) Interior ballistic techniques (simulating gun semni-universal test fixtures to permit quick adapt-cblit antrio intechagsabiit ofhiqe tesimuetuingOun
launch shock/spin effects) using various types of ability and interchangeability of test setups. One
air/gas guns and flight boosters. advantage of universal fixtures is the cost saving

that is realized when they are already available.

(d) Equivalent vibration damage techniques However, the design and fabrication of an ade-
(especially effective in reducing test time-typically c.,aate stock and range of universal fixtures requires

from hours to minutes). a substantial initial supporting engineering effort.

Accelerated testing usually starts with the one IX-3. CEVTL Personnel

considered environmentally most damage-inducing Test operations in the CEVTL will be con-
or environmentally most failure-prone, followed by ducted by three technicians under the guidance of
tests of decreasing environmental severity. This two professional staff members. Each technician
may be justified on the grounds that if the item will perform tests assigned to his station, testing the
survives the most severe test it will probably satisfy required number of specimens commensurate with
the remaining tests. More practically, it saves test a given task. To minimize cost, tests will be run
time by pinpointing rather quickly any defects that concurrently whenever possible. To further opti-
require reconsideration or redesign. The CEVTL mize test operations, test personnel will be trained
computer system will include assessment capability in all operations applicable to their grade level. The
of design/overdesign margins in terms of confi- use of automated equipment for operations and
dence levels. It is expected that accelerated testing documentation will offset the limited staff size.
will become more prevalent because of ongoing Staffing does not require additional personnel.
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Table IX-1. Tesl Equipment and Utilities in Room N-2 of Proposed CEVTL

Item Measurements Electrical Characteristics
Depth Width Height Weight Volts Phase Amperes
(in.) (in.) (in.) rib)

(I) Rough handlinM.3 48 48 36 300 115 1 20
(2) Centrifuge 60 60 - 700 330 2 20
(3) Impact/shock tester 32 76 180 5000 220 2 10
(4) Teletypew..riter with 24 36 40 80 225 I 5

CRT display
CRT d

(5) 5-ft Drop tester 36 46 - 500 115 1 5
(6) 40-ft Drop simulator 36 76 180 1000 115 1 5
(7) Workbench - - - - - -

The walls and ce'ilins of this oron must provide acoustical &solation to 70 dB. The noise level in the room will Ihe
apprimately 95 d8A.

Table IX-2. Test Equipment and Utilities in Room N-3 of Proposed CEVTL

Item Measurements Electrical Characteristics
Depth Length Height Weight Volts Phase Amps Other

(in.) (in.) (in.) (Ib)
Digital controllmonilor 36 66 60 500 110 1 20 3 circuits

test system

Teletypewriter (with 24 36 40 80 115 1 5
CRT display)

Disc/library 36 36 40 80 is 1 5

Power amplifier 36 72 - 700 220 3 450

Vibration generator 60(dia - 60 1500 220 1 400 --

Heat exchanger 24 24 - 300 220 1 8.5 Chilled water,
with pump drain

Pressurelaltitude 50 45 60 700 115 1 100
chamber

VSP machine 42 48 - 700 115 1 10 Chilled water,

drain

Temperature/lhumidity 48 48 60 200 115 1 30
conditioning chamber (2)

Temperature-conditioning 60 60 60 300 115 I so
chamber Ithermal shock)

Work benches 12) 36 72 32 200 115 1 Is

File cabinets (2) 36 18 42 30 - -..

Desý (2) 11 60 30 100 - 1

Storage cabinets 15) 20 36 72 40 .. . ..
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Chapter X.-Mechanical Fabricalion

by 1Harry E. Hill, Jr., Guy T. Appel,
and Paul S. Flosge

X-1. Introduction produced. These processes have, however, been
widely adopled in the industrial sector for high-

The mechanical fabrication section of the PVF volume comnmercial production of mechanical
will provide general "production" support to the components.
other PVF technological areas. This section will
fabricate plastic and metal parts, tooling equipment, Die-casting is probably the fastest of all casting
and fixtures; perform various types of mechanical processes and is equal to stamping, die-forging,
inspection; and be responsible for the mechanical plastic molding, powder metallurgy, and screw ma-
maintenance of facility equipment. The equipment chining for high-speed, large quantity production.
includes both modern general shop equipment and Even while achieving high production rates, die-
some that is applicable to high-volume manufac- casting provides close tolerances and smooth sur-
ture. The areas that make up the mechanical fabri- faces and it can be used for complex parts having
cation section are general shop, inspection, plastic thin cross sections. Die-casting requires the follow-
molding, automated metal removal, die-casting, ing design considerations. Sections need to be uni-
and powder metallurgy. form and thin; changes in thickness should be

introduced gradually. Ample fillets must be pro-
Historically, the mechanical fabrication of vided and undercuts avoided. Large, thin, flat sec-

electronic fuze prototypes has been conducted in tions must also be avoided because of the possibil-
the HDL shops with standard, general-purpose ma- ity of warpage as the castings cool.* The most
chine tools (e.g., lathes and mills). These tools have important design consideration in die-casting is the
been used since the establishment of the laborator- necessity of providing drafts (tapered walls) that
ies during World War II and, at that time, most permit part ejection from the die and removal of
other fuze manufacturers used similar equipment. core rods. These design considerations, especially
The past 25 years have seen more extensive use by draft provisions, make the design and form of the
industry of new materials and processes for mass die-cast part unique. The consideration of these
production of mechanical components. To a large design peculiarities must be included during the
extent, this change has resulted from the increasing develoipment process.
costs of materials and labor that have spurred the

development of automatic assembly equipment If a pirt is to be die-cast, the fit of that part and
and material-saving processes. However, the man- its mating parts must allow for draft angles, wall
ufacturing methods and processes for electronic transitions, and allow4ible undercuts during the de-
fuzing have not kept pace. A major contributing sign process. If these considerations are not in-
factor to the increasing disparity between methods cluded during deviopment, the use of die-casting
used in the manufacture of fuzes and methods used will either be precluded or require subsequent ex-
by other segments of industry is the continued use pensive change orders resulting in increased cost
of nonproduction equipment, primarily involved in and/or program delays.
the metal removal techniques, for the fabrication of
fuze prototype parts. Industry has increased considerably its use of

powdered metal parts during the past decade. Al-
High-speed, material-saving fabrication proc-

esses also have not been fully utilized for ihe
fabrication of electronic fuze components. Specifi- Proper (old de'gi it required (/ it)ilnimize the ou cur-
cally, few die-cast or powdered metal parts are rence ofpo•rs.it-indie-c.; .tin,..
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though thie basic prite tor powdeied metatl is rela- produclion-suited machinery. The use ot NC lathes,
tiv'elv high, it% nearly comiplete utilization of ma- mills, and macline c(enters for q(uantities of SO to
terial and the limiled need (or subsequent nmachin- 200 in nmany instances will be the best compromise.
itg of finisht'. parts I•aike the process highly comn- 1 his equipment has setup) timles and manufat turing
jt.itive' With other methods. Since there is a high rates that fall between those of the l)roduction
asso•iattel die cost, this process usually necessitates equipment and the manually operated equipflLinl.
production runs greater than 10,000 parts for it to The setup time typically is closer to thaIt 0)f auto-
be economical. This amount is exceeded consider- matic equipment, with the production rates closer
ably by total volume requirements for most fuze io those of manually operated equipment. Parts
programs. Again, as with die-cast parts, certain tolerances will generally vary more when obtained
limitations are placed on the design of parts for from automatic equipment than will those obtained
powdered metal fabrication. Foremost, from the from a machinist. A machinist compensates for tool
fuze designer's point of view, are the effects of size wear by gaging parts frequently and altering tool
and shape on the density characteristics of the end settings. On an automatic machine, the first compo-
Iproduct. The number of levels of a part affects the nents are set for manufacture near one tolerance
complexity of the press or results in a varied density extreme. As the tooling wears, the last components
at each level. Also, sharp radii or knife edges must come off the line near the other tolerance extremle.
be avoided. Uniform shapes can be accommo-
dated parallel to the compacting axis, but perpen- The inspection equipment is composed exclu-
dicular holes and threaded sections cannot be pro- sively of equipment presently in operation at HDL.
vided without secondary machining, Some consid- The inspection of dies and tooling used throughout
erations, such as restrictions on holes perpendicular the PVF is critical. Dimensions will be checked and
to the compacting axis, are well defined; others, values recorded at the start and after full comple-
such as restrictions on knife edges or sharp radii, are tion of each run. All data will be entered in the
judgements. Many of the judgements are based on computer center for later analysis. Parts will be
the evaluation of tradeofts between part function, designed so that they can be made efficiently and
die life, die material, and production run quantities. economically. To achieve this, not only will parts
Design of one component to compensate for the have to be made in large quantities, but tool wear
permitted manufacturing variations of another and required tool changes will have to be mini-
component, performed during the development mized. This is implied since the replacement of
phase, achieves a low-cost production item; at the tooling after several thousand pieces on a
same lime, it establishes a valid Technical Data production run of hundreds of thousands increases
Package (TDP) and proper, reliable fuze function. the cost of the part. Close monitoring of tool and die

wear as a function of parts produced will enable
Ihee equipment necessary for the general shop valid extrapolation of ultimate tool and die life,

support includes lathes, mills, drill presses, grinding predicated on the information gathered in making
machines, a jig-borer. NC equipment, and gear prototype quantities on production equipment.
hobs. The gear hobs and NC eql'•uipment will be
used in the manufacture of mechanical compo- Statistical analysis of component size variation
nents for fuzes with the remainder of the equipment as a function of all facets relating to specific manu-
used primarily to make tools and fixtures. facturing methods will aid the designers in selecting

the process, part configurations, and design toler-
Cost factors and economic operation of the ances. Similarly, early identification of parts that

iacilit/ will justify the initial manufacture of compo- exhibit wide size variations from the norm Will aid
nents, (luring the early design/development phases, the designer ;n identifying areas of a subassembly
on etluipment other than production equipment. that will require special attention. If practical, com-
Final design considerations will be adjusted for pensation for these variations would involve rede-
mass producibility of the end items as made on the sign of compionents: if not, another process would
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hia. to Irs selected Althorugh pairt Losrt ssrruld bt One promising area for investigation is the use
higher, first consitleration ssould haise to bt tunt.- of plast.c gears and pinions in S&A devices, at-
tioit.r operatirinai reliabilits though the plastics used must he conspat-bie with

the gases in the environment. Plastic molding prom-
Atcsrrulation ot torn Isear dlata ksill also de- ises large cos- savingsarn this area. but advances are

ter'mint, ths jinx ita rshith fooling should Lx re- required to overcome the static-strength and creep-
plak cd, jpritr to 'hc- icanufa.. lure ot ou.4t-oi-iok'anr t strength limitat~ons of present maiterials Also, addi-
Lurnjxnents To bx- useful the knorsledgc' must tr tional Information must still he developed on the
gained froim high-spet-d prodluction eqjuipmeat to applications and limitations of pl3stic-molded
enable jrrediLtiin Ot torleraince- trends that v~ill Itr gears A specifvx aspect that must hie eval-uated is

pt-ar inati,rssl prorluctiiin i dtongodrsie-'he effect of long-term storage For this esaluation
lion data enteredai comt;rrrteim, oidsc -sh shovs thk to he done, some of the tests wirll have to he made

Preisesiz ii th srmpres-i. h., Isnt nto in close liaison wrt'r the fuze designers Complete
- pritots tie fuzes The'.. rlaia sIllI dix unsent tht tacrt testing and evaluation of the various plastics is an

thart assv'nblies that ssere testdfere retire J ,.fVLIMA absolute necessity tor development of valid lO)P's
tiseo the I~l'Newv plastics are being introduced continuallý, and

unless comparisons can. he readily done the best

A turther benefit ot lorse rsiner iron (luring n'.atermal mav not he specitred With the PVF in

rleseliipment ssill Lx- [tire estabklsnient it as..urait oper:-tion. the designer can readils have parts

gg~igne stasndarids tir later use in tiriiiuctinin txe- produced from several materials, enabling him to

tailed anats'i oit the size %ariat~on% nit parts in select the optimum material for the intended

psroduc tion "sIll restrit in the useo Cit (r\o-Goigages Purpose
C that duiare It'-.costls and. atthirugh nrit as ptxrrise are

adequate test criteria and better suited tfir measure- The metal parts fabrication group (onsist lit

mients onanmsrssprorluction line three ts pes of eqnrpment gear hob' ,r les nca
chines. ind chucking emsjshir'es Linirrturratel. exs-

The plastic molding equ'pmient at HDt, is ade- tx'nsie gear hobbing sý still the primars method tot

quate itrs felt that the equipment is. for the most Fmanutacturng gears tor electronic ftue, Some
part, adequate to- fabricating protot~pe models ot equipment being spc'itied irir thy P's IF %,Ill he used
electro~nrc tuzes 1.1,ith this equipment therev sould miideselripalternaitisc inethrdtrrtgicar hribbr'g but
he the ahilia to fabricate both thefmneslastic and until these pri',esses are rleseloitid the tacilit%

themimssetting plastic part%- Bevcau'.eot their special must hasn this equipme-nt HOE dries hjs ocr ge'ar
properties and the cost s-avings. in the use ot plastics, Nsib nsL ine'm. brit rr'juires p~us haeý nta. secosndl sne

their use in electronic fuzes ha'. been sýeadilsl in- tri prrovirk- ne~c .,ars r~itreatoiriat riesibnirt-Besie
creasing The asailabilit ot this eqj~prpent at HOE prnrsiding. gr.ar sr~nnjxnenito, pror lrrtpc meodels

has led to the use ot ness materials, the develop- [he' equrpment ss11 t'ro.rldt gears for use in the

ment sof newy plastic components, and the replace- deselropmrent or nr'ss method, ofi assembls and

ment, in product-imnprosement program'., of presi- farbrrcatiron tnsestigatrion nt gear oiperatiosn as a
orssy made metal part'. by plastic prts Much oftirrnstrrrn ot rlinren'.irnal tsolerainces vs Ill arid the dle-

this ssork has ber-n on nose cones-the major stgne'r in pentihing these tolerarntts Permitting
plastic component ot electronic tuies Currenths mairsmum toleraeces tir gr-ars that vsill stil pe'torm
ssorls is being done to deselop ness sealing and -eewabns %sill insult in terser reltct'. ringer tool lite

joining troienods to pros-de a strong sseather-tight anrKoserasll tosser cost'.
seal at the nose-cone/fuze-bods, intertace Mo1st ot
the deselopment .s orls on the plastic turbine blades The largrst numbers ot tabris ,,ted parts are

for the turboalternator passer suPPls %sas done at pirilabls throse marte is ai "cress mnachim' Thesee

HOE mar hines produce parts ironm ans mar hintable nra-
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terrat thex otter Production rate,. ol up to 5000 to supplenment RIFV faoltije' %%hen higoet than nor-

part% ti ' hour and the% maintain high ascuracs trat demands occur

For optimirum Uss' o1 sicress nachines the oarts mu't
be properts designed This again requwres a dloss The mold,, and dies use for plastic molding,

%%orloing relationhip betsseen the designer andi P% F (lie cahung, and po'.xdered nmetal prewsng %%ill be

perstinnel Since the ultimate objectine vthe desel- fabricated in the general 'hop area in addition to

opmeiit ot rnas-produciblt' end tlens at tosses the standard equipment, a pig borer and EDsl are

scost it is necessars that produstion-oriened dhe- nlectssars for this %sork The irg borer %%ill produce
si gns be introduted at the eattiest practic.,; time items requiringcdose toterances The EDM machine

This requir-s tabrication of dfesign during proto- %%itl be used to tabricate die, thxat require the utte of
Ispe d&setoprnent atteniptng small qsu.titits extremets hard matenak,
lirOdjct~iofl eeding piroduction problem' back to
the dewaner andi redesign tor economis ,l troubli- The grinding equipmetnt is used Frimarits otr

reetioduction toot formnitg Isso exception' are the 'urtace grin-
der and cslindrical grinder The surtace grinder

X-2. Description of Gertzral Shop Area sxould be used to generate fot surtaces on jigs and
molds The csrindnical grinder sxould be used to

The general 'hop area ot the i'VF (ontains fabricate shalts and doiset' requiring extremelv

equipmiient that %%itl be used .n the tabrication ot smnooth surtace finishes

big' tIxture molud' and dies The eqluipment nec-

essars torth's-upprI aot~isIts rsuirenth oir~edbs X-.1I Nunwerically-Conlrolledfquipflnts'

HI.I) The resuired estu~pnient us lushes tathe'
ollit

t 
drill tires-C' goriders a jig borer and an MIajor manufalcturing compaoies a'e graduaills

desIrs l ishage achit-cDlirealizing that niimwricalls controlled CNOr
priisuctoit equipment is not tu~t a glamorose addi-

The semnaulointatis a'senibl, equipminent pro. lion ito the prodhuction floor but a real ssorl horse

posed for the liVF rquires the tabricatsin ot 'pet .al %\ith boshas s high labror costs \'C equipment tor

figs and1 fwtitsi a' tooIino. tor the rapid asscurate mnn manutasturing operationx s r, utitting ts4 large-

ltiiatiiinosVoIiniisients These igs and tistuies mas capital espeoss' b% retuning high sields Tspical

unptht be los sting pin, on a bars plnate or max be exampltetit sa%.ngs that base been esperreiiced b%

comriplex tixutite resjurine. locating stamping, andI the use-ot NC machining ,\C~li are 1losson in table'

rotatiniv s oniponent part, V-I N\i ings are auttrbuteo rmanis to the reduction
tt setup and ptarts-handlingz lime and to the number

in addiition to the jigs, anid ristire, tor the ott uninterrupted mas hine-cutting cscles that can be

sewrsitom10iaiti a--emhrls equipment jig' and It\- p~rogrammed on the- NC machine !he co'l ot Labor

totes %%ill tie restsireh riii martial assenbl% opera fr tIN mas hine tim5ý bioth consentional and NC.

nion' Recause ot the arilous ts te' oj assemblies san be tabut sed bs use oj the current houth rate as

that w;IT he tindedhss in the IVE tuese a serobls the multiplication tactor with this, in mind, one is,

ash' are neces'ix\ tiir tt nicenit operation saje in sas mg, that NCMI is plat. irrg .n important role
in the ris-nutacture or higts-sotume items of %shich

Ttn. tibris ition ut all required component' tort uzes are an example The adsantages ot N'Chlemi

.1 protots pe rulze is not possible in the I'VE oil the the speed and accoracs ob posictioning, part configno

prodas tion equipment I hs-re %s ill be times s,.hen ratein metorio planned tooling sýequences, and

t. heduhiiti nce-tris tron% or s's .mniimr s onsuherations automatic tool changing and loading performed

ssll justits the tabris atior ot components ion the Pintegralls ssth the metal remoxal c~cle

general shop eqtlipaient This can nort-ialls be done
witn the eqsilrment lis4sd Ecruipment in HOX % Ijesgning fuzes tor NIC metal remnosal during

general sbvp -ill,4,o lie eni;ilossd as aptrsiptiate prrttots pe sheseoprn-nt %%ill be enhanced bv the
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ability to fabricate the part on a typical NC machine Tahle X-1. Time Savitegs from Ue of NC Mathining
that will run through 1.',e projected manufacturing d).

c ycle. The design can be easily changed by chang- Item [of Conventional NC Per(cent
ing the machine computer program. The designer sie hours hiurs savin,,

will become intimately familiar with manufacturing Cylinder block 10 4.05 0.40 90
processes, using a variety of NC machine configura-
tions presently available in the HDL Engineering

Support Branch. The machine configurations that Molor base 15 2.16 0.65 70

will be available are as follows. Casling 35 31.18 0.39 88

(a) Two-axis conlinuous-path, engine lathe Panel 10 2.0 0.22 90

with automatic tool changing capability. 10 0.9 0.27 IJ

(b) Two-axis, point-to-point, single spindle, Bracket 1.3 0.24 0.139 41

drilling machine with milling capability. Hub 1 23.5 -4 77

(c) Three-axis, continuous-path, vertical mill- Flange 10 14.0 1.21 92

ing machine with linear and circular interpolation in Base I S43 11.1 98

the control system.

(d) Three-axis, three-positioning, two-

continuous-path, vertical drilling and milling ma- X2.2 MdiIRemovJIEquipuEnt
chine with a position indexing tool tur;.Mt with linear

and circular interpolation for cortinuous-path Swiss screw machines have been used exten-

milling. sively in industry in the production of electronic
fuze components. Their use is especially applicable

(e) Three-axis, horizontal spindle machining to the fabrication of extremely accurate slender

center with an automatic tool changer (24-tool parts that must be made at high produdion rates.

storage), three-linear-axis operation, and a rotary These machines readily cut pivot points, back
indexing table. shoulders, multiple diameters, tapers, and complex

shapes.

(f) Punching machine with a rotary automatic
tool changer (26 stations). The tooling on the Swiss screw machine is

located circumferentially around the stock being

As indicated by the above list, the designer will machined. On a machine with five tooling loca-

have turning, drilling, and milling metal removal tions, two are typically employed for diameter

capabilities with which to prove out his desigot turning, and the remaining three are available for
under realistic NCM processes, cutting-off operations, knuding, chamfering. etc.

The stock is held by a rotating coilet and advanced
to the cutting tools that are controled and posi-

Table X-1. Time Savingp from Use of NC Machining tioned by cams. By coordinating their movemeM
with the forward movement of the stock, almosl

Item tot Convenional NC Pe•T"A any desired shape can be turned. The diameer on
size hours hours s"'n' slender parts can be held to 0.0003 to 0.0005 in.:

Swo(ih brat kef so 0.95 0.21 78 shoulder length can be held to 0.0003 in.

Manifold WI 0,71 (336 %1 Many standardized attachments that are avail.

(;,..iv ltwwng it 121% uoo 9. able- eliminale other complex secondary opera.
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tiofls These include the fotlossing tooký single X-2.3 inspection
point, flti, and circular form, drills, cutoff,. counter-
borer. vCcoýme, chamnfering, milling, threading HDL has substantial sophisticated mechanical
'Ind tapping These attachments can he inter- inspection oqlppment that whl support the PVF,
changed on a speitic piece of equipment but are p.rticutars for measurements of small parts Much
not us~ual's interchangeable from one manuiactur- of 'rý equipment measures linear and angular di-
er s machine to another To mirainira tooling costs men-,ions. This area roill provide precisc dimnension
and prorisde masimumn tiexbilit it is best to tiur- information that %%ill be necessary in setting up
(haws the too machines necessar'i for the PVF trom tolerance requirements for the ?VF-prodiced parts
iiroeranutacturer Hosseser thecquantitiesot parts 0t special interesKt to the PVF are the Beadix Shef-
to h, tproduced in the PVF doi not ssarrant the fie~ldCordan Inspection Machines These machines
Idditionalcostolitautomati bar teed' operate using the Cordla, program run on a Digital

PDP-B minicomputer for 'ecording positicias and
Sesevral manutacturer% proside machines that comnsertig these measurements into dimrensions

bass' a sersalile set (it estreinels retined attach- such as height, length, ssidth, diameter, radius, and
noent, tDcsied ioring includes c-oss slides tor angle The PI)P-8 operztes in a time share mode
form tool' da!rir.l coanterbticrinp- threading. re- sshrle running Cordlax to proide general-parpose
c ssin;. kis'rling. rutolt. andi charmering The spec.- computational facilities using BASIC and other
itication for Al Ssriss scrv's mach~nes tor the PVF language'
should specifs chip separators Other characteris-
tics that showuld be considered in the speertications On order for one of these Cordlax machines is
are an electromechanical index on the headstocls an automatic drone sNstem with automatic probe
and the ai aelerator hec'adstock spindle brake. or sensing The probe vri

11 
autormatically be positioned

three-camn index capabilitv on,. part to measure'ans- number of desired diinen-
scans With this sv'tem. a running inventory of all

t ~ The operating time (it thes.e onachines for a prototspe parts and dimensional characteristics
sýpetifc job ssoold be estremels short because sent through inspection will be logged into the

productren rates %% ill be 500 to 5000 parts per hour computer, reflecing part dimension changes during
r The setup time tor a machine can tate 4 to 1f6 the prototspe run. Computer program analysis of

hours dependhing on the complexity of the part to these data records wsrl be estrapolate'd to pioltmi
bermarde Hence a goodi)part otthe tinnecin this are~a these changes to torecast Woe! lite and other useful
'sill hi' desote tio setup rather than tabrication A productior'-line information During tnototype de-
nuchinist -si1 require three to -our weeks ot spe- selopment. the da'a in compuzcr ,.orage will be
crafirzed trair'.rngtodeselop proficiency in setting up anals-aed akmng with other test data it) statistrcallý
thesemachines cciselate fuze performance and part dimensional

characteristics
A\ manuallv loaded -hucking irrachine %%ill be

requ:.red to perform secondars operatiroi' on the

* .'castings and pmssdered netal oarts The mactine X-2.f plastic Afoldirng
should cocommodate a minimum of s\is ools on a
hasicslirle and hase a separate threading attach- The'ýo broad clawfiications of plactic maten-
ment Svserat \C chucking machoines are currenths als are thermosetting and :hermoplastic
manutactured that ssould sahtis the needs ot the compounds.
P\% tIfan NC chucking machine %%-ere selected, a
separate threading attachment ssould not be Theieemowrting compounds produce aproduct
needed but an eight-tool turret tsould be needed %hat takes form and a permanent set w\ithin a mold
A tspical setup time on ý.ns chucking machine t, b% simultaneous application of heat and pressure
three hour-, fora .sigle operarzion The compound is presoft-ned by heating and then
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hatened b% potsmernzation throsgh the zppSca- material in a heated mold As the mold closes.
lion ot additional heat and pressure pressure is applied to the softened material, forcing

it to iom, and conform to the shape '- he mold. The

Thtymopla tic compounds, hoss-eser, t.- initial material may be either granular or a preform
dergo no chemical change in molding Thermoptas- Thermosetting compounds are normally used, since
tics are softened at elevated temperatures and re- the requwed rapid heating and cooling of the mold
main soft until cooled makes a thermoplastic compound less suited to this

process Pressures normally used in compression
Plastic mnater•alk difter "idels trom one in- moldingarebelsseen 100and 8000 psi. depending

other esenssrthinthetssosp~ecrtic categories Their on the material and size ot the pan The tempera-
indisidual chara(lerislics adapt to mans proc.ssing lure range of the molds is from 250 to 400 F (about
mrthod. com;iression molding. transfer molding. 121 to 204 C) and is achieved either bs direcths
injection molding. let molding. casting. extrus-o'i heating the mold or by heat transfer from heated
blo.ng, and laminating All the plastic manterials platens The heat is supplied bs steam, heated
can be fabricated b% more than one methoid, al- liquids, electrical res.stance. or ultra-high-
though one pro.cess is usualkl much better than the frequency electric currents
others Compression, transfer, and injection mold-
ing are tOw three processing methods that are most Presses tor compression molding fall into

often used in tabricating electronic fuze compo- three categories hand operated, semiautomatic.
nents The molding material is purchased .-n"n- and automatic Automatic presses are required on
ciallv in posslder or granular torm Hovseser. tiso production line, to meet high-solume output rates
processes. compression and transter molding, re- The parns prodtced on ,automatic presses are quite

quire pieftrming ot the plastic This pretorming uniform because• timing and feeding of raw mater-
comprtesse the post der into pellits of uniform als is highlv repetitise and automatically controlled
dens.t% and %teight The size and shape ot the Semiautomatic presses operate automatically for
pellets are relatced to the size and s'lape of the mold one cs cl. but then require manual loading and
casits that %%ill be used in the tinal operation The unloading The automatic cvchng of the molding
advantages ot pretorms are to tacilitate rapid load- process on a semTiautomnatic press eliminates some
ing, minimize %taste. and negale the possibulit% ot operator-induced ariations The use of preforms
mold damage due to oserluading Tsso tIpes of on a semiautoratlic press aids the production of
pretorming presses exist roarls andl recip-ocatmng unitorml% similar pans that duplicate those
A rolar% press is a multi-%tage mult-die machine produced on an automatic compression molding
"that produces iters at a high rate Pellets product-d press
on the rolars press has the sme charar teristics as
those produced on rec'prucaung rachrnes The The semiautomatic press ,s best suited tor the
reciprocating machines hate a much loner output PVF It producesupaunsshch quiteaccurately duph-
rate but ruev require onh, one (die. and dies can le cate pans produced on automntic presses It %%ill
changed quitkls th.s is a distin(t ardsantage in require no additional mnestment because IIDL cur-
protost•ic tabroation. ts th its multiple programs reutht has this capabilitv If the increased emphasis

- , and irequent desmyn changes Changeoser require- on prototspe validatuon at HDI. causes an increase
merts, the need for te•%e duies, and less emphasis in the demand for compression-molded parns, the

on high rate production dictate selection of the addition ot automatic controls stould be consid-
rec'procaling machine tor the PVF The p-oper ered The addition of automatic cortrols stould
choice ot presses I•o industrial application is eet as allot. higher production atesithout ex-pansmonof

ii obsroes current talt

SCon iresion mokldng is the application of a Transfer molding differs from compre-sson
compress.n. torce to a premeasurted amount ot molding in that the molding material is initialls in a
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pressure chamber above the mold cavity The ma- trots, including low-pressure injection A typical

tenal is plastlczed bv heat and pressure and slowly press of this type is the Hornet Model HVI-25RS,

injected into the mold cavity where it is cured and manufactured by Nes, bury Industries

hardened Transfer molding is excellent for

production of parts having intricate shapes and HDL currently has enough aLxilharv equip-

large cross-section variations The process Is also ment to support the plastlc molding area It includes

usefil for part% that require small metal mserns, a rolling mill. plastic grinder, tablet maker. and

tince the hot pla~tc enters the mold slosk at low eral heat exchangers tor both healtig and cool-

pressure This process differs trom injection mold- ing molds
ing of thermoplastic materials in that the mold is

kept heated at all times and parts are elected X-2.5 DieCasling

vssthout cothr.g HOL currently operates seseral
presse, ot this t1,pe, ranging tfrom a manualh ope'- HDL has no capability for die casting 3t this

ated tOO-ton hv-draulic pres to seseral 30-ton time Diecasingisalsoanareashereconsiderable

semiautomatic preses The ex.,.ng capabilties are interest has been indicated by seseral in-house

conmidered adequate tor the PVF operatien group• parliculartv the safetr and aiming (S&At

group There hase been difficulties in securing pro-

Intectron-molding machines hase the highest totspe parts and there is a desire to be more

production rates, up to 350 shots per hour This Intimatelymohedswiththeprocessthanislposble

production rate alioss the use ot single-cavits %%hen dealing ýsith contractors The tack of aný

mokld and reduces molding co.ts The operation of capabilits in this area greatly affects equipment

these machines is the same tor thermoplastic and choices, and tends to make decsions dwissb.e into

thermosttmgcompounds Themoldingcompound the categories of immediate minimal needs and

is contained in a hopper and fed b% gras it.t into a additional, more advanced equ.Pment

metering desice This measured charge is then

heated in a heating c•hmber that opefates at 250 to For the most part. ts,- basic t)pes of alto"s are

500 F labout 121 to 260 Ci. depending on the used in die-cast fuze parts They are aluminum and

material, ucje and the mold size The heating chain- zinc allows This causes a basic problem smce each

ber contains a torpedo-like spreader that causes a matenai retulres a different type of die-casing

thin lasrt ýt mateial to be heated rapidly and machine The hot-chamr.brf dtiecasitng machine is

unato.in The ram moses rtosard to inject the used tor zinc, ?nd tthe cold-chambef die-casting

plasticzer material at pressure-, as high as 30.000 machine is used tor aluminum Molten aluminum.

psi Ihermoplatic malterials are genefall'. user in because ot ilt higher temperature and reactisity.

intectiin molding Then. hase los materil toss tends to attack the seel pumping mechanism of a

since the gate and spine materia are reused The die-casting machine. '.hich thus require, special

mold iý maintamed bs circulating sater at a con- constructon A cold-chamber aluminum machine

stant temperature selected at 165 to 200 F iabout requires that the molten aluminum be transferred

-4 to 93 C0 Since Ii is not aliermatel' healed and into the pressure cOinder from a separate melting

cooled the production rate ma' be tao to sis snots pot for each mach.n-: cvcle By contrast, a hot-

per minute a sigiiiicant increase o••er compression chamber dte-caqting mwchine has the pressure c"I-

molding HIDL curre,"l. operates- eseral Injection- itner mirler.edmthe mAmgpot so that nomohen

molding machines metal trans'er is ,eeded The zinc melting pot is

therefore an integral part of the die-casting ma-

Ar, additional inlection-moiding machine of chine The advantage of a hot-chamber machine is

;-oz capacit. shoulcd be purchawed This '.ould that no separate melting apparatus ti required arnd.

repla(e the t'.o 1-oi manual-control presse( cur- because no metal transfer is i•nohed, ccle times

"rentlh in operation The ness machine ssould be or a hot-chamber machine are faster. Zinc can be

semiautormatc wsihtemperatureandpressurecon ued and parts cact in a cold-chamber machine if
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need be, but aluminum cannot be used in a hot- zinc or lead alloy is injected into the cavity The

chamber machine Therefore, all other consider- spherical shr.nkag-r of the injected metal provides a

ations aside, it vsould seem that a cold-chamber mechanical locking of the parts Because the proc-

machine would be the type to purchase ess does not rely on adhesion or bondang, there is
no need for special cleaning and surface prepara-

There are, howeer, other important consid- tion Parts that can be joined can be made of glass,

erations First, most of the die-cast parts [,shich brass, aluminum, steel, and nylor. The advantages

tend to be ,malt) are zinc, and zinc is the easier of this process are high speed (up to I 100/hr),

metal to work with oserall Second. the cold- uniformity of assembly, relaxed tolerances for mdi-

chamber machines generally come in larger sizes vidual parts, no finishing operation required, and

than hot-chamber machines This difference further elimination of the effect of operator skill on the

compounds the initial inefficiencs of fabricating qualityand strength ofassembly-

zinc parts in a cold chamber Therefore, the more

practical equipment with v, hich to start die casting In addition to the joining of parts, the opera-

ssould be the hot-chamber zinc die-casting ma- lion can include the integral formingof parts by use

Schln This machine could be included with the of special dies to form cams, flanges, or pinions in

O inital PVF equipment procurement, or it could be the same process Where accuracy is important.

-added in the future Add.tional equipment xwould tolerances can be held to 0 0005 in. total indicated

later include a larger cold-chamber aluminum die- runout ITIR) Tolerances have been held to 0.003

casting machine and a melting furnace TIR during the assembly of a brass gear to a shaft

while molding the pinion The volume of metal that

Another process in die casting requires trim- can be injected limits the size of assemblies Cur-

ming flash from the castings This can be done rent equipment is limited toO 6 in 'of molten metal-

several ',ays First, there are die-casting machines

that incorporate a trimmer in their design Another Because the fixture positions each part inde-

A way of trimming is to use a trrmming press The pendently, tole;aeces on parts ca- be relaxed The

flash can also be trimmed by sarious methods strength of the joint does not depend on precise

manually if necessary It is preferable to secure a dimensions of the component Paits held together

press with a trimmer included If this is not possible, b% this process rely on radial and axial shrinkage

a press would haxe to be purchased separately, Porous materials pro% ide ideal locking surfaces be-

since a relatively large number of parts hase to I1 cause the intected metal penetrates the soids to

trmmed If two die-casting machines are pur- proside the positive lock. For smooth-surfaced ma-

chased-one cold chamber and one hot chain- terials, some provision must be made in the design

ber-the prohability of having an integral trimmer for gripper areas into wihich the metal can contract

on both would be sery small, so a tnmmng pres- This can be provided by annular grooses. dovetails.

should be viewed as an es entual net essit or knurling

the maximum number of die casting'- af any A list follosys of the equipment needed to

ore part produced through all stages of develop- support adie-castngfacility

ment syill be 5000 The total monthly output of die

castings of all parts should not exceed 3000 pieces Minimum Equipment Needed

The rpmmrnum part %eight is about 4 cz. although

most parts will be only a small traction of that Hot-,:hamber zinc die-casting machine (11,

SI seight 3.5to .2 0oz.

ii & relatisely new phase in die casting is in- injectionassembly machine(1)

jected metal assembly The tsvo parts to be joined

are held in a die and holding fixture, and molten Trimming press (1). 2 ton
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41 Additional Equipment Desired A basic inherent problem i securing small

quantities of possdered metal pans from outside

Cold-chamber aluminum die-casting machine sources is the operation of the commercial market-

(is 12 *o 25 oz place Purchase of any prototype pal t- costly It is

made more difficult for posdered r ietal paits be-

Melhing/ladlingfurnace I) cause of the additional special compacting-press

tooting required First, this type of tooling reduces

"Tumbler/deflasher 11) the number of available comnetent contractors

Since there is no guarantee that a prototv-e pal will

Materials go into .olume production, the risk factoi 'or a

profitable return is high and further discoerages

Aluminum and zinc ingotl die lubricant, abra- potenial part suppliers But even sw'hen a con-

sie.C. etc tract is let, there is high probability that the

prototype part design and possibl% esen the

"Dje-casitmg mold, tooling will hase to be modified Transaction with a
suppl'er then requires placing a new contract or

X-2.6 Poisderedmetal renegotiating the original contract-both costly

I- , I Infrraluchon

Schedu•.ng requirements and program funding

A,\ capabliit. for the in-house production of do not alloss a designer the luxur ofes en consider-

-rall quantities of possdered metal pajn ssould aid ing a ne, contmact or the renegotiation of the

th( tuze deelipmei program, at HDL At the original contract Rather than go through :he afore-

pre•s'• time, onlts a small percentage of the metal mentioned process, the designer must rel4 on ma-

partn that c ould bi nbemde using pvissdered metal are lerials and designs that use ;,z-house capabilities

being made b% Ithi process A subtantual savings in

the cost ot mass-produced fuzes% ou I berrealized Thus, a pail that obviousl, called for use of

it the po\sde;ed metal proess, vere being used to pondered metal sould be fabricated for the proto-

faiarrcateluzeparta t',pe using some other manufactunng process
Hosses er, in setting up a production line, a contrac-

\ ot hasrig an m-house taciltv. HDL has not tor would naturalll, attempt to reduce costs bv

been able to take adsantage of and use possder fabricating the pan out of povsdered metal This

S|rietallurg, during the prototspe desetopment of a lould often require redesign of the part las a

fuze It is careless to spxeits a po%,dered metal parn -hangecost; and result ma fuze that %%as somewshat

dt-ign a it has not been thorout.hls tested and different from the actual validated prototype fuze-

csallutrd before the releawe of a TDP Tests con- In some instances, functional performance %sould

ducted on similar parls made ot machined poss- be adserseli, affected, introducing costly shut-

-dered metal slugs or bar sto(.k ssil not indicate d.sns and requiring expernsie retesting, revalida-

!prtrisels hovs the pomsdered metal pan might per- tion programs

form It i• poss.ble to secure some off-the-shelf

po.sdered mefal parts from commercial sources, as The types of pal-s that are often made of

has been done s ah some prteset oail, but the powdered metal in industry and that would proba-

deselopment ot each nev, pan has its o05n intrica- bly also be used extensively in HDL programs

vies and tends to be one of a Lind Some exposure include the follosing gears, sprages, pasIs, shafts.

to the posdered metal design ptocess has pros. ided bushings, plungers, base plates, housings, and other

i gradualacqu-tiion of knoosedge but doe% not com- component parts used in small, clock-type control

pare to the espeitise that would accrue from actual and timing mechanisms At the present time, a few

experience in an in-house facility of the more standardized smaller and simpler fuze
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(Omponent, of this lyve are being made from equipment corresponding to that used in the
powdered metal by outside contractors, production furnaces. With the larger furnaces and

their associated atmosphere equipment, it will be
It is expected that the demand for any particu- possible to make realistic determinations of the

Par p),rt would extend up to a maximum of about production variables that will prove useful to the
5000 units in any particular development program. ultimate fuze contractors.
At any given time there may be between two and
five par:,; being developed in powdered metal. In a X-2.6.2 Powdered Metal Processes
typicul month, the total production of all parts
would not exceed 3000. The total number of parts Production of powdered metal parts involves
produced will be divided between one or more trial several separate processes. First, a powder of the
runs. Units would be used to check the basic desired composition must be peoduced. Then this
design, to determine dimensional variations, and to powder is pressed into compacts of the desired
provide parts for various types of environmental, shape in the.."green" state. These green compacts
strength, and operational testing. A longer run of the are then hýated until their powder particles are
final prototype design would provide additional bonded together. After this heating or sintering
units for a repeat of the preceding tests, for test and process, the part may be used as is or it may go
evaluation of subassemblies, and for tests of com- through some combination of repressing, sintering,
pletely assembled fuzes. A series of trial runs could and impregnating to produce the desired physical
be reqjired before an acceptable part would be properties. Final machining may be required, de-
produced. A general trial run would be on the order pending on part complexity.
of 100 to 200 units, and a final run could produce
up to a few thousand. Although all parts made The processes naturally dictate the equipment
would be inspected closely, only a small number required for a powdered metal facility. The equip-
would be used in the various detailed tests. A total ment falls into three, basic operations-biending,
of no more than 5000 of a specific part would be compacting, and sintering. Each of these operations
made between trial and final prolotyps, stages. requires its basic tools-the mixer, the press, and

the furnace, plus the related ancillary equipment. A
The low unit cost per part, coupled with the further description of some of the basic processes

fast cycle times of the required presses and fur- involved follows.
naces, makes a long run practical for checking the
press ')peration and part reproducibility. With a Blending-. The first step in producing a pow-
press that can produce 10 to 40 parts per minute, dered metal part is to secure a powder of the
several hundred parts can be made very quickly to desired composition. The blended powder usually
check for such things as powder filling and unifor- consists of either an alloy powder, a mixture of
mity of compaction. The' inherent design of these elemental powders, or a single elemental powder,
powdered metal presses makes fast cycle times together with a lubricant/binder, such as zinc stea-
possible, but ii also makes such detailed checking rate. This lubricant/binder reduces die wall and
n.ecessary for selling up part design processing interparticle friction. It also makes the powder mor
procedures. workable before pressing and helps to hold the

green compact togiether,

The large run% of parts can also be handled
quite easily bv the sintering furnaces that are avail. Compacting.- After the desired powder is
ahle. Except for the small batch furnaces that are secured, it can be compacted by several types of
not really related to prfodu(lion furnace, the re. presses. The thre, basic types of presses are ,he
maiuing suitable furnaces have (apadiet-s similar it) iKolatic, the hydraulic, and the mechanical. The
the general range oif the iprese, These larger fur. isostatic pres% uses a flexible mold, which is muje
nae-s als(o make it pralid alo tip use almosprte, to hydraulic pre,mere over it% entire outer %urface to
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produce the compacting force With toss tvpe ot Two features avaiable in beth mechanical
press, it is easy to achieve uniform, honiogeneous, and hydraulic presses are removable die set tooling
high-oensitv parts There is a problem in designmng and toohig operating on the withdrawal principle
and securing t&e required flexible mold, The pres- Both feaieres are highly desirable ard often come
sure produces compaction from all d.re'ztjns si- together A die S~et is a removable tool holder and

multaneously,. hhith makes the calculation of the tooling set which cain ibc set up inrependent of the
mold shape some,.hat difficult Ihese presses are press. This allows tooling to be set up or repaired
also quite slow and difficult to _.,erate. so the) while the press is being used with another set of
v.ould Pot be used in volume production There- tooling The setting cp of tooIrIg is usually much
fore, use of such a press in house would make it eaxier on a %sork bench than in the confined space,
difficult to relate our experience to that of the final cf the main press frame An additional advantage of
fuze manufacturer die set tooling is that it holds tolerances more

prccisely because the punches and die are held in
There really is no clear cho-ce between the alignment by their own iame This scaled-down

otler two tpes of presses Although the method of frame hold, its alignment far better than the large
producing the compacting force is esttrels ditferent press frame, which also has to take the loads of
in the two presses, their operation is nonetheless producingandapplyingthecompactingforce-
quite similar Mechanical presses use an arrange-
meI 1 of cai ts and levers to produce this motion, Normally, the upper punch retracts from the
h.draulic presse, use hydraulic c.lnders to d'e, allowing the die to be forced up by its float
produce this motion Both can be used to compress springs from the lower punch. The lower punch
to constant density lbs use of constant pressure). then moves up and presses the compact om of the
Hovseser, it is doubtful that this teature would be restrained die This rebound motion leaves the
usedseryoften compact unsupported in the die, often causing

cracks %rithdrawal tooling reduces the possibility
Both the mc.ichanical and h.draulhc presses of breaking compacts when they are removed from

produce tompaction along a single ax.s hut therelis thepress In sithdrasal tooling, the die is not spring
usually more thin one compaction imoton) along loaded so the tov.er punch remains in conaac_ with
this axis If a uniform density is desired oser the the compact The upper punch can rIt on the
entire part length, multiple ram motions are re- compact as thedie is v.ithdrawn asan extra protec-
qt.'ir-d For a siegle-tleel oart, compression from tionagainctcrackgrowth
one side onIv against a die ws-ill produce a oensi.
gradient from the pinch face to the bottom of the Sitterig O'peralwons - Sintering consists of
die. Therefore pressing trom top and bottom is a heating the green compact in a controlled reduc-
requirement It a part Pas more than oiie lesel, a ing atmosphere to a temperature blow the melting
separate pun.h .sith inoependent motion -ill be point oa the base metal The requir•-d temperature

wert-dtireachlesel These separate punches are varies .s.dely, depending on thb_ material being
required so that they" will oe an equ3! compression used Powders of iron and copper bases require a
rat.-, n each lesel of the pan Tht, equal compres- much higher temperature than those of aluminum
sion ratio is needed to produce equal densiv in bases. At the sitering temperature, a predomi-
each les-el because po..der doe, not flow% hydrau- nantl, silid-state bonding process occurs betsecn
ichats, hetsseenleets Ina formingoperationati this the po.sder particles of the compact It is this

type, i e ot a hydraulic press can be an ads antage bonding that deteri.nes the mechanical and physi-
A hvdrattihc press can often make it easier to ha.e cal properties of the part After cooling, the part
multiple punches, and it is easier to control andalter may be used as is or it may go through further
themotionsotthesepunches operations to deselop its properties These could
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include roepres•ing, resntering. impregnation. or in- and di.sociated ammonia; the latter too require
filtration Both resistering and infiltration involve generat ng equipment. Several considerations make
the suftering furnace dssociated ammonia more attracti, e than the otfer

atmospheres
the basic tool for the %intering operation is a

furs•ce that produces a high temperature, some- Cost. storage, and nandling problems are en-
"what below the melting point of thi metal powdcer countered when bottled hvdrogen is used as an
Because a is desired that aluminum-, copper-, and atmospnere Bottled hvdrogen cost, more than dis-
iron-hased powders be used at various times, there sociated ammonia, even %shen the total costs ofs
witl be a large difference in the specific furn:ce producing the dissociated ammonia cvlinder am-
temperatures required Although zhere will hase to monia, electric power, maintenance, and amoriza-
be a compromise in the design of the furnace, it hon) are included Also, one 150-lb (about 67 1,g)
should be optimized for the most widelý used cylinder of amiroma produces the same %olume of
powders those of iron and copper hose Both hase atmosphere as 34 cylinders of hvdrogen, so that
similar temperature and atm"osphere requirements storage and handling of the latter becomes a com-

A furn.ace of this tspe ssould also be able to handle paratively large problem At the proposed operating
aluminum, although it would do so at a substantial rote, it w:ould mean that 34 cylinders of hydrogen

sacrifice in performance when compared to one % ould have to be handled each month as com-
des-gned specifically for auminun pared to only one cylinder of ammonia Use of

bottld hydrogen is also disadvantageous consid'.-
Any poraduction rate abase the purels- oi-e-of- ing the labor finvolsed in changing cylinders and the

a-ktnd part requires an in-line type of furnace This problems of deliser) into a -tricted area
tspe ot furnace feat-ores a ;ong tube, enclosing a
selected gaseoss atmosphere, svith an input end, a Cracked fuel gases (esogas ý,nd endogas) are
burn-off heat zone (.pticonalt. a sntfer heat 7one, atmospheres rich in hydrogen and carbon monox-
and a cooling zone The ends of this tube a'e seated ide as reducing agents However, several problems
bs' door, from the outside air to retain the control mal e these gases undesirable as atmospheres The
aimosphere These doors hase a burn-off port and gas generators require a natural gas supply that
pilot to provide a controlled atmosphere outlet would be questionable at best in terms of avatlabil-
Thev al-o have a flame curtain to present combusti- ity These atmospheres also contain impurties
ble atmosphere from mixing with room air vhen which are detrimental to the surface of the pow-
they are opened to put in and emove parts dered m'tal Dart The range of flos' rates through L

thes atnosphere generators is some-hat re-

"he purpose of tf,e t.so heat zones is to ifrit st ,.cted compared to the dissociated ammoma gen-
burn oft the volatte powder lubricants and binders erator, and th. homogeneity of the output gas tends

$ at a low temperature, and then (2) siter the part at to besaiable with flow rate
a higher temperature. lust below the melting point
of the metal powder The burn-off furnace enables
a higher product-on rate because the heat load is Dissociated ammonia is produced by heating

taken up bv ,..o furraces It also allowss a more anhydrous ammonia (NH,) in the presence of a
fasorablc temperature 'or burr, off than that of a catalyst to crack it into nitrogen IN2) and hydrogen
smstenrg fu-fnace ttowever, at the tovs production (H.4 The output gas has an approximate composi-
rate proposed here, it wsould not be worth the lion of 75-percent hydroget. and 25-percent nitro-
added expense of the burn-off furnace gen. with trazes of undissoctated ammonia This

atmosphere has almost the same effect as pure
Several reMCiLng dtmospheres could be cho- hydrogen, since the nitroger .s -ascally inert It is

sen for use in the sinfering furnace These atmo- somesyhat superior to hyd . in t,,rms of fevwier
spheres include bottled hydrogen, cracked fuel gas, harmful impurities and ••,v-, •wpomt

1i
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An adr tro-.at advantage of a disociated am- Basic equipment

monea atmosphere generator is that a hydrogen

diffusion unit cou'd be added to produce ultra pure Compacting press, 15-ton capacity, 72 in long

hsdrogen as ar. atmosphere The h~drogen diffu- by 40 in wide by 93 in high. 7 100 lb. 440 V.

sion unit uses a palladium 'Ivtr alloy as a diffusion 3 phase, 55 hp

Smedium to separate hydrogen from other consl.*u- Die sets, spare

ents of the input gas This arrangement would

require excess capacity in the initial ammonia disso- Sintering furnace, 30 lb/hr capacity. 180 in long

ciator because, on a volume basis, the yield ratio is by 54 in wide by 66 in high. 440 V, 3 prase,

about tsso th,.ds ot the dissociated ammonia inpui 25 15,
Ammonia dissociator, 300 cfh c..pacly. 60 in

long by 36 in wide by 72 ,r., high. 440 V, 3

phase. 9 LW

fodel Poi der AleLillurgi- Fachl'4- The Atmosphere control equipment

equipment listing that follows describes a model Infiltration chamber

posder metallurgy facility at two levels of opera- Powderblendigmil

tion One tesel vsould be for the minimum amount

or equipm-nn riqurred to start such a tacility This Part storagecabinets

equipment, b% it% inherent nature, vsculd :ake care

of all but the largest possdered metal parts to be Additional equipment desired

encouitered at HDL The additional equipment, for

a higher lesel of operation, ssould include a larger Compactigpress. 40- to60-toncapacty

press to handle the larger parts, a second osen for

the simtermg of alumlium parts, and an ultra-pure Sintering furnace, alumuinum parts

hsdrogen ge-rerating unit Along with this equ-p- Uhra-purehydrogengeneratorplusancilaries
ment ssould go the increased storage and handling

equipment required Additional storage and handling

if
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Chapter XI.-Compiter Support for the Prototype Validation Facility

by Robert H. Ror'n

XI-1. Introduction which provide information on the use of computers
in computer-aided design (CAD), engrineering, test-

A number ot areas within the PVT require ing, and manufacturing
compultersupuor'. This supp)ort ssIIi bprovided by
a combination or minicomputers and intelligent Xt-2. Data Entry, Transmission, and Collection
termir.als thati ssrll be acquired tor the PV1, and bv'
sarioas tspes ot computers and process control The System mr.stbe able to accept data from a
eourpment planned tor or aireads present at FIDL number of sources The sources can be roughly
For example' the latter equipment includes the classified .nto three areas data entry, commuter
Direct Numerical Control Master Systems Control- transmitted data, and automated data collect on
ler (DNC-'stSC, sshich supports the Research and
ingineering Suppo Italxiraters ig[5j), the geneial- Manual data enlrý wyill be used wheneve' t is
purp~ose laboratrirs -wide aetoruation network. nece-ssary to enter data into h,. 'ystem- which are
ISPE \Ri and the large-scale HOL central computer not in irach~ne-reac

t
able form Tsp~cal applicalicns

system operated bs the DI-IMMaaagemienr Infoima- ssoutd include incoming inspection n-process
tion Ssstemrs Oltice MiSO) Tins comnh-ration of manual inspectiens. 'Jirectises to the System. etc
eqbu pirent willibe rete r NI to throughout this Chap- For the most pant, the inpurt dv.ze %%itl be similar to
ter a' the 'Swsem a telelvpessriter Hosiever. in some cases it will be a

special device wh ch is designed for a speific
An important teature or the computer support function (e g, swhere inlh numeric information is to

is the use or a common data base ot rr'tormatron be input, the 'teimlinal '%sould base lust a numeric
describing the desici's and componewits that pass key pod) Another important data entry device will
through theMIV This retormat-oussiti be used and be graphical in nature Thiisstl include both drgiliz-
updated b% the sar-ous coimputer appilications i, ers and graphics terminals The graphics terminals
the OVit Thus, the statis of desicesand data on the ,oil generally be used to tacilitate the analysis
devices ssitt be available, ir a central location, as pericrinci 'in dev-ices passing through the t'VF
inpu*. to a sanety ot application programs used both
insidle ind outside the PVF The use ot these data Data on tire devices -sthin the PVF wyill reside
outside the PVF .s not arldressed so this chapter wsithin a numbcr ot different con'puters. somc in-
Some rif these outside aiplicatrons ssrl mibvio.,isl side and some outsief the Sj stem The datavsill be
be impr.,veusent of fuze designs utize operation as transmitted to that computer on wyhich it is most
%%ell as fuze prodLuioilitsi doicumentation, drains- appropriate trbr the wvork. lobe pertormed fhe twso
ings technical rla:a packagr-s 1TiJ si. mnanutactur- machines swithin the System that inill primarily be
ing methooolrigies and tahr iqucs. etc . but this responsible for the swnitching and transmission of
materialsbe.ondttiessop ct.-'ischapter the data wnill be the communication fiont-enci iLon-

In the fotlov.ing sections of this chapter, the troterofte S PE eiyot n heDCMCo
clsses o, appltcaiýons thit wil~l be Aippened are

desci~bed and tspw~ta applications are discussed The automated data collection portion of the
Appeniti Xl- ii sbslrr specific uses *o be mde ot System swill be used to acquire real-time data on
this stppczt bn the ficilitie.au the PVc Appendis dievices as they pass' hrough v. -ions portions of the
XtIlt is a oibl-og'aply o1 some uiftclcs aed tests PVT The data collected switl generally be used in
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thePVF oriteopurtposes (a)to provide control ofa chanical parts manufacture As parts proceed
process being carried out in the PVF (eg, the through the PVF, generated data will modify the
%% eighing and sorting of the components of thermal work flow design Problem area, will be isolated

potter supphest and b) to collect data on items and changes will be made to the manufacturing
under test for subsequent analysis, quality control, procedures that w.ill eliminate the difficulties The

and simulation sudies For example, the stabhtty results of this effort will be guidelines to the indus-
and repeatabilitv ot S&A control parameters could trial manufacturer that will expedite setting up
be monitored, and resulting data couid be used to o)rduction lie- with a minimum of problems
control the tabrication of additional pm.totvpes and/or delays in producing reliable fuzes at lowest

Simultaneousis, the daia could be used as input into cost
rehaotitv stidies

Devices are evaluated in three phases--the
XI-3. Design, Analysis. Simulation, and test design, the test and the analysis of test data

Management Information Various design.of-experiments computer programs
wvill be used to develop statistically sound tests(e g.

Most of the "raw computer poser" that the Probe Test. Random Balance Test) Specialized

PVF wili require %Nitl be used for the design and computer programs wvill be used to develop the
deselopment of "production methodologies detailed rrocedures for performing the tests Test-
based on the prototype engineering design and on ing iwill usually be monitored and controled by
the prehimmarl TOP's, the analvsis of data gener- local min- and microcomputers and by the distiib-
ated during the simulated "production' runs, the uted intelligence in the SPEAR network Data gener-

design of device tests and the analysis of the result- ated by tests performed outside the PVF (e g, at
ing data, and the performance of computer simula- remote test sites) yill be transmitted v'a the SPEAR
tions of the real production process It ywill also see netlv ork into the common data base. After tests are

considerable use in providing information to completed, other programs will be used to analyze
management on the status of oes icOs and programs the data and pinpoint w eaknesses in the "'manufac-
within the PVF Most ot the CAD, analysis, and tured" product
simulation will be done on the main HDL ccmputer
s\stem Most ot Ine data translation and temporary Simulation of the complete h'.anufacturing
storage ssl!l be done on the DNC-MSC Some process ssrii be a major computer support task for
itTpiccl tasks v.hich ssill be pertormed are set iorth the PVF Using data from each of the statinns within
belov, the PVF and a simulation program w%.* in ar.

appropriate langu3ge (GPSS or Stmscript) the high
Atter the des.gn ot a des.ice has been per rate production process 'ill be simulated Results

,ected and initial protot.pes have Feen tested, It of the simulation %sill be used to "tuis. 'the process
%,ll lx nec-.•,', to determine those problems that so that final recommendations to manufacturers

may a-ise durtig prods -lion ot the des ice by indus- will indicate the best process of several presented

itr Using the engineer s design data and informa- alternatises
tion from the preliminars TDP, computer programs
%w ill be run that %ill control the'arious machines in The use of the System to provide current.
the PVF b% use ot compu'er-aideo manufacturing detailed information is a capability that wvill enable
"(CAMI techniques These computer studies %%ill management to exercise better control over pro-
determine potent.al manufacturing problem areas grams being conducted in the PVF The exact
For example. NC parts programmers wril use the nature of the reports %,tl1 depend on tri type of
dra-.ig data ond the APT computer program to information desired Hossever. one pred;iction can
control the NC niachin's producing mechanical be made-much of the outout will be presented
parts WVork flov, studies %ill .be conducted to graphically Management is usually more con-

$ determine the best order and procedure for me- cerned with oserall trends and levels than specific
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numeric values Graphirs is the best way to present ItraaBIdg P2 rpissse
thstp finformation Th-e compute, programs Tektronix 4015 DVSl graphics terminal

-hat produce the reports will be nonprocedural, ma D1 rpistr~a
use directed. i e, there wvill not be a fixed report SPEAR low-speed Data Acquisition, Test,

output format The user visll be able to direct the and Control(IDATACIIGraphics system

program in a simple, English-like language State- SPEAR medium-speed DATAC System
meet lie,'.ssorted SPEAR time-shaning teletypewriter

terminals

i'tOT NUMIBER OF RUECTS VERSUS CONVEYOR SPEED0
XI-4.? Required New Computer Reso urces

xsil be sedThe fetolosving computer resources are re-

Another important managemrent toot will be qurdtspot t.OLVI

7, resource scheduling Because the PVF will not be
an intensive use. high-solume manvfacturing plant. SPEAR high-speed DATAC's (6)
many of its facilities and much of its e~tuipmeert S'~~lwsedDT 6

le g, rotary tables, nonsysnchronous transfer lines. Limitned drntance modemssl0 0

etc I xsJi be shared among the artivaies in the PVF nu emnl 3

By the use of an appropriate shop scheduling pro- Additional Adage computer-aided design

gram, the usc of these resources wvili be schedukd tria

to minimize disruption, and inefficiencies Microprocessor Conirollers for computer-
aided manufacturing

XI-t Eqipmnt equremntsMiscellaneous probes. interconnection de-
XI-4 Equpmen Reqiremntsvices. etc.

The exact configuration and amount o Coptrotwe
computer-!ike equipment that x%%ill be required dle-
pends to a great extent on the exact makeup of the XI-S. Alternatives
operations, equipment, and facitnies xsilhin the
PVF riosseser. certain pieces of equipment will be The alternatise to providing complete comn-

used independent ot the precise makeup of the puter support for the PVF is to use only the cristing

PVF A majorits, of the requisite compute resources equitpment Isect XI-4 1lxhich, althouggh extenssive,

will exist before the P`VF is implemented ibis set of lacks the hardssare connection aed sofltsare sup-

equ-pment is listed in section XI-4 1 Some addi- Port for the PVF set forth previously. SWitnout this

Itional equipmein t vill be acituired specificallý for connection and support, the automated actisities.

use in the PVF This latter equipment is listed in the analeists.he simukixion. etc. dexnbed beore

section XI-4 2 will be grealls' cunai~ed in some cases and impossi-
ble in most cases None of the automated I nks, the

XI-4, 1 Existing and Available Computer on-I-ne data bases, or the real-time data acquisition

Resources %%ill be performizble- Thus. tbe adsantages that
cook;i be realized by full use of computAer Support

The follosving computer reso-jrces are on will not be achieved and the p-otentual benefits to

hand and accessibie at HDL. the -arious programs w,11
t be ses-erel5 restricted

IBM 3701168 compite~r It should be recognized that the existing

Direct Numenical Contrial-.-Master Systems eqturpmnt and capabilities were not implemented

Controller PDP-1 I /Adage GP430 graphics for the PVF but wvere acqu fed for other support
system The augnmentations recommndowred soill enable the

-JComputer Vision Design System 121 PVF to make use of the existing HDL capabilities-



thus, the PVF sill hase the ads, antages ot a modern, (bIf Analysis of test data
nit.timillion-dollar computer support sNstemn at a
traction ot that cost (c) Cempoter-aided design and layout of IC

masks
XI-6. Conclusion

XI.A.4 PowerSupplies
Inordcer for the PVF to be ettectnsel5 used, itKi

necessarN that this facilits h.-se adeqtuate computer lat Automated testing of p~osser supplies and

support I-IL, as pant ot it% ongoing mission, has iasi o! test results
imptemrented a ssstern to Woside extensee conm-

puter support tor the %arlous laborators organiza- lb) Controlling and monitoring assembl% of
tions and their personnel Extending tbr, support poner supplies
into the P\'E %isl itncrease the usetulness and greatly

iniproe the eftectornessot thePVF (c) Automated control of ssetghing and sort-
ing ot the elements of thermal power supplies

Appendix XI.A.-Appurcations of Computer
Support within the PVF 1d) Controlling assembtý of air-drisen pon~er

xI-A. i introductior supplies

Gisen belon are descriptions of somne opofc le) Computer-aided design of mnasks of fliwdic

applications ot computer support within thew PVf poser supplies

and -sthin factlities clirecitls associated ýis r the
PIF Intormqation is also gien oncomputer applica- XI-A.5 Pintned.Wirins Boards tFIVOWs
tions that are outside the scope of the PVF, but

%% howeresultsare retateir~to the aCti, tiesoftthe Rif 1at Computer-aided routing anid layout of

XI-A.2 Elec-tromechanical Facility tt~mal otolddhn fP~

tar Cletecting and controlling th ' -fositionmgs

ot port' during assembhs XI-A.6. FIeCsw~nkilo,,rdAssembly

hI) Controlling the testing ot dlectromrechani&- ta) Controlting robots and other automajjed

call m"'dute-s and acoutring S&A sarrabte and assmrbls equipment

attriute ata(b) Automated testing of electronic sobassens-

tc t Anals-isottestdata bItes and an.~'-srs of coltected data

1d) Quatits asvirance control of electrome-

chancal tabricatron Xl-A-7 Automn-led Fabricatlion of Thick Film
circuits

ter anervav~tucesotýecanruý.ta; Comi, .1ter-arded crrcu,t design. layout.,

Xl-A.3 Senmikondvcfutr Protoippe Fabrication and artsork preparation
and Validation

(b) Computer control and monitoring of cor-

atControl of the testing of integrated circuits curt fabrication

11 ttC st under eliectincal and ens ironinental
stress (ct Com-puter control of laser resisor trimmer.
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* IdiComputer ntonloring oi traterial Xl--4.12 ManagernentControlandAids

insentors,

(e) Computer testing and qualits assurance
~QA) ot incoming material (h) Computer-aided planning studies

(f) Comnputer-aided testing o: thick. t-im ict Simuilation 01 manuiactur.nig methodolo-

circuits pre, jr-id techr~UrteS

XI-A.8 Automrdedfuze Assemlbly- di eoucshdlnaPftcris

rat Computer sr lwduli-ig arc' (.oflro--iz~l ot

nonssnichronfour~ttansterlrine, Appendix XI-B.-Selected Bibliography

.b) Control (ii robots and other nieces at Is. Teilo-n r ettrpe ~alce n

sembl% efluipment tests %ihictr proside intornnation on 0-the - of
(owp)uter',i ro rnrputer-aided design, engineering.

XI-A. 9 Fin-c iTesting testing, and manufacturirg. Man% otrer articles can

be round in such nagazines as Daiarramian. fant-

tar Automated data ac~quisiton tramn tuz,- un- pul.l, ecieol~risiotos 41m/nt and Spe'ii14aai

der testand anals, 'ila the test results
4PT1\s( Prcileri 44-son Rrpafl SHARE XLIV Pro-

hr) Automated test setup using rolbit to posi- ceedfings It 1975-

Iron fuze connect to tester. an-' rernose alter

Dw~All Comt puter' Complerres Plenum Pre-~

XI-A. 10 En tironmental Validation lrborratoi it1971i

ta) Crimpster-arrled design at ens irtannntal C HI Wniiski lneraictis e- Corripn,:er, A,&Wr Ter-hnol-

stimuli ngi, flotlu/ran, m I/ta Oew-r,1,a/fanri/a/urnng
Pffrtass \lacDonnreli flouglas-1975)

hr ~ ~ ~ ~ onue Cortuerdntedlr le-trnt data afrgreia-
titu and anals-si .anaai ttdD'pt.n naaicn Pra'Aga-

and Plin, H-Iarr lrarn-Ard Laboratories.
i1974;

Xl-A. I1I Afecrhamirsalfabricatiofu
R M1 Flv.gareXCAO%f~t~ lh-aitataoir-tiy4ded

tat Ctimtruer-airled deigmn ot mrechanircal D-fgn and Comiputrsr 4idid wa~ntutacturiqc

-'Iparts. molds tigs etc Stistemn Session L-522. SHARE \LVI Proceed-
ingst91976

(bi) N'urnrercall controlled machining ra
*parts, mo~lds. lig,, etc GrsPI-rc5 Pwoa-ris a-ssawon Rryoais SHARE )sLtt Pro-

ici Comiputer-aided inspection and qualits ecris194

I]control oiftabricated parts f IN IarA-ek and R F- Karasek. Daita S.senis ioc

lrr-'/wnxa-f a Rese-arch. Rese.1rch a-i evel

0d Comiputer control otstrictin~t-nto% cpmenttWfecember 19741
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Chapter XII.-Planning and Progress

by Harry E Hill, Jr.

After the initial formulation of the PVF con- plans at the new facilities at Adeiphi. MD. The initial
cept it became apparent that the qestion of Gov- plan was formulated in April 1975 In May 1975,
ernment or company operation would have to be this plan was reviewed by top management at HDL
decided early, because of the need for certain basic and rejected Top management directed the devel-

support actwities and choice of geographical Ioca- opment of a thiee-year project plan with military
tion. After preliminary exammaticn, Hamilton construction in the second and third years. Also
Technology. Inc, Lancaster, PA. emerged as the specified was the selection of one element of the

best choice for a company-operated facility Ham.,- PVF for first-year funding Thick film hybrid circuit
ton was geographically desirable because of its fabrication was selected, and a formal reriuest for
closeness to the fuze developers Hamilton pos- funding was made. This complete plan w.as

sessed GOCO facilite that were not in use and presentee and the first year element rejected at the
were available. Furthermore, Hamilton was experi- FY77 Apportionment Hearings at the Armament
enced in fuze fabrication and ,ysembly The choice Research and Development Command. Concur-

for Go% emment operation• sas the Harry Diamond tently, management at HDL deferred the Military

Laboratories This wotl.d place the fuze designers Construction Army (MCA) one year.
and prototype tabnacation close to each other and
also would allow the use of the ciurent facilities at These deferrals caused a reevaluation of the

HDL for prototype fabrication and necessary sup- three-year plan At the same time, the individual

"port activities An economic analysis showed the chapters were submitted and more detailed and
construction and operation of the PVF at the HDL accurate information was available on equipment.
site at Adelphi, MD. the berter choice. The HDL space requirements, and operations All this infof-

location and Gover, ment oeeration shGws a dis- mation was reviewed and analyzed The result of
counted total project cost adsantage of 4 ":mihon this was the formulation of a five-year plan for
dollars for the seven-year economic life used and is eq jipment purchase with construction occurring in

further su. ported by the nonquantifiable bene'its. the second and third years.

Having established HEL as the location, the :n deseioping this plan, several criteria were
equipment selection process cl•anged HDIL has used in selecting the year of purchase. The impor-
existing shop facilities that are used for fabricating tance of need %ras the governing selection criteria
prototypes and specialized equepment for fabricat- All the lechnologies and equipment selected are
ing prototype subassemblies of some electronic deemed necessary for the successful operation of a

fuze ,omponents These faciltes we-e first exam- PVF, but the m.i.ediate need for some and the
red to identify areas that differed from current and economic bene-ars derived from them juyify their

anticipated industnal practles Equipment selec- earlier selection The best example of this type of

tion now emphasized these areas she.e differences module is the thick film hybrid fIFH) facilities. In

occurred. New areas were also included This ap- examining the direction of fuzing technology. TFH

proach was used to minimize capital inve•stmet is the newest and a major cost driver in nevv fuze

wrhile still providing the functional capabilities nec- procurement; because of this it was the first module

. ,essarv for a PVF. selected Operating efficiency was considered next.
First, operating efficiercy was considered as de-

The additional equipment required by the PVF fined by the normal flow of work in the PVF-
necessitated expansion of the current floo space in component or subassem-ly fabrication, fuze as-

the Research and Engineering Building. This expan- sembly. testir.g. and support activity. Second. self

sion had been part of the long-range constictbon sufficiency of the operating modules was consid-
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ered Since it is possible that some segments of the .. . .. . ..

F`• PVF facilities ould be approved and not others,modules were selected so that equ'pmen' Pur- • ...

chased would be beneficial and could be justified

even though equipment for the complete facility

was not obtained Thus, each %ear's funding will

provide a specific increase in the operation capabil- -

ties of the PVF. The second year MCA made space

requirements a consideration when selecting mod-
ules for the first and second project years Not only

is space very limited at HOL, but also the type of

space needed for PVF equipment is not generally

available within the General Purpose Laboratory 2 1

Prerequistes for operating modules were consid-
ered, a.lthough. aý stated above, termination of the f

project at the end of any funding year will not affect Figure Xll-1. Fiie-year plan for Prototype Var"dation
• the capab ilities acqu,-ed up io that w rint The rotary facility.

tables scheduled for purchase in the second year

are necessary for the electromechanical module This plan was acted on, and requests were

and electronic test module. Therefore, the electro- submitted for the MCA and 55 Vercent of the

mechanical rrodule is a prerequisite for the elec- equipment. The TFH equipment was s55., in Ile first

tronic test module, however, failure to obtain the year, but svas also backed up by a second-year

latter "'oduie will not negate use of thic equipment funding request under an alternative funding case-

in the electromechanical area Deliverv time for the gor;. This was dcne because there was some con-

equipment was only considered when it affected cern during the first submrission about the cfrrect-

one of the other selection criteria Since most of the ness of the funding categsigy The MC- was re-

equiprment is standard commercial equipment. de- vi&,esse and approved by the Department of the

i herytimeistypicallyveryshort Army. The Corps of Engineers was instructed to

proceed ,sth the final design in February 1977. The

Figure X11-1 shows the fi%e-vear plan as de%el- fise-year plan suffered a major setback in May

oped in FY77 The honzontal stops on the figure 1977, sshen the MCA wsas deferred one year. This

represent different modules of the PVF In some caused another complete review of the plan be-

-ases, these strips are divided .nto sijbmodules, as cause of the need to coordinate the equipment

"ssith the power supply mo'Juie Each submodule acquisition and the building construction

showsn -s self-sufficren*. and can function wsithout
ssubsertuent year funding for equipment TYpically, a As a result of reviews at HDL., it was decided

modu!e extends for one year_ The third yea- was an that :he earlier funding request for TFH equipment

exception, and these funds % ere extended through would be dropped and the back-up request used

the first quarter of the fourh year This is proposed Requests for printed circuit equipment and me-

so that delivery of equipment coincides with the chanical parts equipment would be deferred one

completion of the building The MC. coirposes a year shile some semiconductor equipment would

second-floor addition to the Research and Engi- be moved up one year.

neenng Supjx~rt Building (203) The addition will

provide approxrmatels 40.000 ft' of additional With the MCA deferred another sear. space

space for the PRF requirements became critical in planning the ac-
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quisition et equipment It was decided that a shift of was the pnmary reason for extending the years of

the vshole five-,ear plan was not desirable Instead, equipment purchase The desire to minimize the

a four-year plan ssa. developed This plan is shown additional staff necessary for operating the PVF also
in figure XII-2 A shift to the four-year plan was contributed By rel~mg heavily on training of cur-
possible because of theor'goingactiNsties during the rent personnel to operate the equipment. time had

previous year. The major dravs back to this plan was to be provided for this training. This training can be
the l-.gh dollar value of equipment required in 'ear accomplished while continuing normal Model Shop
four This equipment inclu'des items that hasýe been Prototype Fabrication assignments dunng the four-
under review Although a final decision has not year plan Industral equipment and pr-cesses will
been made, it appears that approxtmatel, 29, per- continue to be monitored by HDL. and if better
cent of the tourth sear equipment will be deleted equipment or processes become available, appro-

The major changes that are being considered are in pnate modifications %vill be made to the plan
mechanical parts fabrication, poser supply assem- Changes are not expected to be dramatic but
bl•. and semiconductor fabrication Funding re- because of the four %ears involved in purchase and
quests hase been prepared and submitted for the dynamics of the electronics fabncation industry

equipment through year tlree Funding requests for some changes are anticipated
equipment in ,ear four ssere prepared in March and

April 1979 and vere submitted by June 1979 The Since the earlv planning of this project, the
review of this equrpme'i and a thorough analysis of statffing and operating costs of the PVF have been a
the economics of its purchase %%ere completed in concerntoall involved.Thegoalwastoa,icomplish
March 1979 all ssork with existing staff This goal was thought

achievable by use of personnel in the Mechanical
'*,. -.'' .x,.-..i,. Engineering Support Branch and the Electronic En-

gineering Support Branch. These Branches I. b'icate
* ...... • •the prototypes now,. and would experience a des

iedne in their ssorkload sith the PVF in operation
[.. -t... !This establshment of a "'part-time" labor force to

operate the equipment remoes the burden of
.down-time expenses from the P'jF The fluctuating

nature of R&D work will in-anably cause periods of
relative inactivity and peak wocrk pen.ods. With
proper scheduing, these periods can be balanced

,ith other demands for similar services at HDL.

, ., Because of the pldnning necessary in scheduling
,ork and the amount of equipment to be main-
tamed, it is necessary to have a small permanent

- statf it is felt that the schedulang and maintenance
i - of the PVF can be accomplished by six people, two

professionals and four technicians. These people

't Figure Xlt.2. Four-year t.!an for Prototype Validation wvould not represent an increase in personnel at

Facility. HDL. They would be transferred from other areas
t," of the organization and permanebstlv attached to

atThe four-sear plan represents current thin', ng the PVF. The twso proiessionals wvould include af

at HDL.although the m.itation date ot this plan.is in mechanical engineer and an electronic engineer

doubt because oi the deterral of the MCA. This plan The four technicians' duties would be equaliy di-

orginated in 1975 as a two year plan and has vided between setup and maintenance. The exact

esolved to the current four-vear plan Matching the responaibiities v, ould vary. depending on the back-

acquisition ot equipment to the building tchedule ground of the individual
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Chapter Xil.l-Summary and Conclusions

by Harry E. Hill, Jr., and John j Furlani

The stated principal objective of this study this experience. Knowledge gained during proto-

was the definition of a facility that could manufac- type fabrication will be used to aid the management

ture and test prototype electronic fuzes using ad- of contractors' efforts during development and later

vanced state-of-the-art production techniques This during the production phase Fuither. productonrelzdThe technoiog'es and techniques specific to a particular design will b~e

objective has been relzdpse ln otecnr~ r to reduce transition

equipment necessary to apply them have been passed along to the contracto

enumerated, the facility has been laid out in detail, time from development to production

Sand a multi-year plan fcr implementation of the

andflg a f tmsu dhabeneseod The semiconductor research and develop-
findings of ths study has been developed- ment (R&D) personnel at HDL have been produc-

This study is the joint effort of nine branches at ing A-.-'ces for electronic fuzes, radars, and optical

HDL. The distribution of iaork was recommended systems for many ' ears. They have been innovators

by a Steering Committee that convened to review in semiconductor technology, for example, they

this project The committee deceded that the developed the two-step reduction process for mask

project should be managed by the Engineering making and the use of the stepiand-repeat camera

Support Branch and that tasks related to specific for generating large arrays. Much of their current

component areas would be delegated to the appro- work is directed toward the development of

priate branches v,1thin HDL. It Was felt that this radiation-hardened semiconductor devices for mili-
-

" tary use. "[he trends developing in this area are the

method would provide for the broadest input to the d in int s ara the

project within HDL. at the lowest cost. The initial increased use of silicon monoithic devices and the

reaction of several branches to the pototype vali- integraion of fuze functions The emphasis wil be

dation facility (PVF) concept was skepticism. Skep- on bipolar and complementary metal-oxide semi-

how they were conductors. The facilities proposed will allow for a
tical or not, they began to examine 

deontawn they ere --

doing things, what industry was doing, the costs of practical transition between demonstratng feasibil-

changing designs after testing, and problems that ity and ensuring producibility. The area will have

"n ioprecise environmental control to minimize contain-Sno w o cc u r in th e r ma n u fa ct u rin g o f ele ct ro n ic fu ze s m a o , n i n - pt te f r th ac u te l c -

Attitudes gradually changed, and skeptics became naton, an on-implanter for the accurate place-

adsocates. ihe conversions first occurred within ment of impurities. intection-molded plastics en-

each area of expertise and gradually expanded into capsulating ior lower costs, and semiautomatic

"•- I overlapping areas. Not all technical groups support equipment for process control

the need for the complete facility. This is primarily The electromechanical experts identified two

because the problems peculiar to one area are not

understood by those in other diciplines itis the parate areas where improvements are requ-red.

consensus of those involved that the evolved plan The first area identified was the support area of

should be in clemented and that all elements mechanical parts fabncation The use of low-cost
solbeicue 

fabrication techniques such as stamping, coining,

should be inclided casting, sintering, and molding is desirable in many

The prototype validation faciliy represents a electremechanical components, including S&A de-

Tc :eemphasis of production aspects during develop- vices. These capabilities are necessary for compo-

ment This had been considered during develop- nent fabrication so that assembly and test opera-

ment, but the PVF now provides the tools for tons will be performed on similar items Because of

verification of producibility Not only will the tools stringent safety requirements, extensive testing is

be provided, but the development personnel will be required of S&A mechanisms, and process changes

actively involved, allowing them to benefit from often require the repetition of these tests. The sec-
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ond area identified %"as mechamzed assembly, test- proven ruggedness of these subassemblies in the
Sing, and inspection This is integ;al to the design of ordnance environment virtually assures their con-
the mechanisms and has the potential of large tinued use. Modern hand assembly stations and
savings Currently, these are labor-intensive areas machine insertion will both be used The high

and the work is done by hand The emphasis will be density of components in some electronic applica-
on mechanization and merging of the assembly and lions requimes partial or complete hand assembly
test operations Mechanization will also offer in- Whenever possible, machine insertion will be used
proved safety in the fabrication area to decrease hand labor requirements for these as-

semblies. The use of large array circuits for machine
Thick film microelectronic fabric it0on and as- insertion, mass soldering, and automatic lead cut-

sembly is a technology recently applied to elec- ting all affect circuit topolog f Circuits assembled in
tronic fuze Circuits. It is not only an emerging this facility will have demonstrated compatibility
technology, but one that currently is expensise for with all of these mass-production techniques.
military systems The increasing use of multifunc-
hop fuzes and the increasing interest in fuzing Most of the research and development that
smaller munitions are causing the use of this tech- extends the state of the art in poser supplies ior
nology more and more. Problems that need to be electronic fuzes is conducted by the Government
worked on in thi* area are (i) the print-and-fire Safety requirements, limited space, and the ex-

parameters that allow the needed fine line conduc- tended shelf life of electronic fuze power supplies
tor patterns and achieve minimal resistor trimming, make them unique. Four power supply types meet
Q21 adoption of active resistor tnmming, compati- these requirements. liquid reserve, thermal reserve,

ble with high production rates, (3) automatic wire turboalternator, and fluidic generator The techno;-
bonding swith a single visual alignment, and ogy basefortheseis highly specialized and radically
(4) development of loss-cost packaging techniques different from the commercial battery industry- The
for the ordnance environment power supply area is alr s,'dy heavily committed to

prototype power supply fabrication The equipment

The printed wiring board fabrication area will that power supply personnel is proposing will aug-

allow for additive and subtractive board processing ment what they already have vith the emphasis on

and multilayer board fabncation Prnted wiring techniques and processes that are very close to or

boards wvll continue to be used in electronic fuzes can be readily adapted to those used by commer-

swhen space permits and in other applications be- cial manufacturers In addition, materials wvill be

$ cause they are rugged and relatively inexpensive In evaluated for their suitability to satisfy performance

addition, pnnted circuit board techniques are used criteria and for their adaptabilitv in fabricating the

in the fabrication ot antennas and rf stripline cir- required power supply

cuitrv This area svill provide the capability for
fabrcating printed circuits in large arrays which The goal of the environmental test area is to

reduce handling and are desirable with automatic achieve accelerated conventional environmental

insertion equipment New processes wyill also be tests. This is necessary so that the environmental

introduced such as the additive process, which uses testing can keep pace with the ir~creased rates of

less copper and results in less waste, and multilayer mechanized assembly. If production rates increasp.,
Sboard fabnicat~on, which increases circuit density the current level of confidence can be maintained,

and allows pnnted circuit techniques to be used on and if production rates remain constant, the testing
, more complex circuitry lev'el of confidence can be increased. The high cost

of field tests and the time delay between fabrication

The electronic board assembly area svill em- and field testing make accelerated envrronmental
phasize machine insertion of components. The rela- testing desirable. Field tests will not be eliminated.
tively low cost of prnted circuit boards compared but accelerated environmental testing will provide a

to thin and thick film circuit methods and the quick reaction screening of production unsits and
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allow for early detection of faulty production units the nonsynchronous system is advantageous, and
The PVF ca..r provide prototypes that closely repre- for this application such a system is proposed Twe

sent pr o'duction items. I his will result in improved types of ",onstandard fastening methods %%ere pro-
c(',irelatron of test results to final field performance posed ultrasonic and laser This equipment will be

These efforts-combined with recent advances in used to tupport both the electromechanical and the
the technology of simulated environmental test- power supply areas. Several ultrasonic bonders
tog-have the potential of replacing field testirg, were proposed to provide the reeded range of
after in.al correlation, with simulated environir.-n- frequencies and powier levels Two laser systems
tal testing were also proposed a 200- to 500-W yttrium

aluminum garnet (YAG) or ruby laser and a 1- to 5-
The electronic test area is where the proper kLV CO laser The ability of thi, type of equipment

functioning of the fuze is validated Experience has to concentrate on small areas minimizes the possi-
shown that on-line testing of electronic fuzes Ipar- bility of damaging other areas or compon-nts on
ticulady the radiating type) is a .rtital factor in the the work piece Both technotogies are being adop-
production process Design and fahrication of such ted by industry for high-rate quality production
equipment has accompanied each fuze develop- because of their controllab~lity and a resultant low
merit with the soecifications and oten the equip- reject rate
ment itself being given to the production contractor
for inclusion on the producion line Numerous The mechanical parts fabrication area will
measurement and inspection leconiques already operate in support of the rest of the facility. The
exist and are in use in automatic fabrication and Primary deficiencies cited by development groups
assembly lines for commercial mechanical znd wvere the lack of powdered metal and die-casting
electronic item, Many of these methods are di- technology The 3dd;tion of these capabilities ac-
rectly zpplicable to fuze manufacture and can be counts for most of the effort Special design consid-

incorporated into an automatic line will, a high erations safety requirements, and physical proper-
degree of confidence Other aspects of fuze testing, ties of the parts require the use of production-like
how•ever, particularly special conditionsappl~ingto parts during development testing Because of the
radtating-type proximity fuzes, hase no direct large inventory of equipment and extensive use of

counterpart in high production items on the com- screw machine parts, two screw machines were
mercial market It is on the second type of testing specified. These parts are not the most desired,

that the prototype validation facility will concen- because of dependance on forergn equipment, but
trate. Recent advances in microprocessors and rela- until proven alterniaves are des-eloped they will
ted automatic equipment have permitted an ex- rontinue to be used in quaicnty in, electroomechani-
panded and more sophisticated role for such equip- cal devices The current numerically controlled
ment Mechanical handling, automatic cvcl:ng of machine tool and plastic molding equipment is
tests, and marking of tested fuzes ss-ill be included considered necestary and sfficient for proper op-
Minicomputer control of the microprocessor- eratton of the everall facility. A general shop and

controlled test station will provide flexibility and inspectior. arca is also necessary to support the
r eal-time data acquisition. faciit~y. These capaZ lities are also enumerated

The electronic assembly area examined two There are a number of areas within the Protc-
problems, the final assembly of electronic fuzes and type Valilation Facility where computer support is
methods of nonstandard fastening The relative required Thi, support will be provided by a co'nbi-
ments of rotary or synchronous machines and non- nation of minicomputers and intelligent terminals
synchronous transfer machines were discussed in that wijl tie into existin-, computer facilities at HDL.

some detail in the chapter describing the Electro- Management will use theýe facilities for scheduling,
mechanical Facility The&- it was concluded that imnentory control, and costing inforntzion.

"" rotary tables were better, but for final fuze assembly Computer-aided design and manufactunng will be
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coordinated ,ith the NC equipment throughout the ment of specialksts for operation then it was not
facilitv Portable terminals wvil provide real-time practical for inclusion As a result, each of the
data acquisition from operating equipment and on- several study groups was informed that tcey should
line test setups These data can then be analyzed approach the problem with the assumption tilt the

and/or used as inputs to simulation programs Since PVF activity could be maintained with existing staff
the PVF wyill have single pieces of equipment when Further, if specialized knowledge was required for
the production facility may have many, the cost of the operation of certain types of equipmeit, it
end items in production will rely to some extent on joukd be obtained by training and not by recruiting
the ability to simulate the proposed production additional staff This was considered to be areaso,-
facidty on computer> able limitation since equipment already existed and

was being used to fabricate inototypes. With addi-
Once each of the areas %%as defined, the tional training, existing staff could become profi-

individual areas were integrated into one combined cient in the operation of the equipment required for
facility This involved the removal of duplicatvons the PVF. Further, since the emphasis was being
and the addition of areas overlooked im the separate placed on producibilit5 , more prototypes would be
chapters. Figure X1II-1 ,hows the layout of the fabricated on the ness and less on the old equip-
preposed facility. The proposed location to house ment. thus, the overall workload would not be
the PVF is a second-floor addition to the Research% significantly increased
and Engineering Building at the Harry Diamond
Laboratories, Adelphi, MD. Chapter XII (Planning An economic analysis was made companng
anid Progress) describes the plan for the Prototype the predicted costs of fuzes in production under the
Validation Facility in detail, inc!uding the construc- current system versus these costs with the Proto-
lion and a listing of necessary equipment. type Validation Facility in operation. This analysis

was hased on the assumption that the utilization of
Of real concern is the problem of maintmning the PVF during development wfll provide a head

the PVF capability when the ssork level is low. This start towa'd the later production phase. This was
problem was considered early in the study and A.as estimated to result in a I 0-percent reduction in unit
recognized as a critical factor in assessing the prac- production cost Over an 11 -year period, 11
ticality of the PVF. I1 vas concluded that if an prolects were considered The details are included
element of the PVF reqjired the permanent assign- in a document titled Economic Analysis for the

"XIFigure L- Layout of rioposed Prtotype Validation Faciltyr.
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Research and Engineering Support Annex, July areas as work loads change Tis w'Il provide a

1978 This analysis concluded that a total present group of people, well versed in the various

value of savings amounted to 17 03 million dollars, production areas, that wI
1 

be able to go to contrac-

a savings-to-investment ratio of 2 32 and a rate of tor plants, consult with and advise the cortractor in

return on investment of 2 2 percent These figures of setting up production lines pinpoint problem areas,

course include the cost of construction, equipment and assist generally At least one individual will be

purchas., and operating expenses responsible for oserseeing and coordinating all op-
an eerations, including value engineering, design-to-

cost, quality assirance, reliability, and develop-

There is strolg rationale to support the conclu- ment of prototype tes' data packages Another

"sion toat a prototype design-using industrial-type individual will act as the library and conduit for

"fabricat-on methods made on production-like collecting, staying abreast of. and disseminating

equipment that is valdated by various test methods state-of-the-art and technological advances relating

before release for production e,1gineering-will to product engineering and automation The PVF

present fewer problems and feuser scheduling de- group will form a reservoir of in-house expertise

lays, and will -sult in a cheaper, more reliable end that will stay abreast of the latest advances in

product Computer support, on-line test data, and production technology areas pertinent to electronic

simulaton testigwil also prowdedocumented test devices, including fuzing They will thus be in a

'lata packages against which later production-run position to advise Army headquarters staff regard-

uni-. can be reaswred Because of the vinous ing electronic technology production, thus assuring

S production options, HDL personnel would be used a strong defense posture, complemented by mobili-

S efficiently by shifting people among the various zationreadmess

-
12
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